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FOREWORD
The Landsat Science Office at Goddard Space FI ight Center
(GSFC} is ch!arged with the responsibil ity of characterizing the
l
qual ity of l'andsat-4 image data and, through data analysis, the
performance of the Landsat system. It has enlisted the participa-
tion of recognized and experienced members of the Landsat community
(private, acadmic and government, U.S. and International) in in-
vestigating various aspects of this multifaceted topic. The Landsat
Science Investigations Program provides the framewock within which
the individual investigations are taking place. One feature of the
Program is to provide in-progress exchange of observations and
findings among individual investigators, especially through an
ongoing series of Investigations Workshops. Release of information
resulting from the investigations is via public symposia. The
Landsat-4 Early Results Symposium (so named since most investigators
had had access to Landsat data for only a brief period) was hel d
on February 22-24, 1983. A second publ ic symposium is planned for
late 1984.
The present document is the first to be published con-
taining collected results of the Investigations Program. It was
original ly intended as an Executive Summary companion volume to
the Proceedings of the Landsat-4 Early Results Symposium, presenting
abstracts of papers included in the proceedings. However, since
publ ication has been delayed, it was decided that this summary
volume should encompass results reached during post-symposium
investigations wherever possible. Thus, results summarized herein
range in date reported from February 22, 1983 (in a few cases) to
December 6, ]983 (in most cases) on which date was held the most
recent Investigations Workshop.
This document is arranged to follow the organization of
the Early Results Symposium. It includes introductory papers
(Landsat program and system descriptions) in their entirety
followed by summaries of results of each individual investigation
in the order in which they were reported at the symposium (even
though most co_tain more recent data). The symposium proceedings,
ii±
to be published in the near future, will contain investigations
papers in this same order.
The papers delivered at the symposium were divided into
three major sessions: one on Multispectral Scanner (MSS) Investi-
gations, one on Thematic Mapper (TM) Investigations and one on
Applications Investigations. The MSS and TM sessions progressed
topically from radiometry to geometry; the Applications session
progressed through the various disciplines of application.
Although the focus of some investigations shifted from one topic
to another during the period since the symposium, the summaries
of results of such investigations are, nonetheless, retained in
the original presentation order in these summary volumes.
iv
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LANDSAT-4MSSANDTM SPECTRALCLASSCOMPARISONAND
COHERENTNOISEANALYSIS
P. ANUTA, L. BARTOLUCCI,E. DEAN,F. LOZANO
E. MALARET,C. MCGILLEM,J. VALDES, ANDC. VALENZUELA
PURDUEUNIVERSITY
KEYWORDS: Landsat-4, Thematic Mapper, Information Content, Spectral
Classification, Spectral Separability
SUMMARY
Landsat-4 MSSand TM data quality and information content were
evaluated and reported previously[l]. These results included geometric,
radiometric, and dimensionality evaluations. Recent results have been
obtained which evaluate the separability of spectral classes in TM and MSS
data and analyze coherent noise in the data. These results are summarized
here.
A detailed spectral analysis was conducted of thematic mapper and MSS
data for an area near Des Moines, lowa from the September 3, 1982 data set.
Data were utilized from 7 blocks distributed throughout the area which
included agricultural, forest, suburban, urban, and water scene types. The
blocks were processed using a clustering algorithm to produce up to 18 cluster
groupings for each block. Each cluster class was then identified with a
ground-cover class using aerial photography and maps of the area. The
clusters from each of the 7 blocks were inspected with regard to separability,
means, and variances and were either deleted or pooled with spectrally similar
clusters. The separability measure used in the transformed divergence
function or processor [2] measures the statistical distance between classes
based on class means and covariance matrices. The measure has a maximumvalue
of 2,000 and the minimum of O. Spectrally, very close classes will typically
have values as low as 50 to 500.
TABLE I
SPECTRALLYSEPARABLECLASSESIN TM AND MSS DATA
OF DES MOINES, IOWA AREA
CLASS TM CLASS EXISTS CLASS TM CLASS EXISTS
NUMBER NAME IN MSS NAME NAME IN MSS
I Forestl x 22. Substation
2 Forest2 x 23 Quarry
3 Cornl x 24 Concrete x
4 Corn2 25 Sludge x
5 Soyl x 26 Industriall
6 Soy2 x 27 Industrial2
7 Soy3 x 28 Urban/Hiway x
8 Soy4 x 29 Soil/Hiway
9 Soy5 .x 30 Residentiall x
lO Soy6 x 31 Residential2 x
II Wheat Residue x 32 Beachl
12 Grassl x 33 Beach2
13 Grass2 34 Beach3
14 Grass3 35 Soilwetl
15 Soil/Vegl 36 Soilwet2
16 Soil/Veg2 37 Marsh
17 Soil/Veg3 38 Waterl x
18 Farm/Grass 39 Water2 x
19 Road/Farm 40 Water3 x
20 Baresoill x 41 Water4 x
21 Baresoil2 42 Water5
TABLE 2
SEPARABILITY(TRANSFORMEDDIVERGENCE)FOR 42 CLASSES
IN THEMATICMAPPER DATA
CHANNELCOM- DIVERGENCE BEST
BINATIONS MIN. AVE. CHANNELS*
l l 1574 5
2 210 1880 4 5
3 522 1949 3 4 5
4 I090 1973 3 4 5 7
5 1356 1979 3 4 5 6 7
6 1405 1983 2 3 4 5 6 7
7 1553 1986 l 2 3 4 5 6 7
For the TM data, initial94 classeswere definedand the pooling and
deletingprocessreducedthese to 42 final spectrallyseparableclasses.
Table l lists these classes. The MSS data were then analyzedusing the same
clusteringand merging sequence. The number of separableclassesin the MSS
is 21, half of the TM result. This result is consideredto be a very
significantindicatorof the dimensionalityof TM relativeto MSS. The MSS
class occurrencesare indicatedin Table I. The minimumdivergencevalues of
any one class with respect to all others also were much less for the MSS
classesrelative to TM. Table 2 containsthe minimumand averagetransformed
divergencevalues for the 42 spectralclassesand for the best subsetsof TM
spectralbands. It should be noted that the best spectralband for any
combinationof Bands l through7 is the first middle IR band (I.55-I.75pm).
The next best band is the near IR (0.76-0.90pm),followed by the red band and
then the thermalIR. The best combinationof four bands includesone from
each of the four regionsof the spectrum (visible,near IR, middle IR, and
thermalIR). Table 3 containsthe minimum and averagetransformeddivergence
values for the best combinationof MSS bands.
* Channel6 is the secondmiddle IR band and Channel7 is the thermalIR band.
TABLE 3
SEPARABILITYFOR 21 CLASSESIN MSS DATA
CHANNEL DIVERGENCE
COMBINATIONS MINIMUM AVERAGE
3 32 7842
2 3 730 ]957
2 3 4 7032 7968
I 2 3 4 1112 ]973
The high averagedivergenceindicatesthat the 21 spectral classes
found in the MSS were about as separableas the TM classes. However, there
was twice the number of equally separableTM classes. This is consideredto
be the most significantresult of the spectralanalysis.
A final test was carriedout in the comparisonusing the smal] amount
of ground truth available. A set of 5,615 TM and 1,376 MSS pixels containing
forest,corn, soybean,soil, water, and urban classeswas extractedfrom the
TM and MSS data where the cover classeswere known or could be inferredfrom
aerial photography. The overallcorrectrecognitionfor the seven-bandTM
classificationwas 95.7_ and 67.4% for the MSS. The results are listed in
Table 4. A TM classificationwas run using four TM bands (2,4,5,7)**as
determinedfrom the separabilityanalysisand the overallresult was 92.6%.
The four-bandclassificationtakes only one-thirdthe computertime as for
seven bands. The result is includedin Table 4 and it can be seen that the
corn class is the one most affectedby the reductionin bands.
The "test"fields are limitedin number of pixe]s and so are not
really evaluatinghow representativethe final spectralclassesare of the
**This combinationwas used rather than 3,4,5,7as it had a higher minimum
divergencewith only a slight reductionin the average.
entire scene but rather how separablethe classesare. Deletionof certain
spectralclasses (e.g.,Corn2),due to low separability,resulted in much
confusionof corn with trees in the MSS but not the TM. Also, the resolution
of TM actually allowed"purer"clusterclassesto be definedsince smaller
areas (e.g.,beaches,roads) were distinct.
TABLE 4
CLASSIFICATIONACCURACYFOR TEST DATA IN
THE DES MOINES, IOWAAREA
SCENE ID: 40049-16264
TM TM MSS
PER POINT PER POINT PER POINT
CLASSIFIER CLASSIFIER CLASSIFIER
(ALL 7 BANDS) (BEST 4 BANDS) (ALL 4 BANDS)
CLASS %CORRECT %CORRECT %CORRECT
Forest 99.0 97.1 91.2
Corn 92.0 76.8 30.8
Soybeans lO0.O 99.8 99.3
Bare Soil 99.7 99.0 55.6
Grass 96.8 87.6 1.9
Water lO0.O 96.8 98.9
Urban 91.7 99.9 50.2
Overall 95.7 92.6 67.4
MSSand TM data were analyzed for the presence of any coherent noise
sources which could potentially affect data utility. The MSSdata visually
demonstrated significant wavelike noise patterns in low level imagery, such as
Lake Michigan. The period of these signals is nominally 15 pixels with a
higher frequency component in the 3-pixel range. Fourier analysis revealed
several coherent peaks and substantiated the visually-determined results. The
TM data did not visually suggest similar noise. However, Fourier spectral
analysis revealed two coherent peaks at wavelengths of 3.12 and 17 pixels.
These frequencies are similar to the ones found in the MSS. The amplitude of
the noise is very low having a standard deviation of .6 digital count, so it
should not significantly affect numberical classification of visual analysis.
The cause of the noise signals in the MSSand TM is not known. These results
further verify the high quality and increased utility of the TM data and
promise significant increase in the usefulness of these data in earth
resources applications.
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TM FAILED DETECTORSDATAREPLACEMENT
L. FUSCO,D. TREVESE
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As known, some of the Landsat-4 Thematic Mapper detectors (band 2
detector 4 and band 5 detector 3) have inadequate performances. The
operational system correction processing will disregard the data sensed by the
failed detectors and replace them by data coming from the neighbour detectors
of the same spectral band.
Some studies have already been carried out by Bernstein et al. Ill in
algorithms to compensate for the failed detectors. The present paper
describes the analysis performed by ESA-Earthnet and attempts to suggest an
operational failed detector replacement algorithm.
The following considerations were applied in the study definition:
e the algorithm to replace a failed detector pixel should use, at
the maximum, the 3 x 3 neighbour pixels in not more than 2
spectral bands
• the algorithm performance should be assessed not only by visual
inspection of specific ground features, but also using objective
and quantitative measurements on the reconstructed pixels.
e simple fast processing algorithms should be proposed.
Intuitively, linear regression expressions are adequate to
estimate a missing element in the 3 x 3 pixel domain, i.e., the
probability that more than two clusters are present in any 3 x 3
pixel domain is negligible.
Two subsceneswere selectedfor the presentinvestigation;they were
extractedfrom track 23, frame 33, acquiredon 22.08.82 (Arkansas)and track
191, frame 31, acquiredat Fucino on 23.01.83 (Rome,Italy).
To properlyanalyzethe chosen candidatesalgorithms,each processing
consistedin generatinga syntheticimagewhere each pixel was computed by
applyingthe algorithmsdescribedbelow to all originalgood pixels.
Each syntheticimage was comparedwith the original image and the
followingobjectivequalitymeasurementswere extracted:
- correlationcoefficientbetweenthe originaland syntheticimages
- rms value ( E ) of the differenceimage
- histogramof the differenceimage
- two-dimensionalspreadfunctionbetweenthe originaland
syntheticimages
The followingalgorithmswere considered:
AI : Neighbourlinereplacement: the genericpixel in the band d with
failed detector i are replacedby previousdetector i-l :
(I) di : di_1
In this case the syntheticimage correspondsto the original image
shiftedby one line.
A2 : Adjacent line interpolation: expressedby,
(2) di+1 + di_1
di = 2
A3 : Reconstructionwith two bands image data and fixed parameters :
expressedby,
(3) I ci+1 + ci-1) di+1 +di-14-
where c indicatesthe co-locatedgenericpixel radiancein a second (not
necessaryhighly correlated)band and M is a fixed parameter. The case with M
"=_/_c' i.e. definedby the ratio of the two standarddeviations,is reported
in (1). Note that if (3) is written as :
(3') di = M (ci -_c ) +_d
where_c and_d are the full scene means for the two bands, then :
(3") M = Pac _d/°c
with Pdc being the correlationcoefficient,will minimize the rms value in
the full scene differenceimage.
A4 : Reconstructionwith two bands image data and local determined
parameters : expressedby,
(4) di = m (ci -]jc) +IJd
where l_c and iJd are the means and F'is the slope of the
linear repressionfor d over c estimatedin a local neighbourof
di and ci. Typically,the neighbourhoodis chosen,being
the six nearest (3 above, 3 below) pixels to di and ci.
In the case for which the slop M in (4) diverges (thelocal variance in c is
close to 0), M is computedby 3". Note that the most expensiveelementto
compute in (4) is M. If a tilresholdis defined for the local variance of c
under which M = M (e.g.,is computedby 3") then the computingeffort may be
limited. This thresholdis a functionof the chosen band c.
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The overall results show that :
- the change from algorithmAl to A2 improvesthe rms error
substantially. Howeverthe visual inspectionof local
structuresshow some importantdistortions.
- both algorithmsA3 and A4 have a good performancein maintaining
local structuresand with a proper settingof parametershave
better rms errors than _ and A2. Visuallyno major differences
may be assessedbetweenA3 and A4.
Some detailedresultsare shown in the following:
Figure I, 2 illustratethe histogramof the difference (synthetic-
original)images and Figure3, 4 illustratethe spreadfunctionof synthetic
versus original images for the processingof Band 5 using algorithmAl and A4
(in this case, band 7 was chosen as the secondcorrelatedband). To compare
algorithmA3 and A4 an heuristicapproachwas taken in the sense that
differentsyntheticimageswere generatedforgingdifferentvalues for the N
in (3) and (4). An exampleof the comparisonis shown in Figure 5. The
abscissaindicatesthe value of M scaled by the full sceneod/_c.
The ordinateindicatesthe rms error of the synthetic-originalimage
and the correlationcoefficientbetweenthe two images for algorithmA3 and
A4. For algorithmA4 the thresholdon the local variancewas set by ci_l =
ci+l"
The following remarks apply :
- the algorithmA4 has always a smallerrms error and a hiyher
correlationcoefficientthan A3. We have also achieved this
result in cases of poorly correlatedbands (i.e.,5 and 3), and
differenttypes of ground structures.
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- the value pdc_d/_c insteadof _dloc for M in all cases
shows an improvementin the error measurements,but does not
always correspondto the optimalslope.
- varyingF_,algorithmA4 is more stable than A3 as it uses NJonly
for a fractionof the total number of pixels;thereforethe
choice of FJis less critical.
We are consideringusing this algorithmin the TM EPO operational
system correctionprocessingand we are now investigatingthe computing
performances.
References: R. Bernstein,J. Lotspiech: Analysisand evaluationof the
Landsat-4MSS and TM sensorsand _round Data Processing
System. Early Results.
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IN-FLIGHT ABSOLUTERADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION OF THE
THEMATIC MAPPER
K. R. CASTLE, R. G. HOLM, C. J. KASTNER, J. N. PALMERAND
P. N. SLATER
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
M. DINGUIRARD
CENTRED'ETUDES ET DE RECHERCHESDE TOULOUSE
C. E. EZRA AND R. D. JACKSON
U. S. DEPARTMENTOF A_RICULTURE
R. K. SAVAGE
ATMOSPHERICSCIENCES LABORATORY
The Thematic Mapper (TM) multispectral scanner system was placed into
earth orbit on July 16, 1982, as part of NASA's Landsat-4 payload. The entire
system had been calibrated in an absolute sense at Santa Barbara Research
Center before launch. During flight, an internal calibration system monitors
the calibration of the focal plane. To determine temporal changes of the
absolute radiometric calibration of the entire system in flight, we initiated
a program at White Sands, New Mexico, on January 3, 1983, to make
spectroradiometric measurements of the ground and the atmosphere
simultaneously with TM image acquisitions over that area. By entering our
measured values into an atmospheric radiative transfer program, we determined
the radiance levels at the entrance pupil of the TN in four of the TM spectral
bands (full width at half maximum: band I, 0.45-0.52_m; band 2, 0.53-0.61_m;
band 3, 0.62-0.69_m; and band 4, 0.78-0.91_m). These levels were compared to
the output digital counts from the detectors that sampled the radiometrically
measured ground area, thus providing an absolute radiometric calibration of
the entire TM system utilizing those detectors. Then, by reference to an
adjacent, larger uniform area, the calibration was extended to all 16
detectors in each of the three bands.
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On January 3, 1983, an 80-mm layer of two-day-old snow covered tile
flat gypsum surface at the White Sands Missile Range. The reflectance of the
snow was measured by reference to a 1.2 x 1.2-m barium sul fate panel using a
Barnes Nodular Multispectral 8-Channel Radiometer (Model 12-I000), which
collected radiant flux simultaneously in all the TMspectral bands over a
total field angle of 15o. The instrument was mounted on a rotatable boom
2.5 m above the snow to allow an average radiance value to be determined for
an area of about 0.5 x 5 m. The measurements were made at 1708 (_MI,
coinciding with the overpass of the TM. The solar zenith angle was 62.8 o .
With the radiance of the barium sulfate panel at 62.8 o as a reference, the
reflectance of the snow in TMbands 1 to 4 was found to be 0.769, 0.761, 0.756
and 0.732 respectively, with an rms uncertainty of +0.02 in all cases.
Using the ground reflectance data and optical depth data, determined
using a solar radiometer, as input to an atmospheric radiative transfer
program, the following quantities were calculated. Their values are listed in
Tabl e 1.
ED,Dir: The downward direct solar irradiance at the ground is
E0coeezeXp(-T_x t secez) where Ea is the exoatmospheric solar
irradiance and %z is the solar zenith angle
ED,Dif: The downward diffuse solar irradiance at the ground
LU,Dir: The upward direct radiance at the TM due to ED,Dir and ED,Dif
LU,p: The upward path radiance at the TM is
D
LT - (ED,DIr + ED,DIf) _ exp(-Text set5°)
LT: The total radiance at the TM at a 5° nadir angle.
TABLE I. IRRADIANCES AND RADIANCES (NORMALIZED TO UNITY
SOLAR EXOATMOSPHEEIC IERADIANCE).
SOLAE
ZENITH
BAND ANGLE ED'DIr ED'Dif LU'Dir LU'p LT
E, E. E. Ee E,
i 55" 0.345 0.185 0.097 0.033 0.130
65" 0.212 0.152 0.067 0.025 0.092
2 55 e 0.392 0.145 0.105 0.024 0.129
65" 0.253 0.122 0.073 0.019 0.092
3 55" 0.425 0.122 0.III 0.019 0.130
65" 0.282 0.104 0.078 0.015 0.093
4 55" 0.454 0.095 0.112 0.014 0.126
65" 0.308 0.082 0.079 0.011 0.090
Further calculations allowed the values in Table 2 to be determined.
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TABLE 2. EXOATMOSPHERIC IRRADIANCES AND THE RADIANCES AT THE TM IN
THE TM PASSBANDS AS DETERMINED FROM SITE MEASUREMENTS AT WHITE
SANDS.
i
EQUIVALENT WAVELENGTH
TM BANDWIDTH LIMITS Ee in LT in
BAND in _m IN _m mWcm-2 utWcm-tsr -1
1 0.0715 0.4503-0.5218 14.4 1.45
2 0.0887 0.5269-0.6156 16.6 1.66
3 0.0771 0.6213-0.6984 12.3 1.25
4 0.1349 0.7719-0.9068 14,7 1.44
We next describe how we determinedcorrespondingsets of LT values
from pre-flightand in-flightinternalcalibrationdata. By identifyingour
site on the raw image data, we determinedwhich detectorsscannedthe area and
in what order,and how many sampleseach collected. The site was scanned from
north to south by detectornumbers3, 2, l, 16 and 15, in that order. They
collectedl, 3, 5, 4 and 2 samplesrespectively. We found the average digital
count for each detector,using offset and gain values reportedby Barkeret
al., then calculatedthe averagespectralradiance,LT, from LT = (average
count-offset)/gain. (Throughoutthis paper,spectralradiancesare referred
to the entrancepupil). These spectralradianceswere multipliedby the
number of samplesfor each detector. The resultantproductswere added and
then dividedby the total number of samples,15. Thus we deriveda value for
the averagespectralradianceof our site as measuredby the TM,
proportionallyweighted accordingto the number of samplesper detector.
These values are listed in Table 3.
TABLE 3. AVERAGE COUNTS AND SPECTRAL RADIANCES (in mWcm-2sr -l
_m -I) FOR FIVE DETECTORS IN TM BANDS 2, 3 AND 4 AS CALCULATED FROM
PEE-FLICHT CALIBRATION DATA.
BAND 2 BAND S BAND 4
AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE
AVERA_7_ SPECTRAL AVEEAGE SPECTRAL AVEEAGK SPECTRAL
DETECTOR COUNT RADIANCE COUNT RADIANCE COUNT RADIANCE
3 139.0 17.04 165.0 15.40 133.0 11.89
2 143.7 17.42 169.7 15.86 132.0 12.02
1 146.2 17.52 171.6 15.73 134.2 12,00
16 141.5 17.43 167.8 15.85 132.0 12.01
15 147.5 17.65 172.5 15.88 131.5 12.05
AVERAGE 17.46 15.78 12.01
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Then the average spectral radiance per band was multiplied by the
equivalent bandwidth to provide the weighted average radiance in each band.
(These values are listed in column B of Table 4.)
Barker et al. have reported that the TM internal calibrator, used in
flight, indicates that the response of TMbands 1 through 4 has slowly
decreased with time during the period July-Decen_)er 1982. Wehave used the
Barker et al. data to change the pre-launch calibration data. The changed
values are listed in column C of Table 4. With respect to this decrease in
response, we note, first, that the internal calibrator compares the response
of only the TM filters, detectors, and electronics to seven different
irradiance levels; it does not measure any change in transmittance of the
image-forming system. Second, it is possible that the decrease in response is
wholly or partly due to a change in the output of the internal calibrator.
Table 4 summarizes our results based on measurements at White Sands
and compares them to pre-flight calibration and in-flight calibration data
from the TN internal calibrator. The estimated uncertainty in our results is
5%; the estimated uncertainty in the pre-flight calibration is no better than
6%.
TABLE 4. COMPARISON OF RADIANCES (mWcm-Ssr -x) IN TM BANDS 2, 3 AND
4.
COLUMN COLUMN COLUMB
Z
4 1.44 15, -9.6
COLUMNA 'EVELS ASOE ED
GROO_D AND ATMOSPHERIC MEASUREMENTS AT gRITE SANDS ON JANUAEY 3,
1983, AND THE USE OF AN ATMOSPHERIC P.ADIATIVE TRANSFER PROGRAM (SEE
TABLE 3).
COLUMN B GIVES THE WEIGHTED AVERAGE RADIANCE IN EACH PASSBAND
(mWcm-_sr -_) AS DETERMINED FROM TM IMAGE DATA OF OUR WHITE SANDS
SITE IN CONJUNCTION glTH PRE-FLIGHT CALIBRATION DATA.
COLUMN C GIVES THE VALUES IN COLUMN B AS MODIFIED BY THE
CIANGE IN RESPONSE SUGCESTED BY THE INTERNAL CALIBRATOR DATA OF
DECEMBEI 8, 1982.
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Band 1 saturatedover the snowfieldat White Sands. Pre-flightdata
indicatesthat a saturationlevel of 255 counts correspondsto a radianceat
the sensor of 1.14 mWcm-2sr-l in TM band I. We estimate that the
snowfieldprovideda radiancelevelof1.45 mWcm-2sr-l at the sensor.
We are presentlyfabricatingfield equipmentto providemore detailed
and accuratemeasurementsof the surfaceand atmosphereat White Sands. Our
goal is to reduce the uncertaintyin sensor absolutecalibrationto less than
+3%.
We plan to continue the work describedhere to include the in-flight
absoluteradiometriccalibrationof the Landsat-5MultispectralScannerSystem
and TM and the SystemeProbatoired'Observationde la Terre, Haute Resolution
Visible (SPOT/HRV)systems.
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LANDSAT-4THEMATICMAPPERCALIBRATION
ANDATMOSPHERICORRECTION
WARRENA. HOVIS
NOAA/NATIONALENVIRONMENTALSATELLITE, DATA,
AND INFORMATIONSERVICE
The Landsat-4 Thematic Mapper, with its wide spectral coverage and
digitization to 8 bits per word, is a large step forward in the direction of
quantitative radiometry from the Multispectral Scanner (MSS). In order to
utilize the quantitative accuracy built into the Thematic Mapper effectively,
more attention must be paid to calibration before launch, changes of
calibration with time in orbit, and atmospheric interference with the
measurements, especially in the 450 to 520 nanometer band. All of these
factors are important if we are to determine the upwelled radiance that would
be measured at the surface. Recent experience with the Coastal Zone Color
Scanner (CZCS) program has led to procedures wherein Rayleigh correction
factors can be generated utilizing simultaneous surface truth data that
empirically give correct upwelled surface radiances, despite errors in sensor
calibration, solar spectral irradiance measurements, and reported values of
Rayleigh optical depth. These techniques offer sensitive tests for change in
calibration, especially at shorter wavelengths. Instruments, such as the
CZCS, have shown that calibration changes first, and to the largest degree, at
the shorter wave lengths, with lesser changes as wave length increases. These
techniques are utilized to calculate a Rayleigh correction factor that,
together with geometric terms, will give an accurate correction for this
portion of the atmospheric contribution to the signal. Long term observation
of the Rayleigh corrected radiance over clear water will be a sensitive
indicator of any change in claibration as the sensor ages in orbit.
2O
CALIBRATIONOF TM DATA FROM
GROUND-BASEDMEASUREMENTS
S. I. RASOOL
LABORATOIREDE METEOROLOGIEDYNAMIQUE,PARIS
P. Y. DESCHAMPS
DEPARTMENTETUDES THEMATIQUES,CNES, TOULOUSE
WHY:
To be able to derive physicalpropertiesof the earth's surface.
For ClimateApplications:
• Spectralreflectance/albedof the surface
• Aerosol loadingof the atmosphere.
For QuantitativeUse in Remote Sensing:
e Ocean Color (phytoplanctonand sediments)
• MultitemporalAnalysisof Vegetation,Snow Cover.
METHOD:
• Ground-BasedMeasurements:
- SurfaceReflectance
- AtmosphericOpticalProperties.
• RadiativeTransferModel:
- To computethe signal at the top of the atmosphereand
compare to TM data.
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GROUND-BASEDMEASUREMENTS
• Surface Reflectance:
- Broadband radiometers: development of a radiometer at 1.6
and 2.2 _m
- spectrometer (0.4-1.1 _m).
• Atmospheric Properties:
- Downward global and diffuse solar radiation (pyronometer)
- Direct solar radiation (pyroheliometer)
- (Aerosol) optical thickness and its spectral dependence
(0.4-1.6 _m) (sun radiometer)
- Water vapor content.
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SCAN-ANGLEAND DETECTOR EFFECTSIN THEMATIC
MAPPER RADIOMETRY
MICHAELD. METZLERAND WILLIAM A. MALILA
ENVIRONMENTALRESEARCHINSTITUTE OF MICHIGAN
KEYWORDS: Remote Sensing,Landsat-4,ThematicMapper,DigitalImage
Processing,RadiometricCalibration,Noise, Scan Effects,Level
Shifts
Objective
The objectiveof our investigationis to quantifythe performanceof
the ThematicMapper (TM) as manifestedby the qualityof its image data, in
order to suggestpossible improvementsfor data productionand assess the
effectsof data qualityon its utilityfor land resourcesapplications. The
major emphasisof our work has been on the radiometriccharacteristicsof TM
data, with some attentionto spatialand spectralcharacteristics.
Approach
Computer-compatibletapes of raw data (CCT-BT),radiometrically
correcteddata (CCT-AT),and geometricallycorrecteddata (CCT-PT)were
initiallyexaminedfor two frames,40049-16262(Iowa)and 40037-16031
(Arkansas),with concentrationon the CCT-BT and CCT-AT data. Histograms,
scan-line(across-track)and along-trackaverages,Fouriertransformations,
and gray maps were producedand analyzed,for each band, each detectorand
each scan direction. Since February,four additionalframes have been
examined,plus calibrationdata from CCT-ADDStapes. Also reflectivedata
from nighttimescenes have been analyzedto characterizenoise.
InitialFindings
Initialexaminationof ThematicMapper data yielded an overall
positivereactionto its quality and informationcontent. We did, however,
observeand quantify some relatively low-levelartifactsrelatableto the
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sensorand data processingstages. We also have noted and quantified
scene-relatedscan-angleeffectsthat could be importantin analysisof full
scenes and in comparingdata from differentportionsof a scene.
Horizontalstripesand discernablebandingare common artifactsin
image data from sensors that scan arrays of detectors. We found evidenceof
striping in correctedTM data due to residualbetween-detectorcalibration
differencesand quantizationeffectslike those found in MSS data. Figure l
illustratesone patternof differencesfound in Band 2 betweenaveragesof
successivescan line across a homogeneousscene. Effectsof unequal
analog-to-digitalconversionbin sizes in CCT-BT data and empty quantization
levels in CCT-AT data are largelymasked by the interpolationprocessused to
produceCCT-PT data.
In addition,we detecteda new type of bandingcaused by the
con_inationof bidirectionalscanningby the 16-detectorarrays and a
systematicdroop of signal values during the active portionof each scan. The
resultingdifferencesbetween forwardand reversescans are illustratedin
Figure2, as a functionof scan angle for TM Band I. This effect produces
swaths or bands of differingsignallevels that are most pronouncednear the
frame edges and minimalat the frame center. Similarbehaviorwas detectedin
Bands 2, 3 and 4, relativelylittleeffect in Bands 5 and 7, and a
substantiallydifferentbehavior in the thermalband (Band 6). The markedly
differentfull-frameaveragesfor forwardand reverse scans in the thermal
band are shown in Figure 3.
The scan-relatedbanding in the reflectivebands was superimposedon
substantialscene-relatedscan-angleeffects in the data. Again for Band l,
the full-frameaveragesfor forwardand reversescans are presentedin Figure
4. The dominantscan-angleeffect here is due to differentialbackscattering
by the atmosphere,differingpath lengths,and bidirectionalreflectance
effectson the ground. It was expected to be greaterthan seen before in
Landsat_ISSdata due to the larger scan angles for all bands and the shorter
wavelengthof Band I. Differenceswere observedbetween bands due to spectal
phenomena.
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An empiricalfirst-ordermodel to correct for the scan-direction
bandingeffect was derived for tileBand I. Refinementof the model awaits
furtherunderstandingof the sensor phenomenadrivingthe effect and other
scene data for validation. We also recommendthat proceduresbe investigated
to normalizethe scene-relatedscan-angleeffects,as has been done previously
for aircraftand LandsatMSS data.
In the time since the first presentationof this work in February
1983, our effort has been directedat characterizationof anotileradiometric
anomalywhich we first describedthere. This artifactappears in two forms of
level shifts,where the affecteddetectorshave their mean output signal
raised (or lowered)for one or more scans. All detectorsin the reflective
bands demonstratethis effect to some degree,although for most detectors,the
magnitudeof the shift is 0.5 signalcounts. Band l Detectors4, 12, lO and
8 show the greatestamountsof Form #1 noise with level shifts of 2.2, 1.8,
l.O and 0.75 counts,respectively,as shown in the down-trackprofileof
Figure 5. A second,more regularpatternof level shifts is exemplifiedby
Band 7 Detector7 (Figure6). Each detectorexists in one of four noise
states representingthe combinationsof these two forms of level shift and
their phases.
A procedureto remove most of the effect of these level shifts has
been developedwhich uses the dark level presentedto each detectorby tile
calibrationshutterjust after DC restore. A simulationof this procedure
appearedpromisingand furtherevaluationhas been recommended.
Spatialand spectralcharacteristicsof coincidentT_,iand MSS were
compared for an agriculturalscene. High correlationswere found between
similarspectralbands and transformedvariables. The improvedspatial
resolutionof TM was also evident.
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THEMATICMAPPER SPECTRALDIMENSIONALITYAND DATA STRUCTURE
E. P. CRIST ANDR. C. CICONE
ENVIRONMENTALRESEARCHINSTITUTE OF MICHIGAN
KEYWORDS: Remote Sensing, Landsat-4, Thematic Niapper, Transformations,
Spectral Dimensional ity, Spectral Features, Soil Moisture,
Vegetation, Soils
Thematic Mapper data, simulated from field and laboratory
spectrometer measurements of a variety of agricultural crops and a wide range
of soils, are analyzed to determine their dispersion in the six-space defined
by the reflective TM bands (i.e., excluding the thermal band). While similar
analyses of MSSdata from agricultural scenes have found that the vast
majority of the MSSdata occupy a single plane, the simulated TM data are
shown to primarily occupy three dimensions, defining two intersecting planes
and a zone of transition between the two (see Figure I). Viewing the "Plane
of Vegetation" head-on provides a projection comparable to the single plane of
MSSdata. The "Plane of Soils" and transition zone represent new information
made available largely as a result of the longer infrared bands included in
the Thematic Mapper. A transformation, named the Thematic Mapper Tasseled
Cap, is presented whicll rotates the TMdata such that the described data
structure is most readily accessible to view.
Subsequent analysis has resulted in an equivalent transformation for
actual TM data. Figure 2 shows an example of the data distributions in I M
Tasseled Cap space for an agricultural scene. Tile associated transformation
matrix is presented in Table I.
The first three features of the transformation, which define the two
planes and account for more than 95%of the total data variability, are named
Brightness, _reenness, and Wetness. Brightness, a weighted sum of all six
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bands, respondsto changes in albedo. Greenness,a weighted contrastbetween
the sum of the visiblebands and the near-infraredband, respondsto the
presenceof green vegetation. Wetness,a weighted contrastbetween the sum of
the visibleand near-infraredbands and the sum of the longer infraredbands,
responds to soil moisture status (forbare soils data). The added dimension
in the TM data, representedby the Wetnessfeature,providesimproved
informationwith regard to both vegetationand soil classes.
The TM TasseledCap transformationof actual data, and our current
understandingof vegetationand soil characteristicsin this featurespace,
are detailedin the referencecited below.
REFERENCE
Crist, E.P. and R. C. Cicone. 1984. A physically-based
transformationof ThematicMapper data - the TM TasseledCap. IEEE
Transactionson Geoscienceand Remote Sensing (submitted).
TABLEI. THEMATICMAPPERTASSELEDCAPCOEFFICIENTS- ACTUALDATA
TlvlBAND
Feature l 2 3 4 5 7
Brightness .3037 .2793 .4743 .5585 .5082 .1863
Greenness -.2848 -.2435 -.5436 .7243 .0840 -.1800
Wetness .1509 .1973 .3279 .3406 -.7112 -.4572
Fourth -.8242 .0849 .4392 -.0580 .2012 -.2768
Fifth -.3280 .0549 .I075 .1855 -.4357 .8085
Sixth .I084 -.9022 .4120 .0573 -.0251 .0238
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MTFANALYSISOF LANDSAT-4THEMATICMAPPER
ROBERT SCHOWEN_ERDT
UNIVERSITYOF ARIZONA
A research program to measure the Landsat-4 Thematic _lapper (TM)
modulation transfer function (MTF) is described. The research is being
conducted by the University of Arizona and NASA/AmesResearch Center under the
contract "An Investigation of Several Aspects of Landsat-D Data Quality"
(Robert C. Wrigley, Principal Investigator).
Measurement of a satellite sensor's MTFrequires the use of a
calibrated ground target, i.e., the spatial radiance distribution of the
target must be known to a resolution at least four to five times greater than
that of the system under test. Any radiance structure smaller than this will
have a small effect on the calculated MTF. Calibration of the target requires
either the use of man-made special purpose targets with known properties,
e.g., a small reflective mirror or a dark-light linear pattern such as line or
edge, or use of relatively high resolution underflight imagery to calibrate an
arbitrary ground scene. Both approaches will be used in this program; in
addition a technique that utilizes an analytical model for the scene spatial
frequency power spectrum will be investigated as an alternative to calibration
of the scene. The test sites and analysis techniques to be used in this
program are described in this paper.
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INTRABANDRADIOMETRICPERFORMANCEOF THE
LANDSAT-4THEMATICMAPPER
HUGHH. KIEFFER, ERIC M. ELIASON, PAT S. CHAVEZ,JR.
U.S. GEOLOGICALSURVEY,FLAGSTAFF
ABSTRACT
This preliminary report examines those radiometric characteristics of
the Landsat-4 Thematic Mapper (TM) that can be established without absolute
calibration of spectral data. Our analysis is based largely on
radiometrically raw (B type) data of three daytime and two nighttime scenes;
in most scenes, a set of 512 lines were examined on an individual-detector
basis. Subscenes selected for uniform-radiance were used to characterize
subtle radiometric differences and noise problems. Wehave discovered various
anomalies with a magnitude of a few digital levels or less. Virtually all of
this nonideal performance is incorporated into the fully processed (P type)
images, but disguised by the geometric resampling technique.
The effective resolution in radiance is degraded by a factor of about
2 by the irregular width of the digital levels. Underpopulated levels are
consistent over all bands and detectors, and are spaced an average of 4
digital numbers (DN) apart. In band 6, level 127 is avoided by a factor of
30. This behavior is masked by resampling in the P data. In the
radiometrically corrected (A type) data, small differences--typically, 0.8
DN--exist between the average DN for the 16 detectors in each band; the
standard deviations also differ, typically by 0.4 DN.
Several detectors exhibit a change of gain with a period of several
scans; the largest effect is about 4%. These detectors appear to switch
between two response levels during scan-direction reversal; all the affected
detectors switch simultaneously. There is no apparent periodicity to these
changes. This behavior can cause small apparent differences between forward
and reverse scans for parts of an individual image.
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The magnitudeof interdetectorvariationis readilyseen by making an
image of the first derivativein the vertical (line)directionof a flat field
and stretchingprogressivelywider ranges to gray; most detectorsdiffer from
their neighborsby l or 2 DN.
At high-contrastboundaries,some of the detectorsin band 5 commonly
overshootby severalDN and requireabout 30 samplesto recover;this behavior
occurs erratically. A small asymptoticdecrease in responseoccurs along
scanlines.
The high-frequencynoise level of each detectorwas characterizedby
the standarddeviationof the first derivativein the sample directionacross
a flat field. By this measure,the noise level is: 1.6 to 2.5 DN in band l,
0.3 to 1.6 DN in band 2, 0.5 to 1.4 DN in band 3, 0.4 to 0.8 DN in band 4, 1.3
to 1.8 DN in band 5, and 1.3 to 2.8 DN in band 7.
A coherent-sinusoidal-noisepattern is evident in detector l of band
3. One-dimensionalFouriertransformsshow that this "stitching"patternhas
a period of 13.8 samples,with a peak-to-peakamplituderangingfrom l to 5
DN. Oscillationsof the same frequencybut of less than half this amplitude
also occur for two other detectorsin this band. Noise with a period of 3.24
samples is pronouncedfor most of the detectorsin band l; to a lesserextent
in bands 2, 3, and 4; and at or below background-noiselevels in bands 5, 6,
and 7. We have adaptedand applieda noise-removalalgorithmthat tracks the
varying-amplitudeperiodicnoise to reduce the conherent-noiseof detector l
in band 3; this algorithmappearsto work quite well.
For two areas, we determinedthe correlationbetweenthe six
reflectivebands and used it to selectthree groups of bands whose aggregate
first principal-componentscontainthe greatesttotal information. A
compositeof the first componentsof bands l, 2, and 3, bands 5 and 7, and
band 4, togethercontaining98% of the informationin the reflectancebands,
has reduced the effect of noise.
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ANALYSISOF LANDSAT-4TM DATAFORLITHOLOGICAND
IMAGEMAPPINGPURPOSES
M. H. PODWYSOCKI,J. W. SALISBURY,L. V. BENDER,O. D. JONESAND
D. L. MIMMS
U. S. GEOLOGICALSURVEY,RESTON
The principal progress to report since the last Landsat-4 Thematic
Mapper (TM) Workshop is in the area of lithologic mapping, making particular
use of the new near-infrared bands available for the first time on the
Thematic Mapper.
Lithologic mapping techniques used band ratios combined with digital
masking to test the capability of mapping geologic materials based on specific
absorption features which lie within the bandpass of TM bands. Limonitic
minerals, such as hematite, goethite, jarosite, and lepidocrocite, among
others, which contain ferric iron oxides, oxyhydrides, and sulfates, display
marked decreases in reflectance from the near-infrared (TM band 4) to the
visible part of the spectrum (TM bands l, 2, 3). Limonite also is detectable
in Landsat MSSdata. Of more interest to the geologist participating in a
mineral-resource analysis or exploration program are the parts of the spectrum
sensed by TM bands 5 and 7. Many minerals containing AL-O-H and Mg-O-H
chemical bonds in their lattice structures, as well as carbonate minerals,
often display characteristic absorption bands in the 2.1- to 2.4-_m region (TM
band 7). The O-H-bearing minerals include clays, some micas, and hydrated
aluminous sulfates, all of which are potential indicators of mineralized
rocks. For all these materials, reflectance in the 1.6-_m region (TM band 5)
is greater than in the 2.1- to 2.4-pm region. Hence, a TM 5/7 band ratio can
be used to distinguish between materials having or lacking absorption bands in
the 2.1-2.4-Mm region.
Becauseof the low solar energy levels in the 1.5- to 2.4-_m region,
the performanceof TM bands 5 and 7 is most crucial. We have examined TM data
for severalregions in the UnitedStates under medium to low sun-angle
illuminationconditionsto determinethe limitsunder which materialswith
absorptionfeatures can be detected. We have found that under low sun-angle
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conditionsambiguitiesresult between low reflectancetargets such as shadows
and water bodies and certaingeologicmaterialswhich have absorptionfeatures
in the 2.1- to 2.4-pm regions. We proposeddata-processingtechniquesto
resolve some of these ambiguities.
A mid-Septemberscene of Macon, Georgia (ID 40050-15333)was analyzed
to determinethe detectabilityof kaolinite,a mineralhaving intense
absorptionbands in the 2.2-pm region. The Macon area is known for its
quarries,which producenearly pure kaolin for industrialapplications.
Examinationof a color-ratio-composite(CRC) image composedof a 5/7 ratio for
detectionof absorptionbands in the 2.1- m to 2.4- m region,a 5/2 ratio for
detectionof limonite,and a 3/4 ratio for detectionof vegetation,revealed
that the kaolin quarriescould be readilydistinguishedfrom other quarries in
gravel and graniticrocks. Furthermore,the kaolinquarries could be
subdividedinto two groups,based on the presenceor absence of limonite
stainingof the kaolinite. No ambiguitiesbetweenthe kaoliniteand water
bodies were detected,presumablybecausethe high sun elevation (52 degrees
above the horizon)resulted in sufficientlyhigh reflectancefrom water bodies
to avoid the problemdescribedbelow. Perceptibleshadowswere not observed,
becauseof the high sun elevationand the low relief terrain.
A late-Decemberscene of an area along the Atlanticcoast, centered
on Fort Pierce,Florida (ID 40157-15174)was examinedto determinethe
capabilityof distinguishingbeach sands containingvarying amountsof
carbonatematerials. The carbonatematerialsare primarilyin the form of
shell fragments,and are mixed in varying proportionswith quartz sand,
dependingupon their positionwith respectto the source areas for the shell
fragmentsand quartz. The 5/7 band ratio was used to detect the carbonate
minerals,a 3/l ratio was used for detectionof limoniteand a 2/4 ratio was
used for vegetationdetection. A CRC image createdfrom these ratios showed
that scatteredpixels in ocean waters displayedthe same response as that
expectedfor carbonatesands which lack limonite. This source of confusion
was caused by the relatively low digitalresponse values (DNs)for the water
in TM bands 5 and 7, due to the relatively low sun angle (31 degreesabove the
horizon)of this late Decemberscene. Low DNs on the order of 5-10 in band 5
and 3-6 in band 7, coupledwith a superposedrandom noise variationof 2-3
DNs, leads to relativelylarge changes in the 5/7 ratio values for water.
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Consequently,some pixels over water bodies may displayratio values greater
than those for carbonate-bearingsands. These low responsevalues can be
attributedto the low levelsof solar energy in this part of the spectrumdue
to the low elevationof the winter sun, coupledwith the intrinsicallylow
reflectanceof water in the near-infraredcomparedwith the visible part of
the spectrum. This sourceof confusionwas eliminatedby digitallymasking
out water bodies based on their low reflectancein TM band 5 before additional
image analysiswas attempted.
TM 5/7 ratios of vegetationwill be similarto or greaterthan, those
for carbonateminerals becausewater present in plant-leafstructureslowers
the overallreflectancein the 1.6-pmregion and more so in the 2.2-pm
region. Hence, digitalmaskingusing the low values of vegetationin the TM
2/4 band ratio is requiredbefore detailedanalysisof the intensityof the
carbonateabsorptionband can be determinedfrom the 5/7 ratio data.
A final problemwas posed by bright fringesthat appearedat the
shorelinesof water bodies. These are apparentlydue to ringingor overshoot
resultingfrom the resamplingalgorithmused in the NASA SCROUNGEfacilityfor
correctingthese data. The bright fringesmade the TM 5/7 band ratio images
appear noisy and made interpretationmore difficult. We found that the 3/I
band ratio could be used to generatea third mask to eliminatethis problem.
After the vegetationand bright fringingmasks were appliedto the 5/7 band
ratio data, the 5/7 ratio values could be related to the intensityof the
carbonateabsorptionband centeredat 2.33pm.
Besidesthe calcareoussands, it was found that metal-roofed
buildings (usuallymobile homes) displayedstrong carbonatebands. These
structuresare paintedwith a specialrubberized latex paint that is designed
to withstandthe thermalexpansionand contractionof metal roofs without
cracking. One of the whiteners in this paint is calcite,which results in a
very strong carbonateabsorptionband for this paint. The extremelyflat
spectralresponse for this paint in the visible,however,easily served to
distinguishit from naturalcarbonatesands, the reflectanceof which falls
off from the red to the blue region of the spectrum.Interestingly,a similar
false target problemwas encounteredin the Las Vegas, Nevada, scene described
below, so such anomalouspaintedsurfacesare not confinedto Florida.
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Part of a mid-December scene centered on Las Vegas, Nevada (ID
40749-77440), was analyzed to determine the capability of mapping
hydrothermally altered rocks, based on their high content of clay, mica, and
hydrated aluminum sulfate minerals. The area selected is in a high-relief
terrain (600 m, 2000 ft) which has several known gold- and silver-mining
districts. Band ratios examined included 5/7 for the O-H-bearing minerals,
5/2 and 3/I for limonite, and 3/4 for vegetation detection. Because of the
high-relief terrain and low solar illumination angle (25 degrees above the
horizon), shadows were extensive. An examination of a CRCimage revealed that
both shadows and water bodies were confused with bleached hydrothermally
altered rocks and other rocks having 2.2-pm abosrption features. Digital
masking of low-reflectance materials such as water bodies and shadow areas
alleviated some of the problem, but edges of shadow areas and water bodies
still created ambiguities. These could be recognized readily by
photointerpretive techniques. An apparent mixed-pixel problem also has been
encountered for mixtures of vegetation and desert soil. Mixtures of these two
materials produce 5/7, 3/4 and 5/2 and 3/7 ratios similar to those of
hydrothermally altered rocks. Examination of a standard false-color infrared
(ClR) image composed of TM bands 2, 3, and 4, which shows vegetation as red,
indicated that the CIR was a sensitive indicator of vegetation, even in the
mixed-pixe] areas, where vegetation appeared as a slight "blush" of red in the
image. The CIR image was converted to Munsell color space
(Hue-Saturation-Value) and all red hues were digitally masked out. This mask
was digitally overlayed on the CRCimage and most of the ambiguity between
mixed pixels of vegetationand soils with hydrothermallyalteredrocks was
eliminated. In additionto identifyinghydrothermallyalteredrocks in the
digitallymasked image,surfacescoveredwith thin coatings of desert varnish,
could be distinguished,becauseof their extremelylow reflectancein the
visiblepart of the spectrum,and their increasingreflectancetoward longer
wavelengthsin the infrared. Rooftops of buildingscoated with
calcite-bearingpaint also were noted, and care had to be exercisedso that
these isolatedoccurrenceswere not mistakenfor bleachedhydrothermally
alteredrocks.
In addition to the lithologic mapping reported above, U.S. Geological
Survey personnel in the National Mapping Division are working on the
production of an image map from TM data, which will be reported on fully at the
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next workshop. Briefly,a map accurateto NationalMap accuracy standardsat
l:lO0,O00is being producedfrom a Washington,D.C. scene. The map design has
been completedand TM bands l, 3 and 5 have been digitallyenhanced and
producedas film separates. The films have been screendedso that they are
suitablefor standard lithographicprinting,and will be availablefor
distributionJanuary30, 1984. The followingare the basic specificationsof
the map.
Name: Washington,D.C. and Vicinity
LandsatImage Map
Scale: l:lO0,O00
Sheet 38 30'N to 39 15'N;
Boundaries: 76 22'30"W to 77 37'30"W
Composition: TM Band I - Yellow
TM Band 3 - Magenta
TM Band 5 - Cyan
Projection UTM with lO,O00meter grid spacing;
and Grid: State Plane CoordinateSystemsticks
with 25,000 foot tick spacing
Source Data: Landsat-4TM image 40]09-]5140,
November2, 1982
Geometriccontrol derivedfrom 7.5
minute quadrangles
In addition to the map publicationdiscussedabove, a U.S. Geological
Survey I-seriesreport on the Washington,D.C. image map is being preparedfor
publicationby early summer, 1984. This map will includeblack-and-white
prints of the six visibleand near-infraredbands for the full map at an
approximatescale of ]:550,000and an array of approximately25 color
compositeimages. Approximatelyfive color compositeimageswill be made at
the full l:lO0,O00scale for the corridorbetweenthe Dulles Airportarea and
the Districtof Columbia city center.
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STATUSOF THE ESA-EARTHNETLANDSAT-4TMGROUNDPROCESSINGCHAIN
L. FUSCO
EUROPEANSPACEAGENCY/EPO
KEYWORDS: Landsat-4,ThematicMapper, SystemCorrections,Acquisition,
Data Recording
The Europeanprogrammeof the EuropeanSpace Agency received a
mandate to upgradethe two existingLandsat stationsoperatingin Europe,
Kiruna in Sweden and Fucino in Italy,to acquireand processTM data. This
project is in the processof being broughtto completion. It is the intention
of this paper to summarizethe salientfeaturesof the TM systems,and to
review the preliminaryresults of the acceptancetests being carriedout using
the TM passes acquired in Fucino betweenDecember 1982 and February 1983,
before the X band downlinkanomalyof Landsat-4.
Table I lists the requirementson TM acquisition,recordingand
preprocessingsystemsfor the EarthnetLandsatstations. It should be noted
that the TM processingchain was specifiedto generateonly digitaldata
products,since film productgenerationwould be jointlycarriedout on the
photographicsystem sharedbetweenMSS and TM. The throughputrequirements
were tailoredto the expectedvolume of data which could be acquired in
Europe;however the productioncapabilitycan be increasedin the first
instanceby augmentingthe numberof shifts (hoursof operation)without
system modifications.
Only Fucinowas ready to acquireTM data before the failureof the
Landsat-4X-band downlink;thereforethe only operationalexperiencein
acquiringdata in X-bandrefers to this station. The overallsystem
performancewas well within specifications. The trackingsystem in both S and
X band was essential;particularlyduring the acceptancephase, it was found
that switchingbetweenS and X band trackingwas required up to two/three
times per pass.
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TABLEI. LANDSAT-4TM ACQUISITIONANDPROCESSINGREQUIREMENTS
I. Acquisition : G/T 31 dB/K at X Band
G/T 21 dB/K at S Band
2. Tracking : Velocity AZ 12 DEG/sec. Acceleration AZ/EL I0 DEG/sec.
EL I0 DEG/sec.
3. Recording : Input bit rate 20 to 120 Mbps
Recommendedpacking density 25 kbpi
Read/Reproduce speed IRG standards 120 ips to 3.75
Throughput BER better than lO-6 (10-8 with Error
Detect/Correct Code)
4. On-line monitoring: R/T data visualization via moving window display of a
selectable band
5. Out put product:
- Quick look CCTcovering up to 24 scenes (full pass) selectable
band radiometric corrected and annotated
- Full resolution, all band, full scene raw data
- As above system corrected data
- Full resolution, all band, quarter scene, raw data
- As above system corrected data
- Full resolution, single band, full scene, raw data
- As above system corrected data
5. Standard quality control and data management aids.
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The experience with the 42 track HDTRhas been very favorable both in
terms of S/N of the recording and of cross compatability between units. Based
on operational experience, it has been decided to operate at constant speed
rather than at constant packing density, since in this way we could use the
R/T moving window display unit. What proved to be more complex than expected
was the selection of the High Density Digital Tapes (HDDTs) after several
benchmark tests, video tape type SONYV16.188 has been selected. This appears
to have the best cost performance ratio, although tests are continuing with
other brands in order to keep abreast of developments in the field.
The synchronizationand preprocessingchain interfacesthe HDTR and
performsthe followingtasks:
- on line data visualizationon the moving window display
- data demultiplexing
- data bufferingand preprocessing
- digitalproductgeneration
- qualitychecking on productsgenerated
- reportingon housekeeping
The selected design makes use of standard off the shelf equipment for nearly
all the system, while Figure 1 shows the configuration layout.
When full resolutionproductsare to be generated,the playbacktakes
place at 8 times real-time. The generationof a full scene entailstypically
three steps, i.e.:
- the transferfrom HDTR to the format synchronizerto the
DEMUX down to the GPIOP, the AP 120B, the secondGPIOP, the
computermemory and finallyto a disk file. During this
phase,PCD data are selectedfrom the data flow and
transferredto the Perkin Elmer for the calculationof the
geometriccorrectiontables.
- At the same time, the API20B performs the extraction of
histograms for the different channels and forwards them to
the Perkin Elmer for the calculation of the radiometric
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correction tables based upon sensor statistics. Obviously
this phase involves a data formatting as well, performed on
the fly on the AP and GPIOP's.
- the second step starts when the Perkin Elmer has computed
the geometric and radiometric correction look-up tables and
transfers them to the Array Processor. At this point, data
are read back from disk to the Array Processor where the
corrections are applied.
- the last step involves the transfer of corrected data from
the AP to the PE memory and from there to the output tape.
During this phase, quality checks on data are performed.
Since the standard bulk corrected product is only corrected with the
Nearest Neighbor method, the data flow can be kept balanced in all three steps
without identifiable bottlenecks.
The acceptance test specifications of the TM preprocessing chain
called for system performance assessment over a significant sample of data;
this task is on-going at present, therefore only partial results can currently
be provided.
Table 2 summarizes preliminary system performance figures versus
requirements on throughput. Figures on radiometric and geometric accuracy
achieved are not yet available but the initial tests shows that the target
performance figures are met. Due to operational problems, nearly half of the
Earthnet TM holdings are without PCD. The TM chain can cater for those data
but with degraded geometric accuracy. The quality of bulk corrected products
generated from this data set are being assessed.
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TABLE2. TMCHAIN - THROUGHPUTREQUIREMENTVS. ACTUALPERFORMANCE
Target Preliminary
Product Production time Performance results
I. Quick-look CCT, 1 band, 24 60 MN 40'
scenes max.
2. Raw data full frame, a17 45 MN 60'
bands
3. Raw data quarter frame, 15 MN 40'
all bands
4. Raw data full frame, I0 MN 30'
1 band
5. System corrected data, 60 MN 60'
full frame, all bands
6. System corrected data, 25 MN 40'
quarter frame, all bands
7. System corrected data, 15 MN 30'
full frame, one data
Note: Actual Production Times to be confirmed at the end of acceptance tests.
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AN ANALYSISOF LANDSAT-4THEMATICMAPPER
GEOMETRICPROPERTIES
R. E. WALKER,A. L. ZOBRIST, N. A. BRYANT,
B. GOKHMAN,S. Z. FRIEDMAN,ANDT. L. LOGAN
JET PROPULSIONLABORATORY
KEYWORDS: Landsat-4, Thematic Mapper, Geometric Accuracy, Space Oblique
Mercator Projection, Inter-band Registration, Intra-band
Swath-to-Swath Correlation, Least Squares Fit, A-tape, P-tape.
Landsat Thematic Mapper P-data of Washington, D. C., Harrisburg, PA,
and Salton Sea, CA were analyzed to determine magnitudes and causes of error
in the geometric conformity of the data to known earth-surface geometry.
Several tests of data geometry were performed. Intra-band and inter-band
correlation and registration were investigated, exclusive of map-based ground
truth. Specifically, the magnitudes and statistical trends of pixel offsets
between a single band's mirror scans (due to processing procedures) were
computed, and the inter-band integrity of registration was analyzed. A
line-to-line correlation analysis was done at one hundred pixel spacings using
Kuglin and Hine's phase correlation image alignment adapted to a one
dimensional FFT correlation technique. This analysis for single bands
revealed the following: aside from two swath border areas where vaguely
coherent patterns of offset existed, there appeared to be no predictable,
systematic offsets between scans in any of the scenes. In the Salton Sea
scene, offsets of a given sample in a given set of adjacent near swath border
scan lines (i.e., lines 41-45) were more often of the same sign (+/-) than of
different signs, and the magnitudes of the offsets tended to be similar for
that sample. The offsets varied between _.5 pixels in 93% of the sample
matches performed, and in the remaining 7%, the offset generally were close to
the +.5 marks (within +8). The 93 percent figure was true in all scenes
studied.
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Inter-band misregistration of the P-tapes was not significant between
bands of the primary focal plane (bands I-4). In these, misregistration
varied between +.25 pixels 96% of the time, and most frequently was within the
+.15 pixel offset range. Between bands of the primary focal plane and bands
of the secondary focal plane, pixel offsets were consistently negative and
often in the range between -.75 and -I.25 pixels in the P-tape. A-tape
inter-band misregistration was comparable to that of the P-tape in most
respects. One notable exception was that bands 5 and 7 showed much improved
registration between them in the P-tapes over the A-tapes.
Two TM scenes were tested for their conformity to the Space Oblique
Mercator (SOM) projection. A total of 394 control points were found by
comparing 1:24000 series topographic maps and the scenes. Least squares fits
were performed between the pairs of points (line-sample vs. latitude-
longitude), using first and second order linear equations. Both of these
yielded large residual offsets, suggesting that a third order or higher
equation would be needed to effectively project the latitudes and longitudes
into the SOM. With the acquisition of new SOMsoftware from NClC, and its
subsequent implementation into an IBIS routine, the lat-longs were projected
into SOMx's and y's. Final least-squares fits were done between these x-y's
and their respective line-samples. The resulting residuals were quite small:
for the Harrisburg scene the mean of all residuals was 26.95 meters (.90
pixels assuming 30 m per pixel) and the sigma was 128.69 m (.62 pixels). The
numbers for the Salton Sea scene were slightly higher; mean = 38.32 m (1.28
pixels), sigma = 29.23 m (.97 pixels). These figures are quite small relative
to measurement errors inherent in the methods used here. Ongoing research
will attempt to analyze systematic factors contributing to the small residuals
still left, including modelling and removing the effects of elevation in each
scene and improving the accuracy of our methods. In addition, some tests can
be easilyrepeated for scenes processed through the modified (post January
1983) version of the Scrounge, as well as the TIPS, processing systems.
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Figure la: 2-D Plot of residuals between GCP line-samples and SOM XY's
for Harrisburg, PA TM scene (magnification factor 60).
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Figure ib: 2-D Plot of residuals for Salton Sea, CA _! scene.
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Figure 2a: Interband linematch correlation between bands 1 and 3 (both
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Figure 2b: Znterband linematch correlation between bands 1 (primary focal
plane) and 5 (secondary focal plane) for Harrisburg P-tape.
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THE USE OF LINEAR FEATUREDETECTIONTO INVESTIGATE
THEMATICMAPPER DATA PERFORMANCEAND PROCESSING
CHARLOTTEM. GURNEY
SYSTEMSAND APPLIEDSCIENCESCORPORATION
Geometricand radiometriccharacteristicsof ThematicMapper data are
investigatedthrough analysisof linearfeatures in the data. A linear
feature is definedas two close, paralleland oppositeedges. Examples in
remotely sensed data are such featuresas rivers and roads.
Linear features are detected using a localoperatorwhich considers
the arrangementof grey levels in a 5 by 5 pixel array. Results depend upon
the contrast between line and backgroundmaterial,featurewidth, feature
alignmentwith the pixel boundaries,and the detectorthreshold. The detector
thresholdrefers to the degree of differencewhich must exist between line and
backgroundbefore a pixel is acceptedas being part of a linearfeature. At
low thresholdsall of a featuremay be detected,as the threshold is increased
less of the featurewill be detected.
If it is assumedthat the percentmaterial in a pixel is linearly
proportionalto its contributionto the reflectance,and that every alignment
of the featurewith the pixel boundariesis equallyprobablethen a set of
expressionsmay be derivedrelatingthe model parameters.
For lines up to 1 pixel wide:
T = 3bW - (3bW - bW/2)A (1)
where
T = detectorthreshold
A = % accuracy/ lO0
b = contrast= (Ibackgroundmean - line meanl)/lOO
w = linewidth as a % of pixel width
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Similarlyfor lines I-2 pixelswide:
2
Contrastmeasurementsmay be made by selectingtrainingareas
correspondingto known linearand backgroundmaterialsand using the mean grey
level in these areas. Since the contrast is based on the mean values it is
apparent that high varianceswithin a trainingarea will lead to resultswhich
conform less closelyto the theoreticalexpectationsof the model.
Using TM data for Iowa, containinga uniformgrid networkof roads,
the linearfeaturedetectionprocedurewas appliedat the same thresholdfor
all bands. Variations in results thereforereflecteddifferencesin scene
contrast and variance from band to band. Band 6 failed to detect any linear
features. For bright linearfeaturesbands I and 3 gave the best results,but
bands 2, 5 and 7 also performedwell. Band 4 was distinctivein that field
boundarieswere detected in preferenceto the road network. For dark linear
featuresboth bands 4 and 5 gave good results.
The model describedabove was used to estimatethe widths of linear
features in two highly contrastingareas. This was undertakenin order to
establishthe utilityof the model for this purposeand to ensure that the
ground IFOV meets pre-launchspecifications.
The first test area was taken from TM data of North Carolina in an
area with a homogeneous,flat backgroundtraversedby narrow gravelroads.
The second area was from TM data northwestof Washington,D. C. containingthe
Washingtonbeltway (widthapproximately50m) againsta heterogeneous
background. For each test area sites were selectedto establish line: back-
ground contrast. The detectionprocedurewas then appliedat at least three
differentthresholds. The resultingdetectionaccuracieswere computed and
results substitutedin the equationsgiven above. The featurewidth as a
percent of the pixel width was then estimated.
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For the North Carolinadata band 6 resultswere too poor to use and
were discarded. With the exceptionof band 4 all the other bands gave very
similarresults leadingto a road width estimateof 6 metres assuminga 28.5
by 28.5m pixel. Band 4 gave a largerwidth estimate;this band also had a
relativelyhigh varianceof line and backgroundmaterials.
Bands 6 and 4 were discardedfrom the Washington,D. C. results since
they had such poor contrasts. Of the remainingbands, bands I-3 gave closely
correspondingresultswith a width estimateof 50 metres. Howeverbands 5 and
7 both over-estimatedthe width by about 5 metres. This mis-estimateis
tentativelyattributedto the relativelypoor contrastfor these bands, or to
a mis-estimationof the contrast.
Linear featuredetectionwas also used to investigateband : band
registrationby superimposingdetectionresultsfrom differentbands. Shifts
of less than l pixel in both x and y directionsbetweenprimaryand cold focal
planes were observed.
It is concludedthat the geometricand radiometricprecisionof TM
data is sufficientlygood to allow accuratemeasurementof linearfeature
widths. Results also confirm a 28.5m ground IFOV as specifiedprior to
launch. The increasedimensionalityof the TM data as comparedwith MSS data
allowsthe possibilityof independentverificationof results by using data
from severalbands. Under good conditionsfeatures as narrow as one quarter
of a pixel in width may be accuratelymeasured. These resultshave
considerablepotentialfor applicationsand in hydrologyor topographic
mapping.
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SPATIAL RESOLUTIONESTIMATIONOF LANDSAT-4TM DATA
CLARED. MCGILLEM,PAUL E. ANUTAANDERICK MALARET
PURDUEUNIVERSITY
KAI-BOR YU
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNICINSTITUTE
Satellite-based multispectral imaging systems have been in operation
since 1972 and the latest in the Landsat series of sensors was launched in
July 1982. One system parameter of interest is resolution and this paper
discusses experiments to determine the actual overall resolutions after
launch. Atmospheric effects and post processing effects add to the prelaunch
optical resolution. Scene structures, such as roads and field edges, were
used with numerical estimation procedures to predict resolution in Landsat-4
Thematic Mapper imagery. A nominal resolution of 39 meters was determined as
compared to the predicted 30m prelaunch value.
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AN ANALYSISOF THE HIGHFREQUENCYVIBRATIONS
IN EARLYTHEMATICMAPPERSCENES
JOHNKOGUTANDELAINE LARDUINAT
RESEARCHANDDATA SYSTEMS,INC.
The potential effects of high frequency vibrations on the final
Thematic Mapper (TM) image have been evaluated for 26 scenes between day 4 and
day 50 after LANDSAT-4launch. The angular displacements of the TM detectors
from their nominal pointing directions as measured by the TM Angular
Displacement Sensor (ADS) and the spacecraft Dry Rotor Inertial Reference Unit
(DRIRU) give data on the along scan and cross scan high frequency vibrations
present in each scan of a scene. These measurements were used to find the
maximumoverlap and underlap between successive scans, and to analyze the
spectrum of the high frequency vibrations acting on the detectors.
The history of the scan overlap and underlap for this time period
shows that a consistent underlap which was present immediately after launch
disappeared after day I0. The maximumoverlap/underlap within a scene
stabilized after day 15 from launch to an average of -0.337 pixels / +0.358
pixels for the reflective bands, and -0.034 pixels / +0.141 pixels for band 6.
The Fourier spectrum of the along scan and cross scan Vibrations for
each scene was also evaluated. In the scenes analyzed, the along scan high
frequency vibrations were strongly concentrated at 7 Hz and had amplitudes of
about 80 microradians. Additional vibration peaks were present in the 56 Hz
to 77 Hz range. Cross scan vibrations were also concentrated at 7 Hz and had
amplitudes near 7 microradians. For the cross scan data additional spectral
peaks occurred at 21Hz and in the 56 Hz to 67 Hz range. The spectra of the
scenes examined indicate that the high frequency vibrations arise primarily
from the motion of the TM and MSSmirrors, and that their amplitudes are well
within expected ranges.
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ASSESSMENTOF THEMATICMAPPERBAND-TO-BANDREGISTRATION
BY THE BLOCKCORRELATIONMETHOD
DONH. CARDAND ROBERTC. WRIGLEY
NASA/AMESRESEARCHCENTER
FREDERICKC. MERTZAND JEFF R. HALL
TECHNICOLORGOVERNMENTSERVICES, INC.
AMESRESEARCHCENTER
The design of the Thematic Mapper (TM) multispectral radiometer makes
it susceptible to band-to-band misregistration. The non-cooled detectors of
the visible and near-infrared bands (TM bands I-4) and the cooled detectors of
the middle and thermal-infrared bands (TM bands 5-7) are located on separate
focal planes in the sensor. In addition, there are several compensation
devices in effect, such as the Scan Line Corrector (SLC), and the Attitude
Displacement Sensor. This creates the potential for inter-band
misregistration, and could have serious consequences for the use of TM data in
applications that rely on simultaneous observations. To estimate band-to-band
misregistration a block correlation method was employed. This method was
chosen over other possible techniques (band differencing and flickering)
because quantitative results are produced. The method used correlates
rectangular blocks of pixels from one band against blocks centered on
identical pixels from a second band. The block pairs are shifted in pixel
increments both vertically and horizontally with respect to each other and the
correlation coefficient for each shift position is computed. The displacement
corresponding to the maximumcorrelation is taken as the best estimate of
registration error for each block pair. Subpixel shifts were estimated by a
bi-quadratic interpolation of the correlation values surrounding the maximum
correlation. To obtain statistical summaries for each band combination
post-processing of the block correlation results was performed. Editing of
the data consisted of deleting blocks that had low correlation values. This
procedure tended to eliminate blocks having obviously high positive or
negative shifts. However, not all outliers were eliminated, therefore a
further step was to discard high shift values by keeping only those shifts
within a specified threshold.
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TABLE 1
Descriptivestatisticsfor band-to-bandmisregistrationfor selected
Thematic Mapper band combinations(Arkansasscene - August 22, 1982). The
first band listed in each set is the primaryband for the correlations,and
all correlationblocks having the correlationcoefficient<.6 were discarded.
(Unit of misregistration(shift)is in pixels).
TM Shift Number Mean Min Max 95% Conf.
Bands Direction of Shift S.D. Shift Shift Int. for
Blocks Mean Shift
I
3 vs l Across-scan 256 -.04 .06 -.2 .2 (-.05,-.03)
Along-scan 256 -.03 .06 -.4 . (-.04,-.02)
3 vs 4 Across-scan 44 -.03 .33 -l.0 I. (-.13,.07)
Along-scan 44 .10 .38 -.4 1.9 (-.02,.22)
3 vs 5 Across-scan 217 .22 .73 -9.3 3.3 (.12,.32)
Along-scan 217 .49 .41 -2.7 4.0 (.44,.54)
3 vs 7 Across-scan 264 .16 .20 -.4 2.2 (.14,.18)
Along-scan 264 .49 .18 -.4 l.l (.47,.51)
7 vs 5 Across-scan 280 .06 .09 -.5 .6 (.05,.07)
Along-scan 280 -.Ol .07 -.4 .3 (-.02,.0)
6 vs 7 Across-scan 4 -3.50 1.04 -4.7 -2.2 (-5.2,-I.8)
Along-scan 4 -3.20 2.31 -4.9 .2 (-6.9,.48)
The fundamentalresultsof the block correlationanalysisfor
selectedTM band combinationsare displayedin Table I. The table shows the
resultsof editingthe shift data by discardingall shift values having
correspondingcorrelationsless than 0.6. In order to show that this editing
procedure is reasonable,band pairs 3 vs. 5 and 6 vs. 7 were subjectedto
further editing. These pairs were selectedbecausethey showedthe largest
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outliers in Table I. Band pair 3 vs. 5 was edited by discardingblocks that
either had shifts outsidethe range -3 to 3 pixels or had correlations<0.6.
Similarly,band pair 6 vs. 7 was edited by discardingblocks that either had
shifts outsidethe range -lO to 10 or had correlations<0.3. The results,
show that the mean shift values are quite robust to the editingprocedure
(discardingshifts based on correlationthresholdsand shift values).
Additionally,Table l shows that the target specificationfor TM band-to-band
registrationof 0.2 pixels is easily achievedfor those band combinations
within the same focal plane (bands l vs. 3 and 3 vs. 4 in the non-cooledfocal
plane, and bands 5 vs. 7 in the cooled focal plane),with the exceptionof
bands 6 vs. 7. Band 6 presents specialproblems,which will be discussed
below. Althoughthe shift for bands 3 vs. 4 was within the 0.2 pixel
specification,the standarddeviationsof across-scanand along-scanshifts
were higher than the I-3 and 5-7 band pairs, and far fewer blockswere
retainedafter editing (44 out of 297). The relativelypoor performancefor
bands 3 and 4 is apparentlydue to the inversecorrelationbetween spectral
responsesin the visibleand near IR bands.
A relativelylarge and consistentshift betweenbands in different
focal planes (bands3 vs. 5 and 3 vs. 7) is evident in Table l; the along-scan
shift is largerthan the permitted0.3 pixel misregistrationspecification.
This result confirmedan earliervisual assessmentusing the flickering
method, in which an approximateshift of a half pixel was noted in the
along-scandirection(band 3 vs. 5). Given that the GSFC TM data processing
softwarecan correct sub-pixelmisregistrations,we suggestthat the
appropriateshifts reportedhere be implementedto correctthe misregistration
betweenthe uncooledand cooled focal planes. For the TM scene analyzed,the
recommendedshift correctionsshould be 0.5 pixels along-scanand 0.2 pixels
across-scan.
Band 6 presentsa specialproblem, in that it had a very low
correlationwith band 7, and thereforeeditingwas much more difficultas
evidencedin Table l (only 4 blockswith correlationsabove 0.6 were
retained). Flickeringbetweenbands 6 and 7 indicateda poor visual
correlationbut verifiedan approximate4 pixel shift. As noted earlier,the
shift estimatesfor band 6 vs. band 7 seem to be quite robust to the editing
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procedure. Based on these results, we suggest correcting the band G
misregistration by shifts of 3 pixels (28.5 meters) in both the along-scan and
the across-scan directions.
In summary it can be stated that the block correlation method is a
reasonable approach to the quantitative assessment of band-to-band
misregistration. It is quite robust to the method of editing outliers and
seems to result in estimates of registration error that areconsistent with
expectations. For the band combinations studied the following conclusions can
be drawn:
I. The misregistration of TM spectral bands within the non-cooled
focal plane lie well within the 0.2 pixel target specification
(TM Bands 3 vs. 1 and 3 vs. 4).
2. The misregistration between the middle IR bands (TM Bands 5 and
7) is well within the 0.2 pixel specification.
3. The thermal IR band has an apparent misregistration with TM Band
7 of approximately 3 pixels in each direction.
4. TM Band 3 has a misregistration of approximately 0.2 pixel in
the across-scan direction and 0.5 pixel in the along-scan
direction, with both TM Bands 5 and 7.
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TESTSOF LOW-FREQUENCYGEOMETRICDISTORTIONSIN LANDSAT-4IMAGES
R. M. BATSONANDW. T. BORGESON
U. S. GEOLOGICALSURVEY,FLAGSTAFF
ABSTRACT
The geometric fidelity of the GSFCfilmwriter used for Thematic
Mapper (TM) images was assessed by measurement with accuracy better than three
micrometers of a test grid. A set of 55 control points with known UTM
coordinates was measured on a digital display of part of band 5 of the TM
image of the Washington, D. C. area and fitted to the control points. The
tests indicate that the geometric fidelity of TM images is likely to be higher
than the ability of film recorders to reproduce the images.
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INVESTIGATIONOF TM BAND-TO-BANDREGISTRATIONUSING
THE JSC REGISTRATIONPROCESSOR
S. S. YAOANDM. L. AMIS
LOCKHEEDENGINEERINGAND MANAGEMENTSERVICESCOMPANY,INC.
Several Thematic Mapper (TM) scenes from the Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC) SCROUNGEprocessing system were available at the Johnson Space
Center (JSC) for preliminary investigation. One area of interest to the
investigators is the accuracy of the TM band-to-band registration. The
detectors for the seven-band TM system are placed in two groups aboard the
spacecraft: located at the primary focal plane are detector arrays for bands
1 to 4, while the remaining detectors are placed on the cold focal plane.
Software in the SCROUNGEsystem is used to register the bands
together to an accuracy of less than 0.3 pixel, or approximately 9 meters on
the ground. Given this level of accuracy, it is expected that the data from
the first four bands would register to each other better than those between
band 4 and band 5, for example. In the current investigation, the JSC
registration processor is used to study the registration between TM bands,
with special attention given to band 6, the thermal band. Band 6 has a
resolution four times coarser than the other bands.
The JSC registration processor performs scene-to-scene (or
band-to-band) correlation based on edge images. The edge images are derived
from a percentage of the edge pixels calculated from the raw scene data,
excluding clouds and other extraneous data in the scene. Correlations are
performed on patches (blocks) of the edge images, and the correlation peak
location in each patch is estimated iteratively to fractional pixel location
accuracy. Peak offset locations from all patches over the scene are then
considered together, and a variety of tests are made to weed out outliers and
other inconsistencies before a distortion model is assumed. Thus, the
correlation peak offset locations in each patch indicate quantitatively how
well the two TM bands register to each other over that patch of scene data.
The average of these offsets indicate the overall accuracies of the
band-to-band registration. For registration between band 3 to band 4 from
6O
the same focal plane, for example, the root-mean-square (rms) error of
registration was shown to meet the specification of 0.3 pixel. Between band 4
and band 5 from two different focal planes, the rms error was larger. Band 6,
the thermal band, was shown to be misregistered to band 4 by as much as 3.73
pixels rms.
The JSC registration processor was also used to register one
acquisition to another acquisition of multitemporal TM data acquired over the
same ground track. Band 4 images from both acquisitions were correlated and
an rms error of a fraction of a pixel was routinely obtained.
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GEODETICACCURACYOF LANDSAT-4MULTISPECTRALSCANNERAND
THEMATICMAPPERDATA
J. M. THORMODSGARDAND D. J. DEVRIES
U. S. GEOLOGICALSURVEY,EROSDATACENTER
ABSTRACT
EROSData Center is evaluating the geodetic accuracy of Landsat-4
data from both the Multispectral Scanner (MSS) and Thematic Mapper (TM)
processing systems. Geodetic accuracy of Landsat data is a measure of the
precise registration to the Earth's figure.
Standard geometrically corrected Landsat-4 digital products are
either system-corrected or ground control point (GCP) corrected.
System-corrected data are processed to remove the geometric distortions caused
by the sensor, the spacecraft platform, and terrestrial effects.
GCP-corrected data have ground control points applied to further adjust the
data to the Earth's surface. Geodetic accuracy of both system- and
GCP-corrected MSSdata and system-corrected TM data was measured.
The geometric processing of Landsat data includes mapping or
registering a portion of the Earth's spherical surface on to a flat image
plane creating a map projection. For every geodetic (latitude and longitude)
location within the image, map projection coordinates can be computed. The
standard Landsat-4 MSSand TM digital tapes contain information which relates
the applied map projection coordinate system to the image coordinate (line and
sample)system. By convertingthe latitudeand longitudeof a given 7ocation
to the map projectioncoordinates,the image coordinatelocationcan be
calculated.
An assessment of geodetic accuracy of an MSSor TM scene is
accomplished using a minicomputer and appropriate software, digitizer, and an
image display device. The calculatedimage locationof a selectedfeature is
comparedwith the actual image locationobtainedthrough visual inspectionof
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the image on the display. Measurements of 15 to 20 features evenly
distributed throughout the image provide an estimate of the geodetic accuracy
of the scene.
Tests of two system-correctedMSS scenesmeasured geodetic
registrationroot-mean-square(RMS) errorsof approximately3,200m or 57
pixels. Tests of two TM system-correctedscenesmeasured RMS errors of
approximately1,250 and l,O00m,or 44 and 35 pixels,respectively. All errors
were primarilytranslational,implyinggood internalscene registrationof
both MSS and TM data. The one MSS GCP-correctedscene which was evaluatedhad
an RMS error of approximately325 m or 6 pixels.
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THE EFFECT OF POINT-SPREADFUNCTION INTERACTIONWITH
RADIANCEFROM HETEROGENEOUSSCENES ON MULTITEMPORAL
SIGNATUREANALYSIS
M. J. DUGGINAND L. B. SCHOCH
STATE UNIVERSITYOF NEW YORK/SYRACUSE
The purposeof this report is to demonstratethat the point-spread
function is an importantfactor in determiningthe nature of feature types on
the basis of multispectralrecordedradiance,particularlyfrom heterogeneous
scenes and particularlyfrom sceneswhich are imagedrepetitively,in order to
provide thematiccharacterizationby means of multitemporalsignature.
Considera cloud-freeimage consistingof n differentreflecting
elements,each occupyinga fractionalarea an of the pixel (IFOV). Then the
recordedradiancewould be, in band r
X 2 X y
Ix11(X).[E(e,_,x).Iolo{gl(x,y).Rl(e,_;e',_',X)Pl(X,Y)
+ g2(x,y).R2(e,_;e',¢',x)P2(x,y)
+ ... + gn(X,y).Rn(e,¢;e',_',X)Pn(x,y)}._(e',¢',x).dy.dx
+ L(o1
Lr(e',@' ) = -(I)
_2
IXlI(X) .dx
where I(_) is the spectral response of the sensor and xl, x2 are the lower
and upper zero power bandpass limits of the sensor, respectively
E(e,6,x) is the scalarglobal spectralradiance incidenton the pixel
(e',_',x) is the atmospherictransmissionalong the path from the
pixel to the sensor
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Rn(e,_; e',4',_,) is the spectral hemispherical-conical reflectance
factor for scene element n, which occupies fractional
area an of the heterogeneous pixel
Pn(x,y) is the point-spread .function at position x,y in the pixel
gn(X,y) is a delta function which equals 1 if scene element n is
presentat (x,y),but is otherwisezero fXlYgn(X,y)dydx= an
L(°l ¢l;°' ,' l @'l'x) is the path radiancefor the
sun-scatteringcenter-sensorgeometrydefinedby
I
(°l'@l; e l' @'l) which will differ from
the sun-target-sensorgeometry (c),¢;c)',@').
To demonstratethe effect of the interactionof scene heterogeneity
with the point spread function (PSF)l, we have constructeda templatefrom
the line spread function (LSF) data of Schueler2 for the thematicmapper
(TM) photoflightmodel and have moved this in 0.25 (nominal)pixel increments
in the scan line directionacross three scenes of differentheterogeneity. We
have calculatedthe sensor outputby consideringthe calculatedscene radiance
from each scene elementoccuringbetween the contoursof the PSF template,
plottedon a movable mylar sheet while it was locatedat a given position.
Scene l, shown in Figure l consists of two components: Healthy
soybeansand soybeansaffectedby stress (rust)at the II.5% severitylevel.
The linearboundary betweenthese two scene components,whose spectral
reflectance3 is shown in Figure 2, lies along track and is perpendicularto
the scan direction. Figure 3 shows the calculatedradiancein TM bands l and
4 (half-powerbandwidths0.45-0.52_mand .76-.90_mrespectively)and the ratio
of the radiancefor TM band 4/band I. While extensivechangesare seen in the
singleband radiancelevels (up to + 20% in TNIband 4, but only + 2% in TM
band l), a large change (approximately+ 20%) is observedin the ratioI
TM4/TMI. Figure 4 shows a target in which healthyand stressed (II.5%
severitylevel) soybeanplots were consideredto exist in an alternating
fashion,with exactlya one TM pixel size. The TM PSF templateis shown
overlaidin order to indicatethat a considerabledegree of radiance from
surroundingpixels is recordedby the sensor,even ignoringthe atmospheric
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modulationtransfer function,which must increaseforwardscattering.
Movementof the PSF by 0.25 pixel incrementsproducesthe singleband radiance
values and TM4/TMI ratio shown in Figure 5; about one half of the change seen
in the case of the singleboundaries. An even more homogeneouscase is shown
in Figure 6, where areas of 0%, 4.75% and II.5% soybeanstress severityare
shown in alternatinglO m x lO m square positions(T_Ipixel size is 30 m x 30
m nominally). Figure 7 shows the variationof TNII,TM4 radiancevalues and of
the radianceratio TM4/TMIas the PSF is moved 0.25 pixel at a time across the
IFOV: here the changes are on the order of about + 3%.
Severalfacts emerge:
(a) The more heterogeneousthe target,the larger the amplitudeof
the variationin the singleband radianceas the PSF peak moves
across the scene
(b) The amplitudeof the variationin radiancediscussedin (a) is
reducedas the heterogeneityof the pixel decreases
(c) In the event of multitemporalanalysis,the study of the
temporalchange in signaturefrom a given area may be affected
by the error in relocatingsequentialimages (i.e. to a fraction
of a pixel)
(d) More data is needed on the PSF's of all sensorswhich are to be
used in studyingheterogeneousscenes,especiallyin the
multitemporalmode, so that criteria of superpositionaccuracy
may be fully assessed
(e) The furthereffect on radiometryof pixel and line re-sampling
needs to be consideredinsofaras it affectsmultitemporal
analysis
(f) More work is needed to study the effectson recordedradianceof
the relativejuxtapositionof scene elementsof different
optical propertiesand heterogeneities
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(g) More work is needed to study the effectsof the atmosphereon
the PSF
(h) More work is needed to study the effectsof unresolvedcloud,
which will modify equation (1) by the additionof a term:
_2 x y
fAII(A).[E(e,@,A)-fofo{gl(x,y)Rl(e,@;e',@',_).Pl(X,y)
+ g2(x,y).R2(e,@;e',@',x).P2(x,y)+ ....
+ gn(X,y).Rn(e,@;e',@',x).Pn(x,y) + ....
+ gc(X,y).Rc(_)}.T(O',@',_)dy.dx
!
+ L(el,@l;e_,@l,_)]dA
Lr(e',@')= -(2)
_2
l_iI(_).dx
where gl is the fractionalproportionof the pixel filled by cloud and where
Rc(A) is the (nearlyLambertian)reflectancefactor of cloud.
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RADIOMETRICACCURACYASSESSMENTOF LANDSAT-4
MULTISPECTRALSCANNER(MSS) DATA
WILLIAM L. ALFORD
MARCL. IMHOFF
NASA/GODDARDSPACEFLIGHT CENTER
ABSTRACT
The Landsat-4 mission has unique characteristics relative to previous
Landsat missions. The spacecraft is new; the orbit is lower with a more
frequent repeat cycle; and the ground processing facility consists of new
hardware with different algorithms being applied. This study explores how
some of these changes have affected the character of the radiometric data
quality. Specifically, this paper examines banding effects, radiometric
differences between Landsat 3 and 4, and the woodgrain pattern observed
visually in the images.
BANDINGEFFECTS
Banding effects within each channel were examined using a Landsat-4
image data set calibrated with the old Landsat 2/3 cal-wedge method and with
the new histogram method. Data subsets consisting of 400 lines each were
created from each of the 24 channels. These were subsequently divided into
four lO0-1ine segments. For each segment, the channel means within each band
were compared. The improvement in image data quality using histogram
calibrations rather than cal-wedge calibrations was clearly demonstrated. The
peak to peak range was typically 0.4 with a worst case of 0.62 for the
cal-wedge calibrated data, whereas the histogram calibrated data was typically
0.1 peak-to-peak with the worst case being 0.24.
LANDSATS3 AND4 RADIOMETRICCOMPARISON
A direct comparison between Landsat-3 and Landsat-4 MSSdata was
possible with a near simultaneous overpass of both satellites. An area in
Vermont was selected where Landsats 3 and 4 passed within two minutes of each
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other with scene centers separatedby about lO minutes latitudeand 14 minutes
longitude. Nine uniformpolygonalareas that approximatelycorrespondedto
the same ground scene were selectedfrom each image. The means of each area
were computedand a linearregressioncalculatedfor each band as shown in
Table I.
BANDS A B R2
l 1.03 0.84 .99
2 0.91 -0.27 .99
3 1.09 0.58 .99
4 0.87 0.42 .99
(Landsat-4Value) = A x (Landsat-3Value) + B
TABLE I. RELATIONSHIPBETWEENTHE PIXEL VALUES OF THE LANDSATS3 AND 4
MSS INSTRUMENTSBASED ON IMAGE DATA VALUES.
Prelaunchcalibrationscombinedwith post-launchdata were used by
the Landsat-DProject to derive valuesknown as Rmax and Rmin. These are
the radiancevalues associatedwith pixel values 127 and 0 respectively.
Rmax and Rmin values from both the Landsat-3and 4 MSS's were used also to
derive a linearrelationshipbetweenthe two instruments. These coefficients
are shown in Table 2. Ideally,the coefficientsin both tables should be the
same. However, the observed coefficientdifferencesare large enough to cause
a I0% difference in some computedquantizationlevels. Since the residualsin
the regressioncalculationswere small and since other data analyzed supported
the values of the coefficientsin Table l, we concludethat the coefficients
in Table 2 are in error and consequentlythat some or all of the Rmax and
Rmin values are in error.
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Landsat-3 Landsat-4
(after 5/31/78) (after mid Aug 82)
BAND Rmin Rmax Rmin Rmax A B
at 0 at 127 at 0 at 127
L
1 0.04 2.59 0.02 2.30 1.12 I.II
2 0.03 1.79 0.04 1.80 1.00 -0.72
3 0.03 1.49 0.04 1.30 1.15 -I.01
4 0.03 3.83 0.01 4.00 0.97 -2.28
milliwatt cm _2 steradian-I
(Landsat-4 value) = A x (Landsat-3 value) + B
TABLE 2. RELATIONSHIPBETWEENTHE PIXEL VALUESOF THE
LANDSAT3 AND4 INSTRUMENTSBASEDONRmax AND Rm_nJ VALUES
WOODGRAINPATTERN
A woodgrain or diagonal pattern was observed in all of the MSS
images. This pattern was especially visible over uniform areas such as
water. The pattern appears visually to be the same whether the Thematic
Mapper instrument was on or off. This type of pattern or noise is typically
caused by one or more spurious sine waves interacting with the analog to
digital converter. One assumption fundamental to the analysis is that the
noise is the same for all analog channels at the input to the
multiplexer/analog-to-digital converter subsystem.
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Based on this assumption, pixels from the 24 channels were reordered
into a single sequence in tile order the pixels were sampled on the
spacecraft. An interpolated 25th sample was included in this resequenced data
since the format allowed space for thermal band samples. The effect of
resequencing was to provide a time sequence that is sampled 25 times higher
than any one channel.
Fourier analysis performed on resequenced data of several scenes from
Landsat-D, including prelaunch test data, produced similar patterns in the
frequency amplitude domain. Most of the frequency components appear to
originate from a commonsource with a fundamental frequency of 114,504 llz. (A
drifting voltage supply oscillator on Landsat-4 operates at about 115 kHz.)
Excepting three frequency components, each component can be accounted
for by one of the first 35 harmonics of 114,504 Hz taking into account
aliasing effects. However, this may not be tile physical source for these
frequencies. Two frequencies with inter-modulation products can also account
for these components.
Weconclude that the Landsat-4 MSSdata will have less banding
problems than previous MSSdata. However, there is an increased noise problem
that appears visually as a wood grain pattern. When compared with Landsat-3
data and taking into account the absolute calibration parameters (Rmax and
Rmin), there are inconsistencies between corresponding data samples.
Consequently, absolute calibration cannot be assured at this time.
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SPECTRALCHARACTERIZATIONOF THE LANDSAT-4MSS SENSORS
BRIAN L. MARKHAMAND JOHN L. BARKER
NASA/GODDARDSPACE FLIGHT CENTER
Relativespectralresponse data for the Landsat-4and Landsat-4
backup multispectralscannersubsystems(MSS),the protoflightand flight
models,respectively,are presentedand comparedto similardata for the
Landsat l, 2 and 3 scanners. Channel-by-channel(six channelsper band)
outputsfor soil and soybeantargetswere simulatedand comparedwithin each
band and betweenscanners. The two Landsat-4scannersproved to be nearly
identicalin mean spectralresponse,but they exhibitedsome differencesfrom
the previousMSS's (Tablel). Principaldifferencesbetween the spectral
responsesof the Landsat-4scannersand previousscannerswere: (1) a mean
upper-bandedge in the green band of 606 nm comparedto previousmeans of 593
to 598 nm, (2) an average upper-bandedge of 697 nm in the red band compared
to previousaveragesof 701 to 710 nm, and (3) an average bandpassfor the
first near-IRband of 702-814 nm compared to a range of 693-793 to 697-802 nm
for previous scanners. These differencescaused the simulatedLandsat-4
scanneroutputsto be 3 to 10 percent lower in the red band and 3 to II
percenthigher in the first near-IRband than previouscannersfor the
soybeanstarget. Otherwise,outputsfrom soil and soybeantargetswere only
slightlyaffected. The Landsat-4scannerswere generallymore uniformfrom
channelto channelwithin bands than previousscanners. One notable case of
poor uniformitywas the upper-bandedge of the red band of the protoflight
scanner,where one channelwas markedlydifferently(12 nm) from the rest.
For a soybeanstarget, this nonuniformityresulted in a within-banddifference
of 6.2 percent in simulatedoutputsbetweenchannels.
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Table 1
Spectral Characterization of Landsat MSS'S by Means (Averages of Six Channels)
and Standard Deviations (Each Channel Considered an Observation):
PF (Landsat-4), F (Landsat-4 backup), MSS-I, MSS-2, MSS-3.
a. Band 1 (500-600 nm)
SCANNER BAND EDGE(nm| WIDTHa SLOPEINTERVAL(BIn)SPECTRALFLATNESS
LOWER UPPER (nm) LOWER UPPER POSITIVE NEGATIVE
PF 495 ['60"5"1 r_"_ 15 23 5.1' 8.9'
F 497 _7_ lO_J 15 21 S.O 11.2t
MEANS I" 501 599 9B 1S 27 7.1b 16.1b
1"" 499 597 98 1S 27 6.I t 14.6'
2 497 598 101 15 22 5,4' 14.1'
3 497 593 96 16 22 S.4' 19.2'
PF O.S 1.2 0.8 0.3 | .0 | .0 2.7
F 0.8 0.8 O.S 0.6 0.7 0.6 3.4
STANDARD
DEVIATIONS 1• 6.5 4,1 3.S 1.6 5.6 2.4 6.4
I °• 5.3 3.0 3.S 1.8 5.4 0.4 5.8
2 1.4 1.4 1.8 1.2 0,6 2.4 3.5
3 3.7 2.S 3.8 3.2 3.4 1,5 7.8
"WITH OUTLIERCHANNELINCLUDED • -- NO FILTERSPECIFICATION
• "WITH OUTLIERCHANNELEXCLUDED b-- FALLSTOM EETFILTERSPECIFICATION
BOXESINDICATECHARACTERISTICSWHEREDIFFERENCESBETWEENPFOR F AND ALLPREVIOUS
SCANNERS(12.3) WEREGREATERTHAN DIFFERENCESBETWEENTWO SETSOF PFMEASUREMENTS,
b. Band 2 (600-700 nm)
SCANNER BAND EDGE(nm) W1DTHa SLOPEINTERVAL(nm) SPECTRALFLATNESS
LOWER UPPER (nm) LOWER UPPER POSITIVE NEGATIVE
PF° 603 698 95 12 _ 7.0 12.9'
PF"" 603 [_ 93 12 _ 6.7 12.0'F 603 94 12 7,6' I 1.1'MEANS
I 603 701 97 15 26 9.0b 13,3'
2° 607 710 103 14 30 7.9b 18.0'
2"" 607 710 103 14 29 7.8_ 16.8'
3 606 70B 100 14 31 7,2 17.2'
PF- 07 1_ I_1 OS 1B 14 2SPF'" OR OB 0B 0S 14 l S I,F 0., oB o._ o.4 o.B 1.2 3.0STANDARD
DEVIATIONS I 3.5 2.2 2.8 1,7 3.4 3.4 2.8
2" 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 3.8 1,1 4.5
2"" 06 0.9 !1 12 10 12 38
3 0.9 1.2 0.8 0.8 2.0 2.0 4.8
"WITH OUTLIERCHANNELINCLUDED • _ NO FILTERSPECIFICATION
• •WITH OUTLIERCHANNELEXCLUOED b-- FALLSTOMEETFILTERSPECIFICATION
BOXESINDICATECHARACTERISTICSWHEREDIFFERENCESBETWEENPFOR F AND ALL PREVIOUS
SCANNERS(1_,3) WEREGREATERTHAN OIFFERENCESBETWEENTWO SETSOFPFMEASUREMENTS.
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Table 1 continued.
c. Band 3 (700-800 nm)
SCANNER BAND EDGE (nm) W1DTH 4 SLOPE INTERVAL (Bin) SPECTRAL FLATNESS
LOWER UPPER (nm) LOWER UPPER POSITIVE NEGATIVE
PF ___ IS _ '3.2' 12.8'16 12.6 b 9.6 b
MEANS
1 6g4 SO0 105 19 35 7.2* 7.4'
2 697 802 106 16 34 8.4* 7.9 b
3 693 ?S3 100 19 32 9.9* 22.2 b
PF 0.7 0.9 I..I 0.3 0.5 2.9 ° 2.9'
F 0.3 0.2 0.3 t.O 0.3 _ O_S'STANDARD
DEVIATIONS
1 O.S 1.O O.S 2.0 3.8 3.2 2.S"
2 I.I 2.3 2.1 0.6 2.7 3.0 1.9
3 1.S I.S 0.8 1.4 I.t 2.7 3.4
"PF, F DIFFERENCE EXCEEDS DIFFERENCE • -- NO FILTER SPECIFICATION
6EI_/EEN _ SETS O1=PF MEASUREMENTS b-- FAILS TO MEET FILTER SPECIFICATION
BOXES INOiCATE CHARACTERISTICS WHERE DIFFERENCES BETV_EN PF OR F AND ALL PREVIOus
SCANNERS (1,2,3) WERE GREATER THAN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TWO SETS OF PF MEASURi:MENTS.
d. Band 4 (800-II00 nm)
SCANNER 6AND EDGE (nm) WIDTH' SLOPE INTERVAL (rim) SPECTRAL FLATNESS
LOWER UPPER (nm). LOWER UPPER ° POSITIVE NEGATIVE
PF 808 1023 21S 23 110-_ _09 _ r_ 3 Ol
MEANS
1 810 989 179 22 120 46.0 a 74.S b
2 807 990 183 23 11 e 45.4 b 75.9 b
3 812 b 979 167 24 10S 56.4* 80.7 b
PF 0.5 _ _ 0.2 9.26.80.1 0.4 9.9 6,0 4.1"STANOARO
DEVIATIONS
1 1.2 3,5 3.7 2.1 7,2 2.3 3.1
2 2,0 4.0 S.3 O,S 2.7 4.7 I.I
3 0.9 7.S 7.6 1.0 3.0 11.7 2.4
°PF. F DIFFERENCE EXCEEDS DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO SETS OF PF MEASUREMENTS
BOXES INDICATE CHARACTERISTICS WHERE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PF OR F AND ALL PREV1OUS
SCANNERS (1,2,3) WERE GREATER THAN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TWO SETS OF PF MEASUREMENTS.
• -- NO FILTER SPECIFICATION
b -- FALLS TO MEET FILTER SPECIFICATION
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INVESTIGATIONOF RADIOMETRICPROPERTIESOF LANDSAT-4MSS
DANIELR. RICE ANDWILLIAM A. MALILA
ENVIRONMENTALRESEARCHINSTITUTE OF MICHIGAN
KEYWORDS: Remote Sensing, Landsat-4, Multispectral Scanner, Radiometric
Calibration, Noise, Coherent Noise
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of our investigation are to characterize Landsat-4
multispectral scanner (MSS) image data quality relative to:
a. Detector calibration: Study the calibration of the six
detectors in each band in order to determine the magnitude of
any calibration difference that remains after ground processing,
and, if needed, provide information that would support
corrective techniques, and
b. Satellite-to-satellite calibration: Study calibration
differences between Landsat-4 and previous Landsat satellites
and, as needed, develop a method to adjust Landsat-4
multispectral scanner (MSS) signals, in all four spectral bands,
to match the calibration of previous sensors.
GENERALAPPROACH
Two full frames of radiometrically corrected (Type A) Landsat-4 MSS
data were analyzed digitally and visually for evidence of residual calibration
differences between detectors, quantization effects, and other sensor-related
artifacts. Both standard statistical and Fourier analysis technques were
employed.
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Opportunitiesfor coincidentcoverageby Landsats3 and 4 were
identifiedin the contiguous48 states. Paired acquisitionsfor two scenes
were obtainedand analyzed to establishrelationshipsbetween signal values
from common areas imagedby the two MSS systems. Anotherpair with coverage
by Landsats2 and 4 was obtainedand analyzed.
FINDINGS
Genera] Radiometry
We found that the Landsat-4MSS producesdata of generallygood
qualitywith dynamicranges and targetresponsessimilarto those of previous
Landsat systems (see Figure ]). Clouds often cause saturationin all bands.
The extentsof specificsystem artifactsare discussedindividuallybelow.
Detector-to-DetectorDifferences
Stripingcaused by residual differencesin detector calibrationand
quantizationeffectsappearsto be close to the theoreticalminimumof
quantizationerror. The histogramequalizationalgorithmused to adjust
radiometriclook-uptablesappearsto be workingas intended. Residualrms
differencesof 0.3 digital countsor less were measuredbetweendetectormeans
from a varietyof scene areas. Fourieranalysisof a down-trackprofile
obtainedby averagingthe pixels in each scan line showedamplitudes
attributableto the residualdetectordifferencesthat were also approximately
0.3 digitalcounts or less. These differenceswere indicatedby disturbances
in the transformsat wavelengthof two, three, and six scan lines. The
effectsof such differencescould be reduced somewhat (perradiance unit) if
signal values were spreadover 0-255 counts insteadof 0-]27.
CoherentNoise
A low-levelcoherentnoise effect was found in all bands, appearing
in uniformareas as a diagnoalstripingpattern. The principalcomponentof
this noise was found by Fourieranalysisto be at a consistentwavelengthof
3.6 pixels along the scan line (seeFigure 2), correspondingto a noise
frequencyof about 28 KHz. The magnitudevaired from about 0.75 of one count
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in the worst cases (Band I) to 0.25 counts in the best case (Band 4). This
noise pattern was visually discernable in areas of a Landsat-4 image but not
discernable in a simultaneous Landsat-3 image of the same areas.
Line-Length Variation
Scan-line lengths in Type A data were found to vary up to six pixels
between scans when TM was operating simultaneously with MSS. These variations
should be absent from Type P data and imagery.
Landsat-4 to Landsat-3 Calibration
Regression relationships were computed between average signal
amplitudes from a number of areas in commonbetween Landsat-3 and -4 images of
the two scenes with paired acquisitions. Linear fits with R2 values
exceeding 0.99 were obtained. Letting
Landsat 3 = Gain x (Landsat-4) + Offset
we computed gains that were higher (by approximately 10% in Bands I, 2 and 4)
than ones based on prelaunch calibration values for the two sensors.
Relationships based on 60 data points from a New England scene are presented
in Table I.
Results for the other scene and the Landsat 2/4 pair are presented in
the Reference.
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FIGUREI. EXAMPLEOF LANDSAT-4SIGNAL
DISPERSIONFORA DIVERSESCENE
24 la II O $ |
WAVELENGTH (Pixels)
FIGURE 2. ILLUSTRATIONOF THE COHERENTNOISE
FREQUENCYIN A FOURIERSPECTRUM (BAND 3)
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TABLE l
EMPIRICALLANDSAT-4 TO -3 CALIBRATIONCOEFFICIENTS
Scene Band Gain Offset SE* R2
New England l 1.018 -1.614 0.52 0.996
2 l.ll2 0.018 0.45 0.999
3 0.9096 -0.463 0.53 0.999
4 1.148 -0.421 0.53 0.998
[Prelaunch l 0.894 -l.O0
Calibration**] 2 l.O00 0.722
3 0.863 0.870
4 1.026 2.34
*SE = standarderror in signal counts
**This informationrepresentscarefullyconductedgroundmeasurementstaken
before launchof each satellite,along with a desiredscalingof the data.
RELATIONSHIP
Landsat-3= Gain x (Landsat-4)+ Offset
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mRADIOMETRICCALIBRATIONANDGEOCODEDPRECISIONPROCESSINGOF
LANDSAT-4MULTISPECTRALSCANNERPRODUCTSBY THE
CANADACENTREFORREMOTESENSING
J. MURPHY,D. BENNETTAND F. GUERTIN
CANADACENTREFORREMOTESENSING
ABSTRACT
The method used by the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS) for
the radiometric calibration of LANDSAT-4Multispectral Scanner (MSS) data is
reviewed, with reference to the methodology used by the Centre for LANDSAT-I,
2 and 3 MSSdata. Inherent in this technique is the possibility for the user
to convert the corrected digital values to the absolute scene radiance of the
target under observation. The generation of the constants needed for this
final conversion requires both the pre-launch and post-launch radiometric
calibration constants as supplied by NASA. Results of some preliminary
comparative studies of the radiometric properties of the LANDSAT-4MSSversus
earlier satellites in the LANDSATseries are presented. In addition, early
observations on the stability of the calibration data, firstly, within one
scene, secondly, within one orbit, and thirdly, over a period of several
months, are presented. Estimated of residual striping in the corrected
products are also presented.
The method used by CCRS, to perform precision processing of LANDSAT
MSSdata for generating geocoded or map compatible LANDSATMSSproducts in the
Universal Transverse Mercator projection, is reviewed. LANDSAT-4MSS
precision processed products are evaluated for geodetic accuracy, and are
compared to similar products from the previous LANDSATsatellites to assess
the orbit independent registration accuracy.
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LANDSATSCENE-TO-SCENEREGISTRATIONACCURACYASSESSMENT
JAMESE. ANDERSON
NASA/NATIONALSPACETECHNOLOGYLABORATORIES
ABSTRACT
This report documents initial results obtained from the registration
of Landsat-4 MSSdata to Landsat-2 MSSdata. A comparison is made with
results obtained from a Landsat-2 MSS-to-Landsat-2 MSSscene-to-scene
registration (using the same Landsat-2 MSSdata as the "base" data set in both
procedures). RMSerrors calculated on the control points used in the
establishment of scene-to-scene mapping equations are compared to error
computed from independently chosen verification points. Models developed to
estimate actual scene-to-scene registration accuracy based on the use of
electrostatic plots are also presented. This project will include analyses of
TM data at a later date, and both SCROUNGEand TIPS era products will be
evaluated. Analysis or results obtained indicates a statistically significant
difference in the RMSerrors for the element contribution. Scan line errors
were not significantly different. It appears from analysis that a
modification to the Landsat-4 MSSscan mirror coefficients is required to
correct the situation.
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GEOMETRICACCURACYOF LANDSAT-4
MSSIMAGEDATA
R. WELCHAND E. LYNNUSERY
UNIVERSITYOF GEORGIA,ATHENS
LANDSAT-4MSSdigital data received from the EROSData Center (EDC)
in CCT-P formats are being rectified with the aid of a modified version of the
Digital Image Rectification System (DIRS) originally developed at the NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center. The rectification procedure involves the
digitization of ground control points (GCPs) from U.S. Geological Survey
1:24,000 scale topographic maps and the determination of image locations with
the aid of an interactive image processing system. Once the coordinates of
the GCPs are determined in both the map (UTM) and image (pixel and line)
coordinate systems, these data are transferred to an IBM 370/158 mainframe
computer on which the DIRS software is resident. Corrections based on a
least-squares fit of polynomials of the Ist to 5th degree are developed and
applied to the image coordinates. Accuracy checks are performed by two
methods: (I) point pair distance checks involving the comparison of distances
computed from the map and image coordinates; and (2) vector plots of the root-
mean-square errors (RMSExy) of withheld GCPsto which the least squares
polynomial equations have been applied.
Results of analyses of two MSSscenes of the rugged North Georgia
area have provided the following results. Distances between point pairs of
GCPscomputed from the CCT-P data produced errors of approximately ± 130 m,
indicating that the geometric quality of the Landsat-4 MSSdata is improved by
a factor of two over that of Landsats -I, -2 and -3. However, these data do
not meet the pre-launch specifications for geodetic accuracy (i.e., + 0.5 IFOV
90% of the time). Rectification of full scenes using polynomials of the Ist
through 5th degree yielded three major conclusions (see Figure l):
I. RMSExyvalues of approximately _ 80 m are representative of
the least-squares fit of a Ist degree polynomial to I0 or more
well-distributed GCPs.
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2. Rectificationto accuraciesof _ 1 data pixel (57 m) requires
the use of 2nd or 3rd degreepolynomialsand 20 or more well-
distributedGCPs.
3. Rectificationaccuraciesare limitedby the resolutionof the
MSS data, by map and digitizingerrors and by displacementsdue
to terrainrelief.
RMSExy AT TEST POINTS
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Figure 7. RMSE as a functionof the number of GCPs used to solve
polynomialsof the Ist through5th degree.
Subscene areas of I024 x I024 and 256 x 256 pixels were rectified
with a first order polynomialto produceRMSExy values of ± 40-45 m. Work
to date indicatesthe geometricqualityof Landsat-4is very good, reflecting
the advantagesof the improvedpointingaccuracyand attitudecontrolof the
platform.
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GEOMETRICACCURACYASSESSMENTOF LANDSAT-4
MULTISPECTRALSCANNER(MSS)
MARCL. IMHOFFANDWILLIAM L. ALFORD
NASA/GODDARDSPACEFLIGHT CENTER
The objectivesof this analysiswere to analyze standardLandsat-4
MSS digital image data for geometricaccuracy. The analysiswas performedon
2 P-format (UTM projection),Landsat-4MSS imagesof the Washington,D.C.
area, scene day I09 (ID number 4010915140)and scene day 125 (ID number
4012515144). The 2 sceneswere tested for geodeticregistrationaccuracy
(scene-to-map),temporalregistrationaccuracy(scene-to-scene),and band-to-
band registrationaccuracy(withina scene).
Analysisresultswere comparedto the followingpreflight
specificationparameters:
• Geodetic accuracy . . . 0.5 sensorpixel (82x82)mor 41m
(90% of time)
m Temporalaccuracy . . . 0.3 sensorpixel or 24.6m (90% of time)
• Band-to-bandaccuracy . 0.2 sensorpixel or 16.4m (90% of time)
Twelve geodeticverificationpoints (GVPs)were definedfor the area
using US GeologicalSurvey (USGS)7.5 minute topographicquadrangles. Using a
zoom transfer scope to overlaythe maps with enlargedTV displayedimages,the
digitizedGVP map locationswere comparedto the TV displayed image locations
as defined by the header record informationfrom P-formatMSS tapes.
Offsets for each GVPwere measured in terms of a 57x57m pixel. Mean
offsets for each of the line and sample directions were 0.06 pixel and 0.08
pixel, respectively. The combined RMSerror for geodetic registration
accuracy was 0.43 pixel (25.51 meters), well within specifications.
Temporal registrationand band-to-bandregistrationaccuracyanalyses
were achievedusing the cross-correlationmethod. For both analyses28 image
chips correspondingto map definedGVPs were used for correlation. Temporal
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registrationaccuracyanalysiswas accomplishedusing 13 good correlationsout
of the 28 GVPs to compare scene day I09 to scene day 125 MSS data.
The comparisonbetweenthe 2 sceneswas made on a band-by-band
basis. The mean RSS Offset for line and samplefor all bands was 0.313
pixel. The offsetswere random with a correlationof O.121 betweenline and
sample offsets. The 90 percenterror figure for temporal registrationwas
0.68 (57x57)pixel (38.8meters). Althoughthis figure is larger than the
specification,it can be consideredexcellentwith respect to user
application.
Band-to-bandregistrationaccuracyanalysiswas accomplishedusing
all 28 GVP chips on the day I09 data set. Registrationbetweenbands l and 2
yielded a combinedRMS offset of 0.173 pixel. Registrationbetweenbands 3
and 4 yielded a combinedRMS offset of 0.167 pixel. Band 2 versus band 3
yielded an RMS offset of 0.464 pixel.
The best case registrationerrors betweenbands l and 2, and 3 and 4
were 14.2m and 73.7m,respectively,both within specifications. The worst
case registrationerror was 38.0m betweenbands 2 and 3. The lower
statisticalcorrelationbetweenthe informationcontentrepresentedby bands 2
and 3 is believedto be the cause of the higherregistrationerror.
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IMPACTOF LANDSATMSSSENSORDIFFERENCES
ONCHANGEDETECTIONANALYSIS
WILLIAM C. LIKENS AND ROBERTC. WRIGLEY
NASA/AMESRESEARCHCENTER
The work presentedhas its origins in change detectionwork carried
out at the Ames ResearchCenter in 1981. At that time we co-registereda
Landsat-land a Landsat-3scene for the San Bernardino,Californiaarea and
carried out image differencingas one means of identifyingareas of landcover
change. It was quicklynoted that many spuriousor false changeswere being
delineated in additionto real changes in the scene. These differenceswere
found to be relatedto differencesin the sensors,ground processing,
atmosphere,and cover dependentsun angle effects. The data needed to be
normalizedin some manner to remove these effects. Contingencytables between
the imageswere constructedin order to developa transferfunctionrelating
digital values for individualpoints in one image to values for those same
points in the other image. These functionsfor each band were used to
normalizeone date to the other.
In the present study we soughtto reversethe above approachby using
change detectiontechniquesto pinpointdifferencesbetweensensors.
Alternately,the use of change detectiontechniqueswith Landsat-4and earlier
LandsatMSS sensorscan be thought of as a user-orientedtest of any
insurmountabledifferencesbetweenthe sensorswhen used for change
detection. Scattergramsbetweenco-registeredscenes (a form of contingency
analysis)are used to radiometricallycomparedata from the variousMSS
sensors.
Initially,three MSS sceneswere acquiredand comparedfor the San
Francisco area. These data were not simultaneouslyimaged;the Landsat-3
scene was acquiredfour days earlierthan the Landsat-4scene and the
Landsat-2 scene was almostexactly a year earlierto minimize cover type and
seasonalchanges. However,a searchof the EROS Data Center'sMSS data base
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indicated two orbits when data from both Landsat-4 and an earlier Landsat were
simultaneously recorded. Three scene pairs of simultaneous coverage were
ordered for comparisons. In all cases of samedate coverage, the scene pairs
were acquired within three minutes or less of each other. Any differences
between scenes can then be assumedto be solely a function of sensor
differences, as atmospheric effects, sun angle, and scene content will be
identical between scenes. This assumption is made, but does not completely
hold true in the case of the San Francisco data because the atmosphere is
likely to have changed between dates.
The method of analysis was to co-register 512 by 512 pixel subwindows
for all data pairs followed by scattergram generation and analysis. In all
cases, the Landsat-4 data were used as the base to which other images were
registered.
Scattergrams were generated between images for each band. These
scattergrams plot the digital number (DN) found for each point in Landsat-4
against the DN recorded for that location in Landsat-2 or -3. Mode (maxima)
values were derived from the scattergrams (y-axis modes for fixed x values as
well as x-axis modes for fixed y values) and used to visually fit a linear
regression (automated regression calculations were distorted by outliers).
The regression line represents the relative radiometric transfer function
relating Landsat-4 MSSto earlier MSSradiometry. Root mean square (RMS)
errors of the registrations varied between .l and 1.5 pixels. The relatively
large errors resulted from a line length error in the Landsat-4 MSS(discussed
later).
Radiometriccalibrationinformationis also availablefor each of the
MSS sensors. These can be used to predictthe relativeradiometrictransfer
functionsbetweensensors.
The relativeradiometricdifferencesbetweenLandsats- and -4 appear
approximatelythe same as predictedby the calibrationinformation.
Comparisonsof Landsats-2 and -3 (Table4), and -2 and -4 (Table3), however,
show that the actual radiometryof Landsat-2differssignificantlyfrom the
calibrationspecifications. This may reflectdrift in sensor sensitivity,
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optical degradationof the scan mirror and telescope,or changes in the
radiance minimumand maximum constantsused in ground processing. Often,
changes in sensor calibrationare not well disseminatedand are thus
unavailableto data users.
While radiometricvalues for Landsats-3 and -4 appearroughly the
same as predictedby the calibrationspecifications,the San Franciscoscene
pair shows the high degree to which atmospherecan affectrelativereadings of
features on differentdays. Atmosphericeffects (up to 12 digitalcounts bias
added to signal in band l) in the Landsat-3scene have caused features to
saturateto a much greaterdegree than in the correspondingLandsat-4scene,
or in other scene pairs.
The saturationof Landsat-4at relatively low radiance levels
(comparedto Landsats-l, -2, and -3) in bands l and 3 may result in loss of
useful informationfor some data applications,includingchange detection.
While in the processof generatingscattergrams,severalgeometric
artifactswere noted. All bands of each Landsat-4image containednoise
interferencepatterns. These patternsappearedto have two components:
diagonal stripingwith a period of about 3.5 pixels, and concentricarcs with
a period of 10-12pixels. Over water areas, the noise was noted to have a
magnitudeof 2 digitalcounts in band 4.
Sweep offsetswere noted in all but the San FranciscoLandsat-4
scenes. The San Franciscoscene was acquiredbeforeThematic Mapper data
acquisitionbegan on the West Coast. All other scenes fall in a time period
duringwhich it is probablethat TM and MSS were turned on concurrently,
indicatingthe problemmay be relatedto sensor interactions. The offsets
result from varyingline lengths,and are readilycorrectedby stretchingall
lines to a constant lengthusing line length informationimbeddedin the right
edge of the image. The problemoccurs only in A-format tapes and is corrected
during the geometricprocessingappliedto generateP-tapes.
There appearto be no major problemspreventinguse of Landsat-4MSS
with previousMSS sensorsfor change detection,providedthe interference
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noise can be removed or minimized. This noise may result in detectionof
spuriouschanges,as well as affect other uses of the data, includingimage
classification. Analysisof dark (water and forests),rather than light
features will be most impactedbecausethe noise will form a higher percentage
of the total response at low DN values. The patterns are sweep-dependent,and
within a sweep it is not clear that they are completelysystematic. The
patternis presenteven when TM is off. The problemwas detected before
launch (left uncorrectedbecauseof the cost of repair), and is caused by
interferencebetweenthe revisedMSS power supply (the power bus on Landsat-4
is differentthan on previousLandsats)and the sensor'sone kilohertzdata
quantitizer. The frequencyof the interferenceis known to drift becauseof
drift in power supply frequency. The identicalproblemhas been identifiedin
Landsat-DPrime and should be corrected.
Any data normalizationsfor change detectionshould be based upon the
data, rather than solely upon calibrationinformation. While the observed
relativeradiometrictransferfunctionbetweenLandsats -3 and -4 was
approximatelyas predicted,there were still significantdeviations. Also,
actual calibrationspecificationsused in ground processingare not always
made widely available,and publishedfiguresfor Landsat-2appear incorrect
for recent data. Normalizingbased upon data contentalso can have the
advantageof allowingsimultaneousnormalizationof the atmosphereas well as
the radiometry.
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LANDSAT-4MSSGEOMETRICORRECTION:
METHODSANDRESULTS
J. BROOKS,E. KIMMERAND J. SU
GENERALELECTRICSPACEDIVISION
An automated image registration system such as that developed for
Landsat-4 can produce all of the information needed to verify and calibrate
the software and to evaluate system performance. This paper describes methods
and results of the effort that fine-tuned both software and data base and
assessed geometric performance of the calibrated Landsat-4 system.
Landsat-4 MSSgeometric correction data are generated in a two-step
process. The first step utilizes models of the spacecraft-scanner-spinning
earth system, with smoothed ephemeris and attitude data as input, to deduce
systematic correction data. The systematic correction data, therefore, suffer
from random system pointing and spacecraft location errors. If control points
are available for the subject scene, the second step - automatic correlation
of control point chips to control point neighborhoods - is performed to
develop input to the MSScontrol point location error filter. The output of
the filter is the state error vector, which is used to upgrade the systematic
correction data to geodetic correction data. This online process is called
the MSSArchive Generation process (MAG) because its output is the high
density archival tape.
An important offline subsystem of the Landsat-4 MSSImage Generation
Facility is the Control Point Library Build (CPLB) subsystem. This hardware
and software complex is used to generate control point chips and support data
for use in online upgrade of correction data. Control point chips that
represent ground truth are called geodetic or supplemental, depending on
whether they are used to establish the model surface (with the same filter
that is used online) or are selected from the fully corrected imagery.
Relative control points are designated in systematically corrected imagery,
have no ground truth and can, therefore, be used only for temporal
registration.
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During the last six weeks before the NASA/NOAAturnover of the
system, an extensive effort was carried out to fine-tune both software and
data base and to evaluate the geometric performance of the calibrated system.
The online processing and the CPLB process provided all the tools necessary
for the verification, calibration (including initial scan profile correction)
and evaluation of Landsat-4 geometric processing.
The systemperformancewas evaluatedfor both temporaland geodetic
registration. For temporalregistration,controlpoints selectedfrom the
Washington scene of November2, 1982 (Wl)were used in the correctionof the
Washington scene of November 18, 1982 (W2). The registrationerror was
determinedfrom the MAG controlpoint residuals(a measure of random error)
and a theoreticalmodel bias betweenthe model surfacein MAG and CPLB. The
90% errorswere computedto be .36 IFOV (InstantaneousField of View) =82.7
meters) cross track, and .29 IFOV along track. Also, for actual production
runs monitored,the 90% errorswere .29 IFOV cross track and .25 IFOV along
track. The system specificationis .3 IFOV, 90% of the time, both cross and
along track.
The geodeticregistrationperformancewas evaluatedby correcting
both scenes Wl and W2 with geodeticcontrolpoints from Wl. Again the
registrationerror was determinedfrom the MAG controlpoint residualsand the
model bias. In this case, however,the model bias was measured by designating
controlpoints in the geodeticallycorrectedimagery. Becauseof designation
errors,this yields a conservativelyhigh measure of the model bias. With 20
controlpoints used in the MAG correction,and 32 control points designatedin
CPLB, Wl had 90% errors of .35 IFOV cross track and .26 IFOV along track.
Because of cloud cover, only 13 controlpointswere used in MAG to correctW2
and 14 controlpoints designatedin CPLB. The 90% errors for W2 were .63 IFOV
cross track and .43 IFOV along track. The system specificationis .5 IFOV,
90% of the time, both cross and along track.
Based on these evaluations,it appearsthat the Landsat-4geometric
correctionperformanceis meetingor exceedingits specifications.
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IMPACTOF THEMATICMAPPERSENSORCHARACTERISTICS
ONCLASSIFICATIONACCURACY
DARRELL. WILLIAMS, JAMESR. IRONS, BRIAN L. MARKHAM,
ROSSF. NELSONAND DAVID L. TOLL
NASA/GODDARDSPACEFLIGHT CENTER
RICHARDS. LATTY
UNIVERSITYOF MARYLAND
MARKL. STAUFFER
COMPUTERSCIENCESCORPORATION
KEYWORDS: Landsat-4,ThematicMapper,MultispectralScanner,Spectral
Bands, RadiometricSensitivity,SpatialResolution,Digital
Classification,ANOVA
With the launch of Landsat-4 on July 16, 1982, and the successful
operation of its primary payload, the Thematic Mapper (TM), a significantly
new source of data became available to the remote sensing community. Relative
to the familiar Multispectral Scanner (MSS), the TM offers: improved spatial
resolution (30m versus 80m), new and more optimally placed spectral bands, and
improved radiometric sensitivity quantized over eight bits rather than six
bits. All of these improvements in sensor capability were justified from the
standpoint that they would significantly improve data quality and information
content, and, thereby increase digital classification accuracies. The intent
of this study was to determine the extent to which each of these improvements
in sensor performance (TM relative to MSS) would enhance classification
accuracy.
The approach adopted was a three-factor (spectral, spatial, and
radiometric resolution), two-level (TM and MSS) analysis-of-variance (ANOVA).
This approach allowed evaluation of the effects of each factor individually
and in all possible combinations. Digital classification accuracy was used as
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the figure of merit. ThematicMapper data acquiredover the Washington,DC
area on November 2, 1982,were used to conductthe experiment. The eight data
sets required in the ANOVA design (Table l) were created by applying
appropriatedegradationsto the originalTM data (28.5meter pixel, eight
bits, six channels). The spatialdegradationconsistedof convolutionwith a
3 x 3 pixel unweightedaveragefilter to simulatethe 83 meter IFOV of the
MSS, sampledat 2 pixel (57 meters) incrementsto simulatethe 57 meter square
pixel of processedMSS data. The spectraldegrationconsistedof a three-band
subset of seven TM bands (bands2, 3 and 4) which are similarto MSS bands l,
2 and 4. [The thermaldata (band 6) were excludedfrom this study due to the
differencein spatialresolution(120 meters)]. The radiometricdegradation
of TM data to MSS levelconsistedof an integerdivision by four.
Nine study sites, each of approximately 256 x 256 TM pixels were
randomly selected from the full scene for analysis. Recent aerial photographs
of each study site were photointerpreted with 17 land use/land cover
categories being identified (later condensed to 5 for comparison). The
delineations were digitized and registered to the imagery, and thus,
constituted the reference data set.
Random sampleswithin each land cover type were selectedfor use in
training and testingusing the digitizedreferencedata. The trainingpixels
were clusteredby class, the resultingstatisticsfiles merged and the images
classifiedwith a per-pointGaussianmaximum likelihoodclassifierusing the
uneditedstatisticsfiles. The testing sampleswere comparedpoint-by-point
with the referencedata, contingencytableswere generatedand classification
accuraciescomputed. The computedclassificationaccuracieswere analyzed
with a three-factor,two-levelANOVA model.
The resulting classification accuracies were low (25-37%) (Table 2).
This is the result of: (I) the attempted classification of 17 detailed
land-cover categories (a reduction in the number of classes to 5 increased
accuracy to 60-72%), (2) the elimination of analyst interaction, which is
necessary to optimize classification accuracy, but may introduce biases (when
analyst interaction was permitted in the analysis of block A, for the 17 class
case, classification accuracy rose from 36.7% to 62%), (3) the inclusion of
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boundarypixels in the trainingand test pixels,and (4) the non-optimaltime
of year of data collectionwith a low-sunangle and limitedvegetativegrowth.
The ANOVA run on the 17 class case showed significantinteraction
terms present,necessitatingblock-to-blockcomparisonof the data. The
increasefrom three to six spectralbands increasedclassificationaccuracy
from 3% to 8% dependingon the levelsof the other factors, and all
differenceswere significant(_ = 0.05). The increasein quantizationfrom
six bits to eight bits also increasedclassificationaccuracyover the range
from 3% to 8% and all differenceswere significantlygreaterthan zero.
Howeverthe increasein spatialresolutionfrom 80m to 30m had mixed effects
on the classificationaccuracywithin the range of +2% and none of the
differenceswere significant.
These results stronglysuggestthat the quantizationlevel
improvementsand the additionof new spectralbands in the visibleand middle
IR regions (both affordedby the TM sensor design)will result in improved
capabilitiesto accuratelydelineateland cover categoriesusing a per-point
Gaussianmaximum likelihoodclassifier. On the other hand, results indicate
that the increasein spatialresolutionto 30m does not significantlyenhance
classificationaccuracy. The spatialresult points to an inherentlimitation
of a per-pointclassifierand to the need to improvedata analysistechniques
to handle high spatialresolutiondata.
A more in-depthdiscussionof the methodologyused and results
obtained,can be found, under the same title, in:
a. Proceedingsof the Landsat-4Early ResultsSymposiumheld at
NASA/GoddardSpace Flight Center,February22-24, 1983; and
b. Proceedingsof the 1983 InternationalGeoscienceand Remote
SensingSymposium(IGARSS '83)held in San Francisco,
California,August 31 - September2, 1983.
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TABLE 1
Characteristics of Data Set Treatments Required for a Complete Two Level
(TM, MSS) by Three Factor (Spectral, Spatial, Radiometric) Analysis-of-
Variance (ANOVA) Experiment.
NUMBEROF SPATIAL
SPECTRAL RADIOMETRIC RESOLUTION
BANDS QUANTIZATION
30 METERS 80 METERS
6 bands A B
(thermal band 8 bit 30 meter/8 bit/6 bands 80 meter/8 bit/6 bands
excluded)
C D
6 bit 3_ meter/6 bit/6 bands 80 meter/6 bit/6 bands
3 bands E F
(TM bands 8 bit 30 meter/8 bit/3 bands 80 meter/8 bit/3 bands
2, 3 and 4)
G H
6 bit 30 meter/6 bit/3 bands 80 meter/6 bit/3 bands
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TABLE 2
OVERALLCLASSIFICATIONACCURACYAS A FUNCTIONOF
SENSOR/DATACHARACTERISTICSAND THE NUMBER
OF LAND COVER CLASSESBEING DELINEATED
t #
Case I Case II
Change Relative
Treatment Characteristics Mean (%) S.D. to Treatment "A" Mean (%)
A 30 meter/8 blt/6 bands 36.7(6g)* 0.73 N.A 71.7
B 80 meter/8 bit/6 bands 37.9 1.13 +1.2 71.5
C 30 meter/6 blt/6 bands 31.2 1.27 -b.5 68.4
D 80 meter/6 bit/6 bands 29.9 1.05 -6,8 63.U
E 30 meter/8 blt/3 bands 2g.u 0.39 , -7.7 _b.l
F 80 meter/8 bit/3 bands 30.9 1.50 -5._ 64.4
G 30 meter/6 bit/3 bands 25.7 U.57 -II.0 59.5
H 8U meter/6 bit/3 bands 26.7 0.98 -I0.0 62.2
I Real MSS - Band I, 2, 4 20.6 u.37 -16.2 54.g
(NOTE: Items underlined are those factors changing relative to A, f'.e.,Actual YM Data)
* Accuracy obtained when analyst interaction was permitted to edit training statistics.
t Case I Accuracies based upon use of 17 detailed land cover/land use classes.
# Case II Accuracies based upon use of 5 aggregated land cover classes.
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CHARACTERIZATIONOF LANDSAT-4TM ANDMSSIMAGEQUALITYFOR
INTERPRETATIONOF AGRICULTURALANDFORESTRESOURCES
S. D. DEGLORIAANDR. N. COLWELL
UNIVERSITYOF CALIFORNIA/BERKELEY
KEYWORDS: Landsat-4, TM, MSS, Agriculture, Forestry, Image Interpretation
The performance of both the Landsat-4 MSSand TM sensors is being
evaluated through the systematic evaluation of image products generated from
computer compatible tape data and commerically available film products from
the EROSData Center. Natural targets are used to evaluate spectral
variability, spatial resolution, radiometric sensitivity, and geometric
fidelity of these tape and image data. Spectral characteristics are being
evaluated through the interpretation of image tone and texture variability of
known features. Spatial characteristics are being evaluated through the
analysis of residual errors derived from the least squares regression analysis
of image and map coordinates.
Our focus during the early phase of our research was to evaluate the
quality of TM and MSSdata for the interpretation of agricultural and forest
resources. The methodology employed for accomplishing our objectives were as
follows: (I) Acquire the first available Landsat-4 scenes covering our
agricultural and forestry test sites; (2) Acquire, process, and catalog small
format, low altitude color oblique aerial photography of selected areas within
the scenes to document major agronomic conditions prevalent at the time of the
Landsat-4 overpass; (3) Compile the available ground data for the area imaged
to relate the spectral data to crop and cover conditions; and (4) Produce TM
and MSS image products for interpretation, and extract digital count values
(Radiance Numbers, RN) from the CCT's for tabulating and plotting the field
means and variances for each spectral band.
Systematic analysis of both image and numeric data for the
agricultural and forestry study area have yielded the following results: (1)
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The overall spectral,spatial,and radiometricqualityof the TM data are
excellent. Spectralvariationsin fallow fields are due to the variabilityin
soil moisture and surfaceroughnessresultingfrom the variousstages of field
preparationfor small grains production. (2) Spectrally,the additionof the
first TM short-waveinfraredband (Band5) has significantlyenhancedour
abilityto discriminatedifferentcrop types. In Figure l the spectralplots
indicatethere is no significantdifferencebetweenthe sugar beet and alfalfa
spectra in the visibleand near reflectanceinfraredbands (I-4). In the
short-waveregion we see a significantdifferencein the spectralvalues
betweenthese two crop types which can be attributedto differencesin leaf
water content. This and other significantspectralcrossoversbetweenthe
red, near-infrared,and short-waveinfraredbands are shown in Figure 2.
Table 2 and 3 providesummary statisticsfor our forestry study area. Bands
I, 5 and 6 containsaturatedpixels due to high albedo effects, low moisture
conditions,and high radianttemperaturesof graniteand dry, bare soil on
south facing slopes,respectively. (3) Spatially,the two-folddecrease in
interpixeldistanceand four-folddecreasein area per pixel betweenthe TM
and MSS allow for improveddiscriminationof small fields, boundary
conditions,road and stream networks in rough terrain, and small forest
clearingsresultingfrom variousforest managementpractices.
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SUGAR ALFALFA MIXED ORCHARD VINEYARD GRAIN BARE NATIVE
BEETS PASTURE STUBBLE SOIL VEGETATION
R CV R CV _ CV R CV R CV _ CV R CV R CV
,, ,,,
TMI 50.4 2.5 50.I 2.3 53.8 2.8 51.4 2.6 52.5 3.1 65.2 2.6 56.4 2.5 50.6 3.2
TM2 20.3 3.9 20.5 3.6 22.5 4.1 20.2 3.8 21.3 3.8 29.9 4.3 23.4 4.0 18.9 3.9
MSS l 13.8 7.4 14.4 7.5 15.1 7.8 14.1 8.3 14.7 6.8 21.4 7.1 16.1 7.5 13.4 9.2
TM3 IB.9 4.0 17.1 3.7 22.4 5.4 19.4 4.4 21.5 5.4 36.3 4.4 24.9 3.8 18.0 6.1
MSS 2 8.8 12.0 9.3 11.5 12.0 8.5 I0.4 8.6 11.8 8.3 21.6 6.7 14.2 9.1 9.5 11.4
TM4 60.4 3.9 58.8 3.8 46.2 5.6 30.4 3.5 33.3 5.1 38.6 4.9 28.2 7.1 25.4 ll.l
MSS 3 37.2 7.3 38.4 7.0 30.4 1.8 20.I 5.9 22.4 8.9 30.3 5.6 20.8 8.6 15.7 14.7
MSS 4 34.4 7.5 35.4 2.9 28.0 1.8 18.5 5.6 18.9 1.6 22.8 6.8 16.2 8.8 13.4 18.7
TM5 28.0 5.0 44.8 2.8 53.9 4.8 37.5 4.6 46.4 6.7 65.8 4.2 43.8 4.5 33.7 13.2
TM7 9.1 ll.l 15.2 9.1 21.5 8,2 17.5 I0.6 23.8 7.8 43.7 5.4 25.7 6.4 16.2 18.2
TM6 91.8 0.5 92.7 0.7 93.4 0.6 92.1 0.6 92.7 0.7 91.8 0.6 90.9 1.0 92.0 0.7
Table I. TM and MSS spectralstatisticsfor the agriculturalstudy area.
Values tabulatedare Radiance Numbers (RN) extracted
from the CCT-PT and CCT-AM tapes.
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Figure I. Plot of the RN values for each of the reflectiveTM bands.
Data values representfield means (± I s.d.) using one or
more fields per cover condition. Values are tabulatedin
Table I.
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TM Band 3 TM Band 4
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Figure 2. Visual representation of the data displayed in Figure 1 showing the differential reflectance
of variou% cover types as a result of leaf structure and moisture content. (A:alfalfa, SB=sugar beets,
O=orchard, B =bare soil, G =grain stubble)
Table 2. Summarystatisticsfor the forestedstudy area (RN=RadianceNumber,
L=SpectralRadiance).
n = 1,440,000pixels
TM
BAND x s CV Min Max Skew Kurtosis
l RN 66.1 8.1 12.3 41 255 3.1 25.0
L 4.1 0.5 2.5 16.1
2 RN 23.7 5.2 21.9 II 166 2.5 16o8
L 2.8 0.5 1.3 20.6
3 RN 23.2 8.2 35.3 7 214 2.4 I0.5
L 2.2 0.8 0.7 20.2
4 RN 64.1 16.1 25.1 0 , 172 0.2 1.8
L 5.8 1.4 -0.06 15.8
5 RN 46.7 22.5 48.2 0 , 255 l.l 1.5
L 0.6 0.2 -0.03 3.2
7 RN 18.0 ll.7 65.0 0 , 164 1.5 3.1
L O.l 0.06 -0.02 l.l
6 RN 190.1 15.1 7.9 139 255 l.l 1.6
noise
Table 3. Correlationmatrix for the seven TM bands for the forested study
area (n=40,O00pixels).
BAND l 2 3 4 5 7 6
l l.O0 0.94 0.96 0.15 0.74 0.84 0.30
2 l.O0 0.96 0.24 0.80 0.87 0.77
3 l.O0 0.18 0.81 0.90 0.81
4 l.O0 0.43 0.18 0.06
5 l.O0 0.93 0.85
7 l.O0 0.97
6 l.O0
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EVALUATIONOF LANDSAT-4THEMATICMAPPERDATAAS APPLIED
TO GEOLOGICEXPLORATION: SUMMARYOF RESULTS
JON D. DYKSTRA,CHARLESA. SHEFFIELD,AND JOHNR. EVERETT
EARTHSATELLITE CORP.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of our experiment is to evaluate the applicability of
Thematic Mapper (TM) data to geologic exploration. This includes both testing
various data products for applicability and assessing the effect of various
engineering characteristics on geologic applications. Early in this program,
it became clear to us that investigators were thoroughly evaluating all
engineering aspects and anything we did would likely be redundant. Thus, we
have focused on the geologic aspect of our original purpose. Several parts of
our study are not complete, so this truly is a progress report.
The broader spread, narrower band width and better resolution of the
new bands and the improved sharpness of the image as a result of the higher
resolution all expand the application of Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) data to
geologic exploration. The new data are extraordinarily powerful in
themselves. However, their true power is realized when they are imaginatively
combined with careful field work and other geological, geochemical and
geophysical data in the context of perceptive, creative geologic thinking.
In a general sense, Landsat MSSdata has made its major contribution
to hydrocarbon exploration in the spatial domain. It appears that this also
will be true for TM data. However, the much greater spectral power of TM data
dictates that the balance between "spectral" and "spatial" contributions will
be much more nearly equal. The increased spectral resolution of TM allows
geologists to map altered zones associated with mineralization or microseepage
based not only on iron oxides, but on the basis of recognizing rocks and soils
rich in hydroxyl groups, such as many of the clays formed as a product of the
mineralization process. The increased spectral sensitivity also promises the
ability to detect some types of vegetation changes that are associated with
anomalous mineralization. This will be particularly helpful where soil and
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plants obscurethe bedrock. This capabilityis not definitelyproven,but it
is theoreticallypossibleand highly anticipated.
All of the above impliesthat digitalprocessingtechniqueswill play
a much greaterrole in the applicationof TM data to explorationthan it has
in the applicationof MSS data. One of the lessonswe relearnedmany times
while using MSS data is that there is no single processthat is appropriateto
all areas or to all applications. Processingmust suit the applicationand
the area. One aspect of our experimentwas to devise a method of selecting
the three band combinationthat yields the most information. This method
involvesusing the variance-covariancematrix to computethe volume of the
"information"ellipsoid.In most areas, a l, 4, 5 compositecontainsthe most
information(l, 2, 3 and 2, 3, 4 combinationsare usuallyranked very low).
The question,"Is this maximum informationthe informationI want for
geology?" Is much more subjective. In some areas 4, 5, 7 compositesseem
better suited to geologybut l, 4, 5 is an excellentgeneralpurposeproduct.
We are currently in the midst of evaluatingthe desirabilityof using
A-tapesto produce imageryfor geologicevaluation. We cannot yet predict the
outcomeof this investigation.
In general,the value of the spatialdata increasesrelativeto the
value of the spectraldata as soil and vegetationcover increase. However,
even in coveredareas, the increasedspectralsensitivitycontributesto
interpretationby making the spatialelementsof terrain, fractures,
geomorphology,etc., more easily recognizable. One factor that aids
interpretationimmenselyis 30-metreresolution,so that the digitally
processedimageseasily stand enlargementto 1:50,000and, in some instances,
larger scale - a capabilitythat greatlyreducesuncertainty,ambiguityand
error in interpretations.
DEATHVALLEY, CALIFORNIA
In arid areas with good exposure,such as Death Valley, California,
it is possible,with carefuldigital processingand inventivecolor
compositing,to produceenough spectraldifferentiationof rock types so that
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it is possible,using standardphoto interpretationtechniques,to produce
facsimiliesof standardgeologicmaps with a minimumof field work or
reference to existingmaps. We found that using an intensity-hue-saturation
(IHS) image,we could closelymatch units mapped on the 1:250,000scale
geologicmap of Death Valley (1977)producedby the CaliforniaDivisionof
Mines. Through the use of two ratios to controlhue and saturation,and the
first eigenbandas the intensity,the resultingIHS image possessesthe
spectral informationof a ratio imageand the spatial integrityof the first
eigenband. The hue of the image is controlledby the ratio of TM5 (1.6
microns) over TM2 (0.56microns). The color assignmentsare such that high
ratio values are red with decreasingvalues passingthroughthe spectrum
endingwith the lowestvalues in blue. The saturationof the image is
controlledby the ratio of TM5 (I.6microns) over TM7 (2.2microns).
TM2 was chosen for its sensitivityto ferric iron oxides;TM7 for its
sensitivityto hydroxylbands and TM5 for its high varianceand broad
informationcontent. The 5/2 ratio will have high value (redhue) over areas
of high ferric iron content,vegetation,as well as an assortmentof other
surfacematerials. The 5/7 ratio will have particularlyhigh values (high
saturationon the output image)over areas with containhydroxyl bearing
minerals or surfacematerialscontainingfree water (e.g.,clays, hydrated
salts and vegetation). The first eigenbandpresentsa positivelyweighted sum
of the seven TM bands and thus providesexcellentgeomorphologicinformation
allowing for precisegeographiclocationsof the image'sspectral information.
FOUR CORNERSAREA
In a slightly less arid area, such as the ParadoxBasin of Utah and
Colorado,soil cover and vegetationare much better developedthan in the
Death Valley. We are currentlyprocessingbut have not yet had an opportunity
to extensivelyexamineTM data from this area. We know from ThematicMapper
simulator (TMS)data that digital processingcan enhancespectralsignatures
even where the surface is 20-50% coveredwith vegetation. Of particular
interestare the well known "bleached"red beds associatedwith uranium
depositsand hydrocarbonaccumulations. Probably the best known examplesare
on the southwestflank of Lisbon anticlinewhere the Triassic Wingate
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sandstone,which is normallya warm rosy brown cliff-formingrock unit in the
area, is bleached almostwhite in the vicinityof uraniumand hydrocarbon
deposits. Uraniumexp7orationistshave used this bleachingof red beds as an
explorationindicatorfor many years.
Several processingtechniqueshighlightthese color differencesin
TMS imagery. The differencesare visible in "natural"color composites (TMS
bands 7, 2, 3) and in other more exotic processes,particularlythose
involvingratios (e.g.,4/3, I/3,7/5).
SPANISHPEAKS, COLORADO
The SpanishPeaks area of south centralColorado is not one of our
test sites but offers a strikingexampleof the contributionthat TM data can
make to exploration. The area is a Cretaceousto early Tertiarybasin that
was the locus of severalepisodesof intrusiveactivityduring Miocene time
that producedthe spectacularvolcanicnecks that form the SpanishPeaks and
the complextdike pattern. Interpretationof a color compositecomposedof TM
bands l, 4, 5 enlargedto 1:48,000revealedmore than twice as many dikes as
1:60,000scale black-and-whiteaerial photography. The number, locationand
distributionof the dikes comparevery favorablyto detailedfield mappingof
the area. In particular,a few more dikes are mapped on the TM imageryand
they tend to be longerthan those on the field map. The field map revealsa
few dikes not seen on the TM imagery. This type of informationis useful if
you are trying to avoid drillingvolcanicrock in the course of petroleum
exploration. Spectra]differentiation,color format,regional perspectiveand
image continuityand low angle of illuminationall probablycontributedto
recognitionof the dikes in the area.
BIG HORN AND WIND RIVER BASINS,WYOMING
The Big Horn/WindRiver Basin area of Wyoming lies just east of the
0verthrustBelt in the area of forelanddeformation. The area has more soil
developmentand vegetationthan the previousthree areas. The light dusting
of snow over the area in availableTM data effectivelyfrustrates spectral
work.
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Regional interpretationof the OverthrustBelt reveals several
recurrentpatternsof structuralfeatures. These same patternsextend into
the foreland in a less compressedform.
A color compositeof TM bands l, 4, 5 revealsmany of the structural
and stratigraphicfeaturesbetter than either naturalcolor (l, 2, 3) or false
color infrared(2, 3, 4) versions. Despitethe snow, one can see some
peculiarcolorationover the Madden gas field and the Copper Mountain uranium
deposits.
Based on a quick interpretation,the structurein the Owl Creek area
looks like some of the structuresto the west. The major thrust on the south
side of the Own Creek Range is well known and parallelsthe thrust in front of
the Wind River Range to the south. The strike-slipfaults are less well known.
CEMENT-VELMA,OKLAHOMA
In the more humid and agriculturallystirredareas, the role of
spectraldata tends to diminish. Just as Goldfield,Nevada is the Olympic
training groundsfor MSS spectralsignaturesof hydrothermalalteration,the
area around Cement,Oklahoma is possiblythe best documented instanceof
surficialalterationrelated to microseepageof hydrocarbons. Terry Donovan
(1974)found a variety of chemicalanomaliesat and near the surfaceand Jerry
Furgeson (1979)found anomalousamountsof pyrite in the Permianrocks of the
subsurface. Vegetation is relativelydense, thoughmuch of it was dead at the
time TM data were acquired. On the ground,alterationin the form of bleached
red beds, anomalouscalcitecement, ironstoneconcretions,etc., is obvious.
To date, none of the digitalapproacheswe have tested (ratios,compound
ratios, principalcomponents,IHS, etc.) has reliably indicateda credible
anomaly. There are a few areas that show a bit of a bluish tinge in the l_ 4,
5 imagery. Some of these areas do correspondwith structuralculminationsand
some of Donovan'sgeochemicalhighs, but they are subtle,feeble,and open to
a wide varietyof interpretation.
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In contrastto the spectraldata, the structuraldata are mildly
spectacular. Leo Herrmann's1961 versionof the structureon the Deese group
at 5,000+ feet and beneaththe Permianunconformitymatchesrather well with a
simplifiedversion of the featuresthat can be interpretedfrom a l, 4, 5
image of the TM data. Again, there is the same "Z" shapedconfigurationof
WNW trending left-slipfaults and north trendingthrust faults we saw in
Wyoming. Cement Field is locatedon a "flower"structurealong a left-slip
fault and ChickashaField in on the relatedthrust fault. The Velma Field is
locatedfurtherto the southeastalong the same left-slipfault that controls
Chickashafield. Examinationof the imagereveals severalsimilarbut
untested structures. These, of course,should be examined in detail. In
addition,we need to spend more time lookingfor subtle geochemicaland
geobotanicaleffects.
SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS
As with any tool appliedto geologicexploration,maximum value
resultsfrom the innovativeintegrationof optimallyprocessedTM data with
existing pertinent informationand perceptivegeologicthinking. The synoptic
view of the satelliteimagesand the relativelyhigh resolutionof TM data
allows us to recognizeregionaltectonicpatternsand map them in substantial
detail. The refined spatialand spectralcharacteristicsand digital nature
of the Thematic Mapper data permit detectionand enhancementof signs of
surfacealterationsassociatedwith hydrothermalactivityand microseepageof
hydrocarbonsthat have previouslyeluded us.
In general,as vegetationand soil cover increase,the value of
spectralcomponentsof TM data decreaseswith respect to the value of the
spatialcomponentof the data. This observationreinforcesthe experience
from working with MSS data that digitalprocessingmust be optimizedboth for
the area and for the application.
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PRELIMINARYGEOLOGIC/SPECTRALNALYSISOF LANDSAT-4
THEMATICMAPPERDATA, WIND RIVER/BIGHORN
BASIN AREA, WYOMING
HAROLDR. LANG, JAMESE. CONELANDEARNESTD. PAYLOR
JET PROPULSIONLABORATORY
SUMMARY
A LIDQA evaluation of a Landsat-4 TM scene covering the Wind
River/Bighorn Basin area, Wyoming, is currently underway at JPL. The major
objective of the study is to evaluate Landsat-4 TM data for geologic
applications. The involves a quantitative assessment of data quality
including spatial and spectral characteristics. Analysis has concentrated on
the 6 visible, near-infrared, and short wavelength infrared bands.
The scene (path 36, row 30, ID #40128-17232) was acquired on November
21, 1982. Data were provided to JPL by GSFCin SCROUNGE-processed,P-tape
format. Image products developed include composites, ratio composites,
unsupervised classifications, and principal components images.
Preliminary analysis demonstrates that: (I) principal component
images derived from the correlation matrix provide the most useful geologic
information. Components so produced represent linear transformations based on
ground reflectance. The separation of unique spectral classes, therefore is
largely independent of non-random atmospheric and instrumental factors.
Co-registered TM and aircraft acquired TM simulator (TMS) PC images
demonstrate that conclusions reached in TMS studies are for the most part
directly applicable to TM data. (2) To extract surface spectral reflectance,
the TM radiance data must be calibrated. Reflectance measurements were not
acquired during the overflight, but an empirical calibration, based on
scatterplots of DN vs. reflectance for natural and cultural targets, measured
in situ during the period October 27 - November 3, 1983, was carried out.
These scatterplots (Figure 1) demonstrate that TM data can be calibrated and
sensor response is essentially linear. (3) Low instrumental offset and gain
settings result in spectral data that do not utilize the full dynamic range
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(i.e. 255 DN) of the ThematicMapper System. Calibrationdata from Figure l
were used to calculategain and offset increase(Figure2) which should
optimize scannerresponsefor earth scienceapplications.
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AN INITIAL ANALYSISOF LANDSAT-4THEMATICMAPPERDATAFORTHE
DISCRIMINATIONOF AGRICULTURAL,FORESTEDWETLAND,
AND URBANLANDCOVERS
DALEA. QUATTROCHI
NASA/NATIONALSPACETECHNOLOGYLABORATORIES
An initial analysis of Landsat-4 Thematic Mapper (TM) data for the
discrimination of agricultural, forested wetland, and urban land covers has
been conducted using a scene of data collected over Arkansas and Tennessee on
August 22, 1982. A study area in Poinsett County, Arkansas was used to
evaluate a classification of agricultural lands derived from multitemporal
Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS) data in comparison with a classification
of TM data for the same area. Results from this comparative analysis showed
that the multitemporal MSSclassification produced an overall accuracy of
80.91% while the single-date TM classification yielded an overall
classification accuracy of 97.06% correct.
Data over Reelfoot Lake in northwestern Tennessee were used to
evaluate the TM's capabilities for delineating forested wetland land covers.
Sixty spectral signatures were driven from the data utilizing information from
channels 2, 3_ 4, 5 and 7. These 60 signatures were ultimately grouped into
five primary wetland cover types: cypress; mixed hardwoods; willow and
cypress; brush, grasses, and emergents; and floating acquatic vegetation.
From an accuracy assessment of the classification, it was determined that the
five wetland categories had an overall percent correct classification of
95.36%, based on a comparative evaluation with ground truth information.
Additionally, the TM data were used to identify urban features within
a small city in northwestern Tennessee. Data over Union City, a town with a
population of about 15,000 people, were classified and evaluated for accuracy
in discriminating urban land covers. Six specific land covers were identified
from the classified data product: roads and inert materials; commercial and
industrial development; residential development; agriculture and bare soil;
transitional or grassland areas; and forested areas. In a comparative
assessement with ground truth information, the classification derived for the
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study area yielded an overall accuracy of approximately 90%correct. An
assessment of digitally enhanced TMdata was also performed using principal
components analysis to facilitate photointerpretation of urban features within
Union City. These transformed data were used to illustrate the potential of
the TM for providing detailed information on the location of individual
structures, and for the discrimination of discrete features in the urban
milieu.
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PRELIMINARYEVALUATIONOF THEMATICMAPPER
IMAGEDATAQUALITY
R. B. MACDONALD,F. G. HALL, D. E. PITTS, R. M. BIZZELL
NASA/LYNDONB. JOHNSONSPACECENTER
S. YAO, C. SORENSEN,E. REYNAANDJ. CARNES
LOCKHEEDENGINEERINGAND MANAGEMENTSERVICESCOMPANYINC.
Thematic Mapper (TM) data from Mississippi County, Arkansas, and
Webster County, lowa, were examined for the purpose of evaluating the image
data quality of the _I which was launched on board the Landsat-4 spacecraft in
July 1983. Expectations based upon field research data, helicopter
spectrometer data, and Thematic Simulator data collected and analyzed over the
last 5 years at the Johnson Space Center appear as though they may be
fulfilled. However, the results reported here are based on only a few scenes
of data and must be placed in the context of other investigations for other
geographic and climatic regimes before general conclusions can be reached.
Preliminary clustering and principal component analysis indicates
that the middle infrared and thermal infrared data of TM appear to add
significant information over that of the near IR and visible bands of the
multispectral scanner data. Moreover, the higher spatial resolution of TM
appears to provide better definition of the edges and the within variability
of agricultural fields. Quantifications of these improvements are now
underway and will be available in the near future. The geometric performance
of TMdata, without ground control correction, was found to exceed our
expectations ( I/I0 pixel rms under an affine transformation to a 7-I/2 minute
USGSmap). The modulation transfer function for the 1.65 m band was found to
agree with prelaunch specifications when the effects of the GSFCcubic
convolution and the atmosphere were removed. The band-to-band registration
for the bands within the non-cooled focal plane was found to be better than
specified. However, the middle infrared and thermal infrared, which are on a
separate cooled focal plane were found to be misregistered and were
significantly worse than prelaunch specifications.
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ASSESSMENTOF COMPUTER-BASEDGEOLOGICMAPPINGOF ROCKUNITS IN THE
LANDSAT-4SCENEOF NORTHERNDEATHVALLEY, CALIFORNIA
NICHOLASM. SHORT
NASA/GODDARDSPACEFLIGHT CENTER
Geologic mapping of stratigraphic units by use of aerial-
photointerpretation methods has been the established practice for nearly four
decades. Mapping by means of multispectral remote sensors on aircraft and,
since the first Landsat in 1972, on spacecraft should in principle be a more
efficient procedure. Classification mapping of stratigraphic units within
Landsat scenes by computer-based statistical analysis of spectral data has
achieved relatively low and generally unacceptable accuracies of typically
40-60% in semi-arid mountainous terrains. Rock unit identification by ratio
and principal components analysis may reach higher accuracies in terrains
dominated by good exposures of rock materials and sparsity of vegetation.
However, none of these methods is likely to attain consistently high accuracy
in any favorable terrain because of two fundamental differences between
conventional geologic maps and those derived from remote sensing data. These
are:
I. only spectral categories of rock materials can be separated by
remote sensing, allowing some rock units to be specified, but
geologic maps depend on stratigraphic discrimination in which
relative agesmust be recognized by some time criterion that
normally requires close examination, and
2. much of the area represented by a stratigraphic unit is actually
covered by soil, debris, vegetation, etc. and is mapped by
extrapolation whereas a remote sensing map shows only what is at
the immediate surface.
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Improvedclassificationaccuracieshave been predictedfor Landsat-4
because of the four additionalspectralbands,higher resolution,and greater
sensitivityof the ThematicMapper (TM). This has now been verifiedfor land
use and agriculturalclassificationsbut has not been fully tested for
geologicclasses. This paper reportsresultsfrom a series of classifications
conductedon a subsceneof the northern Death Valley,California,acquiredby
the TM on November 17, 1982. These are summarizedas follows:
IMAGE SIZE
TYPE OF CLASSIFICATION (pixels) BANDS USED NO. OF CLASSES
,,, Supervised 300 x 320 1,2,3,4,5,7 21 (19)
(subsampled)
Supervised 1500 x 1600 1,2,3,4,5,7 18
=_ (full size)
Unsupervised 300 x 320 1,2,3,4,5,7 17
5=
(32 cluster)
Supervised " 1,5,7 19
_ " " 2,3,4 18
_i Unsupervised i, 1,2,3,4,5,7 ll(8)
(16 cluster)
" " 2,3,4 9 (7)
Measurementsof accuracy are made throughcomparisonwith the 1977
edition of the Death Valley geologic sheet. This employsa simplifiedmap
versionwhich is registeredby computerto the image data base, allowinga
pixel by pixel match with the classifiedscene. The resultsfrom this study
show accuracyranges from 36 to 79% dependingon the type of classifierused
and the statisticaladjustmentsmade to the data. Accuracy values in
identifyinggeologicunits were 2 to 3 times higher for those in the
relativelyflat valleysthan for units in the ruggedmountainousterrain.
Improvementsin accuracywill be sought by correctingfor slope/aspect
variationsin mountainousterrainusing topographicdata recorded in Defense
Mapping Agency (DMA) tapes. The above classificationresultswill also be
comparedwith ratio and principalcomponentimageclassificationsmade from
the same scene.
[EXERPTEDFROM LANDSAT-4EARLY RESULTS SYMPOSIUMPAPER]
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A CONCEPTFORTHE PROCESSINGAND DISPLAY OF
THEMATICMAPPERDATA
RUPERTHAYDN
UNIVERSITYOF MUNICH
INTRODUCTION
With the successful launch of the Thematic Mapper on Landsat-4, NASA
has implemented a system which will have tremendous impact on the future of
spaceborne remote sensing. The improved capabilities of this scanner in
comparison to the Landsat-MSS form an important basis for evaluating the
operational aspects of remote sensing from space and also for exploring its
implications to the earth sciences, especially in terms of information
acquired within the so called short-wave infrared regions (SWIR) of the
electromagnetic spectrum.
In keeping with the overall goals of this program, it is essential to
improve data availability not only to the existing remote sensing community
but also to potential users with new applications. Therefore, topics such as
image distribution networks and image formats in terms of optimizing the data
content and extractable information within commonly available standard
products should be emphasized. The purpose of this paper is to discuss this
concept of optimization and to show ways in which preliminary Thematic Mapper
image products might represent a feasible approach towards the above cited
"commonly available standards".
User Requirements Versus Landsat Thematic Mapper Data
With respect to the availability of Thematic Mapper image products,
one must specifically consider the needs of the large potential earth-science
user community, which is not necessarily interested in remote sensing research
per se, but in the utilization of remote Sensing products as one of many
tools. For the near future, the link between remote sensing technology and
the potential user community has to be established on a level which adequately
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meets its requirements on a non-experimental or operational basis. This can
probably be best fulfilled through addressing existing and well established
capabilities for interpretive analysis of image data.
The Landsat-4 Thematic Mapper system represents an ideal platform
from which to promote the establishment of such a link. The high resolution
capability of TM brings spaceborne remote sensing into the realm of high
altitude aerial photography. Therefore, the traditional methods in
photointerpretation can now be applied more directly than was possible with
lower resolution data. This poses a challenge for the potential user
community which has to be met. The spectral information acquired by
multispectral scanners is a feature unique to remote sensing technology. The
diversity of spectral bands on TM offers new capabilities for identifying and
classifying earth materials that must be considered in any utilization scheme.
Generallly, it can be stated that multispectral information can best
be accessed and evaluated through digital interactive image processing
techniques. The potential user community, however, has not reached the level
where image processing is being used routinely as a standard tool. Therefore,
for the time being, special effort must be put into development of strategies
that will guarantee optimal utilization of the spectral information contained
in remote sensing data acquired under the varying conditions affecting each
scene. The Thematic Mapper system provides spectral information in seven
carefully selected spectral bands, covering the visible, near IR, short-wave
IR and thermal IR region of the electromagnetic spectrum. The challenge is to
devise the best approach for presenting this complex spectral information in a
pictorial format which can be understood and accepted as a standard by the
growing user community.
Currently, natural and false color images are the standard display
products with which the user community has become familiar. But, if we
incorporate one or both of the IN (bands 5, 7) into the production of a color
image, that community should be willing to accept this as another new standard
which supplements rather than replaces the imagery already in use.
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The mere display of individual TM-bands in form of black and white
renditions cannot be regarded as an optimum standard product because the
actual recorded spectral information is not easily assessed by visual means.
Thus, unique spectral characteristics recorded in one band are most
effectively displayed and identified when considered in combination with or
contrast to other spectral bands. Therefore, the generation of improved
standard products requires a certain amount of image processing in order to
take full advantage of the multispectral information recorded. Taking
advantage of the spectral information means also to generate pictorial
presentations which can be readily understood and "spectrally deciphered" by
the interpreter.
[EXERPTEDFROMLANDSAT-4EARLYRESULTSSYMPOSIUMPAPER]
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QUICK LOOK ANALYSIS OF TM DATA OF THE WASHINGTON,D.C. AREA
DARREL L. WILLIAMS,JAMES R. IRONS,BRIAN L. MARKHAM,
ROSS F. NELSON AND DAVID L. TOLL
NASA/GODDARDSPACE FLIGHT CENTER
RICHARD S. LATTY
UNIVERSITYOF MARYLAND
MARK L. STAUFFER
COMPUTERSCIENCES CORPORATION
With the launchof Landsat-4on July 16, 1982, and the successful
operationof its primarypayload,the ThematicMapper (TM), a significantly
new sourceof data became availableto the remote sensingcommunity. Relative
to the familiarMultispectralScanner (MSS),the TM offers: improvedspatial
resolution(30m versus80m), new and more optimallyplaced spectralbands, and
improvedradiometricsensitivityquantizedover eight bits rather than six
bits. All of these improvementsin sensorcapabilitywere justifiedfrom the
standpointthat they would significantlyimprovedata qualityand information
content,and, thereby increasedigitalclassificationaccuracies. Post-launch
verificationof these expected improvementsis of great interestto NASA and
the remote sensingcommunity.
Researcherswithin the Earth ResourcesBranch at NASA's GoddardSpace
Flight Center in Greenbelt,Maryland,have developeda fixed factor
analysis-of-variance(ANOVA)approachto quantifythe impactof each TM sensor
characteristic(spectral,spatial,and radiometricresolutions)on
classificationaccuracy. All assessmentsare made relative to MSS sensor
characteristics,and the impact of each characteristicis assessed
individually,and in all possiblecombinations. ThematicMapper data acquired
over the Washington,D.C., area on November2, 1982, are being utilizedto
conduct the experiment. To date, four of the eight data sets requiredto
fulfill the ANOVA design have been createdand analyzed. These consistedof:
the originaldata (28.5meter pixel, eight bits, six channels);the original
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data degradedto six bit quantization;a three channel subset of the original
data (TM bands 2, 3, and 4 which are similarto MSS bands l, 2 and 4); and the
originaldata degradedto MSS spatialresolution. [The thermaldata (band 6)
were excludedfrom this study due to the differencein spatialresolution(120
meters.l]Nine differentstudy sites, 256 by 256 pixels in size, were randomly
selectedfrom the full scene for analysis. Recent aerial photographywas
availableand all sites were visitedduring the last week of Octoberto
collectground referencedata. All nine study areas for each of the four data
sets were classifiedusing a per-pointGaussianmaximum likelihoodclassifier.
The followingresultswere obtained: the reductionof quantization
level from eight bits to six bits caused a decreasein overallaccuracy (7%);
the use of only three bands (TM 2, 3 and 4) coveringthe visibleand near
infraredportionof the spectrumcaused a decreasein overallaccuracy (7%);
and the decrease in spatialresolutionresulted in an increasein overall
accuracy (4%). Results indicatethat the increasedradiometricand spectral
resolutionof the TM instrumentdo provide increasedinformationcontent. The
result of the spatialresolutiondegradationis somewhatmisleading,in that
the result is more a functionof the type of classifierused (i.e.,
per-point),rather than a functionof spatialresolution. This result points
to the need for new classifiers,such as contextualclassifiers,which take
into accountthe increasedspectralheterogeneityin higher resolutiondata.
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ABOVEGROUNDBIOMASSESTIMATIONIN A TIDAL BRACKISHMARSH
USING SIMULATEDTHEMATICMAPPERSPECTRALDATA
MICHAELHARDISKYANDV. KLEMAS
UNIVERSITYOF DELAWARE
A series of experiments have been intiated to determine the
feasibility of using Thematic Mapper spectral data to estimate wetlands
biomass. To date, actual Thematic Mapper data have not been available for our
Delaware test site. However a number of experiments have been conducted using
hand-held radiometers simulating Thematic Mapper wavebands 3, 4 and 5.
Spectral radiance data have been collected from the ground and from a low
altitude aircraft in an attempt to gain some insight into the potential
utility of actual Thematic Mapper data for biomass estimation in wetland plant
communities.
The study described herein does not attempt to distinguish individual
plant species within brackish marsh plant associations. Rather, we have
chosen to lump plant species with similar canopy morphologies and then
estimate from spectral radiance data the biomass of the group. The rationale
for such an approach is that plants with a similar morphology will produce a
similar reflecting or absorbing surface (i.e. canopy) for incoming
electromagnetic radiation. Variations in observed reflectance from different
plant communities with a similar canopy morphology are more likely to be a
result of biomass differences than a result of differences in canopy
architecture. If the hypothesis that plants with a similar morphology exhibit
similar reflectance characteristics is true, then biomass can be estimated
based on a model for the dominant plant morphology within a plant association
and the need for species discrimination has effectively been eliminated.
Modeling the relationship between spectral radiance indices and live
aerial biomass in brackish marsh plant communities required consideration of
diverse morphologic characteristics among plants residing in the same
community. Figure 1 shows the linear relationship between vegetation index
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Figure I. Relationshipbetween live biomassof a varietyof wetland
plants and the canopy spectralradianceexpressedas the
vegetationindex. Iva, Polygonumand Solidagorepresent
broadleafcanopies. Typha and Spartinarepresent
gramineouscanopies. Saliconiaand Scirpusrepresent
leaflesscanopies.
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and total live biomassfor a varietyof wetlandplants. Iva Polygonum,and
Solidagorepresentbroadleafcanopiesand exhibitrapid increasesin
vegetationindex for relativelysmall changes in biomass. This characteristic
suggeststhat the spectralindex can become saturatedrapidly. Structurally,
these canopiesmaintainmost leaf surfaces in the horizontalplane and
generallyform a completecanopy cover,reducing or eliminatingexposureof
dead componentsor soil backgroundto solar irradiance. This combinationof
canopy characteristicsyields a very absorptivecanopy in the red region and a
very reflectivecanopy in the near infraredregion,thus the high vegetation
index relativeto the amount of live biomasspresent.
The oppositeextremeto the broadleafcanopy would be the leafless
canopiesrepresentedby Salicorniaand Scirpus. Both Salicorniavirginicaand
Scirpusolneyi possesserect, leaflessstems with most green tissue in the
verticalplane and primarilysoil backgroundand dead plant material in the
horizontalplane. Normallythese canopiesare very open with soil surface
characteristicspotentiallycontributinggreatlyto the observedspectral
radiance.
The third canopy type representedin Figure l is the gramineous
canopy type of Spartina and Typha. Spartinaalternifloraexhibitsalternate
leaves along the lengthof the stem, whereasTypha an_ustifoliahas basal
leaves. Both plants form canopieswith portionsof leaves in the horizontal
and in the verticalplane. S. alternifloraexhibitsa broad range of canopy
configurationsas a result of its wide environmentaltolerancelimits. Both
plant canopiescan maintain substantialquantitiesof dead materialwithin the
canopy. The amount of live leaf tissue determinesto what degree dead
material and soil backgroundwill influencespectralreflectance.
Theoretically,the occurrenceof flat leaves(portionsof which may be
horizontal)in the gramineouscanopy would place them somewherebetweenthe
broadleafand leaflesscanopies in terms of an increase in vegetationindex
value for an increasein biomass (i.e. an intermediateslope). In practice
this does not occur becausethe measuredvegetationindex representsthe
compositeof reflectancefrom vegetation(live and dead) and the soil. In the
case of the gramineouscanopy,the dead vegetationand soil are oftentimes
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well illuminated and contribute significantly to the measured vegetation
index. The net effect is an attenuation of vegetation index increases with
increasing biomass amount, when compared to the other canopy types.
Based on the three morphologic canopy types, simple regression models
were developed equating the vegetation index and the infrared index with
biomass. Spectral data were collected with the hand-held radiometer from the
ground and from a low altitude aircraft. Sampling points were arranged on a
30 m grid with actual harvesting of vegetation conducted after the radiance
data were collected.
Table 1 compares the biomass estimates for the brackish marsh
computed from ground gathered spectral radiance data and estimated from
harvesting. Included in Table 1 are total live biomass estimates computed
from MSSvegetation index values. With the vast majority of spectral radiance
index and model combinations, the spectral radiance index estimates of total
live biomass were not significantly different from the harvest biomass
estimates. The species combination models for the vegetation and infrared
indices were particularly good, with the all species models being the best
models for use with all three spectral radiance indices. The MSSvegetation
index estimates were very similar to the vegetation index estimates. This is
not surprising considering both indices contain essentially the same spectral
information.
Total live biomass estimates from airplane gathered spectral radiance
indices converted for use in models developed with ground spectral data are
presented in Table 2 for each of the three spectral transformations. Infrared
index estimates of total live biomass were not significantly different from
harvest estimates of total live biomass for the single species and species
combination models. These same models yielded biomass estimates from the MSS
vegetation index and the vegetation index, which were usually significantly
lower than the harvest estimates of total live biomass. Both forms of the
grasses/Scirpus models and the linear form of the all species model used with
the two vegetation indices provided total live biomass estimates, which were
very similar to harvest biomass estimates (all were not significantly
different). The log form of the all species model yielded the best estimates
of total live biomass when used with the infrared index.
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TABLE 1
OLD MILL CREEK BRACKISHMARSH BIOMASS
PREDICTIONS,AUGUST 1982 (GROUNDDATA)
Vegetation Index Infrared Index MSS Vegetation Index
Predicted Predicted Predicted
Model Form Biomass Diff. Biomass • Diff. Biomass Diff.
Single species a L 794(12) - 61(92) 836(44) 19(74) 792(60) - 63(84)
LN 700(69) -155(88) 772(53) - 83(84) 704(61) -151(84)
Species combination b L 877(75) 22(90) 858(64) 3(81) 732(105) -123(105)
LN 868(72) 13(96) 925(68) 70(97) 673(]03 -182(I05)
Grasses & Scirpus L 1065(54) 210( 95)* 1042(58) 187(94) 1063( 49 208( 91)*
LN I060(77) 205(115) 1000(79) I45(II0) 103g( 71 183(110)
All species L 952(63) 97(I02) 1014(63) 159(98) 964( 55 109(96)
LN 1020(96) 165(132) 968(86) 113(116) 970(82) 115(120)
All species L 695(29) -160( 74)_ 553(21) -302(66) .......
(equal weight) LN 997(83) .142(120) 703(49) -152(85) ......
Values are means with one standard error of the me_ in parentheses. Biomass units are gdw m-2"
a % _ing_e species model for broadleaf was Acnida / HibiScus for gramineous, S. alterniflora (both height forms)
and for leafless Scirpus.
b - Species combination model for broadleaf species was the all bzoadleaf species, for gramineous S. alterniflora
T_x_p_.haandfor leafless Sc_c__pus/ Salicornia.
Form - L = linear, LN : natural log
Diff. : Difference between spectrally estimated and ha_vest estimated biomass means. A negative value indicates
the spectrally estimated mean was less than th_ harvest estimate. An asterisk indicates that spectral
and harvest estimates were statistically different at the 0.05 level according to a paired t-test.
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TABLE2
OLDMILL CREEKBRACKISHMARSHBIOMASS
PREDICTIONS,AUGUST1982 (AIRCRAFTDATA
CONVERTEDFORUSEIN GROUNDEVELOPEDMODELS)
Vegetation Index Infrared Index MSSVegetation Index
Predicted Predicted Predicted
Model Form Biomass Diff. Biomass Diff. Biomass Diff.
Single species a L 609(82) -246(70)* 870(31) 15(49) 558(79) -297(67)*
LN 519(55) -336(52)* 753(27) -102(49) 498(55) -357(53)*
Species combination b L 764(49) - 91(49) 931(54) 76(57) 577(85) -278(73)*
LN 661(35 -194(44)* 927(24) 71(50) 500(74) -355(65)*
Grasses & Scir up_u__ L 928(22 73(55) 1075(11) 220(55)* 852(44) - 3(59)
LN 818(27 - 37(55) 983(16) 128(56)* 750(47) -105(61)
All species L 794(25) - 61(55) 1050(12) 195(55)* 728(49) -127(62)
LN 709(32) -146(56)* 941(17) 86(56) 641(50) -214(63)*
All species L 622(12) -233(53)* 565(4) -290(54)* ......
(equal weight) LN 732(28) -]23(55)* 697(10)' -158(55)* ......
-2
Values are means with one standard error of the mean in parentheses. Biomass units are gdw m
a - Single species model for broadleaf was Acnida / Hibiscus for gramineous, S. alterniflora (both height forms
and for leafless _.
b - Species combination model for broadleaf species was the all broadleaf species, for gramineous S. alterniflo'
Typha and for leafless _/ Salicornia.
Form - L = linear, LN = natural log
Diff. : Difference between spectrally estimated and harvest estimated biomass means. A negative value indicat
the spectrally estimated mean was less than the harvest estimate. An asterisk indicates that spectral
and harvest estimates were statistically different at the 0.05 level according to a paired t-test.
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Airplane gathered spectral radiance index values were used directly
in models using airplane gathered spectral data for predicting total live
biomass (Table 3). The MSS vegetation index and the vegetation index values
provided estimates of total live biomass, which were not significantly
different from harvest estimates of total live biomass. Infrared index values
produced significantly higher estimates of total live biomass then were
estimated by harvest techniques. Of the three spectral radiance indices
tested, the vegetation index yielded the best overall estimates of total live
biomass.
TABLE 3
OLD MILL CREEK BRACKISH MARSHBIOMASS PREDICTIONS
AUGUST1982 (AIRCRAFT DATA WITH MODELSFOR AIRCRAFT DATA)
Harvest Predicted
Model Form Biomass Biomass Difference
Vegetation L 855(54) 924(41) 69(62)
Index LN 855(54) 802(49) - 53(64)
Infrared L 855(54) 1214(18) 359( 57)*
Index LN 855(54) 1346(38.) 490( 65)*
MSS Vegetation L 855(54) 603(126) -252(122)
Index LN 855(54) 697(94) -158(96)
Models correspond to the type D models in Table 5.15.
Values are means of 21 plots with one standard error in parentheses.
-2
Biomass units are gdw m
Difference = Difference between spectrally estimated and harvest estimated
biomass means. A negative value indicates the spectrally
estimated mean was less than the harvest estimate, An
asterisk indicates that spectral and harvest estimates
wer_ statistically different at the 0.05 level according to
a paired t-test.
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COMPARISONOF THE INFORMATIONCONTENTOF DATAFROMTHE LANDSAT-4
THEMATICMAPPERANDTHE MULTISPECTRALSCANNER
JOHNC. PRICE
USDAHYDROLOGYLABORATORY
KEYWORDS: Landsat-4, Thematic Mapper, Multispectral Scanner, Information
Theory, Thermal Infrared, Agriculture
Simultaneous data acquisition by the Landsat-4 Thematic Mapper (TM)
and the Multispectral Scanner (MSS) permits the comparison of the two types of
image data with respect to engineering performance and data applications. In
this paper the "information" contained in five matching scenes in agricultural
areas is evaluated for the visible and near-IR channels, leading to the
conclusion that the TM provides a significant advance in information gathering
capability as expressed in terms of either bits per pixel or bits per unit
area.
Because the MSSlacks a thermal IR channel the 10-12 micrometer data
of the TM at 120 m resolution are analyzed theoretically using methods
developed for the Heat Capacity Mapping Mission, which produced data at 481
meter resolution, but with a more favorable orbital acquisition strategy. It
appears that the TM thermal IR data are of interest mainly for mapping water
bodies, which do not change temperature during the day, and for monitoring
thermal features associated with human activity. Interpretation for surface
moistness is also possible, but use of thermal data for agricultural purposes
would require a broader swath width to increase coverage frequency, and
possibly a paired "night" satellite in order to assure day-night coverage,
which is needed for accurate quantitative analysis of the thermal IR data.
For large scale agricultural assessment both the cost and frequency
of data acquisition are very important. Despite the excellent quality of the
TM data, a pair of lower cost (MSS) satellites must be considered as a viable
option for applications such as for national or international production
forecasting. For studies of localized areas the superior TM spatial and
spectral resolution is clearly an overwhelming advantage.
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STUDYOF THEMATICMAPPERANDMULTISPECTRAL
SCANNERDATAAPPLICATIONS
F. G. SADOWSKI,R. H. HAAS, J. A. STURDEVANT,W. H. ANDERSON,P. M. SEEVERS,
J. W. FEUQUAY,L. K. BALICK, F. A. WALTZ
TECHNICOLORGOVERNMENTSERVICES, INC./EROS DATACENTER
AND
D. T. LAUER
U.S. GEOLOGICALSURVEY/EROSDATACENTER
KEYWORDS: Remote Sensing, Landsat-4, Thematic Mapper, Resource Assessment,
Land Cover, Digital Classification, Applications Assessment
The U.S. Geological Survey EROSData Center evaluated the utility of
Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS) and Thematic Mapper (TM) data for natural
resource assessment and land cover information, emphasizing manual
interpretation and digital classification of the data for U.S. Department of
the Interior applications. In most cases, substantially more information was
derived from TM data than from MSSdata.
Studies were conducted to evaluate the capability of TM data for
providing improved land cover information using data taken over the
Washington, D.C. area. The results were derived from TM and coincident MSS
data that were acquired by Landsat-4 on November 2, 1982. Characteristics of
TM digital data that were observed for several broad classes of land cover
were analyzed and comparisons were drawn between TM data and the data of the
coincident Landsat-4 MSSscene. Also the TM data were visually evaluated as
single-band, black-and-white images, and in several three-band combinations as
color composite images. Finally, demonstrations were made of TM data
transformations which can be used to present the data in a manner that is
potentially more useful for analysis or display. These transformations enable
generating (a) hue, intensity, and saturation data space from red, green, and
blue color space, and (b) perspective view images.
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The digitaldata analysesof the Washington,D.C. scene suggestedthe
potentialfor TM data to provide improvedlandcover informationdue to the
additionof new spectraldata channels. The mid-IR bands (5 and/or 7) may be
especiallyuseful becauseof (a) the largerange of variabilityfor digital
values in five separateland cover classes and (b) low correlationswith other
spectalbands for vegetatedlandcover and water. The mid-IR bands may also
play a role in increasingthe dimensionalityof data space that has been
transformedinto its principalcomponents. Low correlationsbetweenthe blue
band (band l) and other spectralbands suggestits utilityfor studying
variationswithin areas of water as well as vegetatedland areas.
The mean data values of five landcover classesoccurringin the
Washington,D.C. area were shownto be more widely separatedin TM spectral
bands 2, 3 and 4 than for the equivalentMSS bands l, 2 and 4. In addition,
the relative variancesassociatedwith the classeswere more often lowerfor
the TM bands than for the correspondingMSS bands. These observationscould
indicatebetter multispectraldiscriminationof land cover classesby TM bands
2, 3 and 4. However,an artifact in the MSS data may have contributed
substantiallyto the greaterrelativevariancesobserved in the MSS spectral
bands.
The large variabilitynoted for the digitalvalues in the mid-IR
bands (5 and 7) likelycontributedto the resultsof a study of
black-and-whiteimagesof the six reflectiveTM bands, in which interpreters
indicateda preferencefor imagesof bands 5 and/or 7 over other bands for
making distinctionsin 8 out of II of the interpretationcategoriesthat were
addressed. Resultsof interpretingsix color compositeimagesof the
Washington,D.C. scene showed highest interpreterpreferencesfor a standard
color-infraredcomposite(bands2, 3 and 4), or a color compositeconsisting
of bands 3, 5 and 4 in 8 out of II categories. A naturalcolor composite
image (bands l, 2 and 3) showed high interpreterpreferencesfor three
interpretationcategoriesinvolvingdistinctionswithin predominantly
nonvegetatedareas.
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Two additionalstudieswere conductedin native prairieareas of
South Dakota (SceneID 40070-16444and 16451;September24, 1982) and Kansas
(SceneID 40049-16275;September3, 1982). One study emphasizedmanual
interpretationby field personnelwhile the second study evaluatedthe new
spectraland spatialdata via digital analysis.
When the TM data taken of centralSouth Dakota were reproducedas
l:lO0,O00scale color compositeimages,field personnelwere able to use the
TM data efficientlyfor a varietyof discipline-relatedtasks. Scientistsand
technicianswere able to locateroads, small stock ponds, and many other land
features. They were also able to identifyresourcetypes and assessthe
ecologicalstatusof naturalvegetationwithin managementunits. These tasks
were best accomplishedwith visual interpretationusing a false-color
compositeof TM bands 3, 4 and 5. TM data also provideda new source of
spectral informationthat was usefulfor naturalresourceassessment. Now
mid-infraredspectralbands, TM band 5 and band 7, aided in distinguishing
water resources,wetlandvegetationresources,and other importantterrain
features. The added informationwas useful for both manual interpretationand
digitaldata classificationof vegetationresourcesand land features.
Resultsfrom the analysesof both TM and TM Simulatorspectraldata
suggestthat the coefficientof variationfor major land cover types is
generallyless for TM data than for MSS data taken from the same area. This
reduction in variancecontributesto an improvedmultispectralclassification
of land cover types. The TM bands 5 and 7 also add a new dimensionto
multispectralanalysis,contributingnew informationabout vegetationin
naturalecosystems. Although the amount of new informationin TM bands 5 and
7 is small, it is unique in that the same informationcannot be derivedfrom
four-bandLandsatMSS spectraldata (Fig. l).
Digitaldata analysesof the South Dakota scene indicatethat the
effect of the dynamicrange of TM band 5 data and the unique interactionof
reflectancein TM bands 4 and 5 were importantin digitalclassificationof
vegetationand land cover. Furthermore,the greaterresolutionand
informationcontentof TM data provide severalalternativesfor habitat
assessment.
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Figure I. Comparisonof ISOCLASSclusteringshowingmean TM spectralvalues
(scaledbrightness)for TM band 2 vs. TM band 4 and TM band 5 vs. TM band 4
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THEMATICMAPPERDATAQUALITYANDPERFORMANCEASSESSMENT
IN RENEWABLERESOURCES/AGRICULTUREREMOTESENSING
ROBERTM. BIZZELL ANDHAROLDL. PRIOR
NASA/LYNDONB. JOHNSONSPACECENTER
For the past decade the Johnson Space Center has been involved in the
research and development of technology that utilizes satellite based remotely
sensed data to perform global crop inventories. The Large Area Crop Inventory
Experiment (LAClE) established the proof-of-concept with the Landsat MSS. The
fundamental understanding gained with the LACIE formed the basis for the
development of these techniques in the framework of a systems approach that
has been evaluated in the Agriculture and Resources Inventory Surveys Through
Aerospace Remote Sensing (AgRISTARS) project. The successes with these joint
projects have been manifest by the installation and periodic upgrade by the
Foreign Agriculture Service (FAS) of the USDAwithin their ongoing operational
forecasting system.
The limits reached with the MSSemphasized the need for the Thematic
Mapper (TM) to further expand the progress made to date. It is believed that
the increased spatial resolution will provide solutions to proportion
estimation error due to mixed pixels, and the increased spectral resolution
will provide for the identification of important agricultural features such as
crop stage, and condition.
This paper will describe the results of analyses conducted relative
to these hypothesis from sample segments (approximately 30 sq. miles)
extracted from the 4-band Detroit scene and the 7-band Mississippi County,
Arkansas engineering test scene. Several studies were conducted to evaluate
the geometric and radiometric performance of the TM to determine data
viability for the more pertinent investigations of TM utility. In most cases
this requirement was more than sufficiently satisified. This allowed the
opportunity to take advantage of detailed ground observations for several of
the sample segments to assess class separability and detection of other
important features with TM.
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The results presented regarding these TM characteristics show that
not only is the increased definition of the within scene variance captured by
the increased spatial and spectral resolution, but that the mid-IR bands (5
and 7) are necessary for optimum crop type classification, Both qualitative
and quantitative results are presented that describe the improvements gained
with tile TM both relative to the MSSand on its own merit.
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PRELIMINARYCOMPARISONSOF THE INFORMATIONCONTENTAND
UTILITY OF TM VERSUSMSS DATA
BRIAN L. MARKHAM
NASA/GODDARDSPACE FLIGHT CENTER
Comparisonswere made betweensubscenesfrom the first TM scene
acquiredof the Washington,DC area (July 29, 1982 - 4 bands only) and a MSS
scene acquiredapproximatelyone year earlier (July II, 1981). Three types of
analyseswere conductedto compareTM and MSS data: a water body analysis,a
principalcomponentsanalysisand a spectralclusteringanalysis.
The water body analysiscomparedthe capabilityof the TM to the MSS
for detectingsmall uniformtargets. All water bodies (>lO meters)were
locatedon aerialphotographscollectedJuly 13, 1982 and categorizedby the
size of the maximum inscribablecircle. Each scene was independently
clusteredand the clustersassigned to water or non-water. Each water body
was said to be detectedfor the MSS or the TM if a minimumof one pixel at its
locationwas classifiedinto a water cluster. Of the 59 ponds locatedon the
aerial photographs34 (58%) were detectedby the TM with six commissionerrors
(15%) and 13 (22%)were detectedby the MSS with three commissionerrors
(19%). The smallestwater body "detected"by the TM was 16 meters; the
smallest"detected"by the MSS was 40 meters.
For the principalcomponentsanalysis,means and covariancematrices
were calculatedfor each subscene,and principalcomponentsimages generated
and characterized. The 4-band TM image had slightlyhigher dimensionality
than the MSS in this rural-suburbanarea, with 2.6% of the variance in the
third componentas comparedto 1.2%. The first two principalcomponentsof
the TM and MSS were similar,containingbrightness-likeand greenness-like
features. The MSS third and fourth principalcomponentswere dominatedby
noise and stripingwhereas the third TM principalcomponent(a red to
blue-greencontrast)was less noisy and appearedto contain informationuseful
for separatingbuilt-upfeaturesfrom bare soil. This third component
detectedthe spectralflatness of constructionmaterialsin the visible
spectrum as opposedto the slopingresponse of bare soils.
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In the spectralclusteringcomparisoneach scene was independently
clusteredand the clusterswere assignedto informationalclasses. The
clusterswere assignableto the same classeson the 4-band TM as on the MSS
data with the exceptionthat the TM data providedseparationof bare soil
areas from areas of buildingsthat MSS data did not provide. The TM band l
contributedto this improvedseparation.
The preliminarycomparisonsindicatedthat TM data provides
enhancementsover MSS in terms of (1) small target detectionand (2) data
dimensionality(evenwith 4-band data). The extra dimension,partially
resultantfrom TM band l, appearsuseful for built-up/non-built-uparea
separation.
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PARAMETRICANDNONPARAMETRICANALYSISOF LANDSATTM ANDMSS
IMAGERYFORDETECTINGSUBMERGEDPLANT COMMUNITIES
STEVENG. ACKLESONANDVYTAUTASKLEMAS
UNIVERSITYOF DELAWARE
INTRODUCTION
This research is concerned with assessing the spatial, spectral and
radiometric characteristics of Landsat TM and MSSimagery for detecting
submerged aquatic vegetation. We approach the problem from two perspectives;
purely stochastic or nonparametric in a radiative sense and theoretical in
which we use radiative transfer equations to predict upwelling radiance at
satellite altitude. In a previous report, we addressed only the spectral
aspect of the theoretical approach in which a submerged plant canopy was to be
distinguished from a surrounding bottom of sand or mud. In this paper, we
continue this line of approach, concentrating on the radiometric
characteristics of selected TM and MSSbands.
BACKGROUND
The vast majority of satellite remote sensing of surface features
addresses the problem from a purely stochastic perspective. Werefer to this
approach as nonparametric in the sense that no assumptions are made about the
optical nature of the surface feature. Typically, a computer is used to
generate categories within the digital multi-band data based upon the
variation in spectral signatures. The categories may be derived either
manually be selecting subregions or training sites within the image that
correlate with ground observations or by instructing the computer to group the
data into some finite number of categories of similar signatures. If the
nonparametric approach is to be successful, the image must contain large
homogeneous surface features relative to the spatial resolution of the data
and the researcher must have an ample amount of ground observations with which
to correlate each category. If either of these conditions arenot met the
approach breaks down. Nonparametric techniques have proved quite successful
in the past, especially when applied to terrestrial problems.
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Recent advancesin physicalmodelingof radiativetransferhave
greatly improvedour abilityto understandthe opticalnature of both
terrestrialand marine features. With the developmentof high qualityfield
radiometersthe researchercan now attemptto predictupwellingradianceat
satellitealtitudewith a high degree of confidence. We refer to this
approachto the remote sensingproblemas parametricbecausenow assumptions
are made about the opticalnature of the surfacefeature. Although the
problem becomessignificantlymore complicatedthe parametricapproachdoes
not fall prey to the constraintsimposedupon nonparametrictechniques.
Extensiveground observationsare replacedwith relativelyfew surface
measurementsand the size of the featurecan be much smaller,so long as at
least one pixel of data is represented. An interestingbyproductof the
parametericapproach is one of increasedappreciationfor the opticalnature
of the surfacefeature. The researcheris betterable to interpretchanges in
radiancewithin imageryfor which there are no surfacemeasurementsor ground
observations.
METHODOLOGY
ParametricApproach
SpectralAssessment. Radiativetransfertheory is used to model upwelling
radiancethat would be receivedby LandsatTM and MSS viewing a hypothetical
estuarineenvironment. The environmentis composed of a clear maritime
atmosphere,an opticallyshallowestuaryof either clear or turbid water, and
three possiblebottom types: vegetation,sand or mud.
RadiometricAssessment. The radiometricresolutionsof TM bands l, 2 and 3
and MSS bands 4 and 5 are comparedfor the same cases discussedin the
previoussection. Upwellingradianceat satellitealtitudecalculatedfor
each band is convertedto count values using calibrationstaken from the
literature. Apparent contrast is then calculatedbetweentarget and
backgroundsignalsas:
AC = CT - CB
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where
CT = count value calculated from target signal, and
CB = count value calculated from background signal.
Nonparametric Approach
As a test of the nonparametric approach an ERDAS400 microcomputer is
used to enhance and classify TM imagery of Broad Creek, Maryland. The image
is a 256 pixel by 240 line sub-scene generated on November 2, 1982 and
centered at latitude 38°44'20"N, longitude 76°15'25"W. The full 7-band
data set is classified using an unsupervised clustering routine in which a
maximumof 27 catagories are generated. Of primary interest in the scene is a
medium size SAV bed known to exist on the west bank of Broad Creek,
Ground truth in the form of low altitude, aerial photography was
collected at Broad Creek on August 2, 1982, three months prior to the TM
overpass. The photos were taken from a Cessna 174 using a handheld 35mm
camera using Kodak Pan-x film.
RESULTS
The effectiveness of an orbiting sensor in discriminating spectrally
between submerged features is a function of the inherent contrast between the
submerged features and how strongly the bottom signal is attenuated by the
water column. In optically shallow water the inherent contrast is the
controlling factor. Thus, the optimum sensor band is that which correlates
with the greatest inherent contrast between adjacent bottom types. In
optically deeper water, the optimum sensor band is that for which the water
column is most transparent.
In the clear ocean water the optimum band for detecting vegetation on
a sand or mud bottom is shown to change with the optical depth of the water.
In the turbid San Vicente water the optimum band in optically shallow water
remains the optimum band in optically deeper water.
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Under certainconditionsthe contrastbetweena submergedfeatureand
the surroundingbottomwill decreaseto zero for some intermediatedepth and
then increasefor yet deeper depths. This could have a significantimpact
upon how changes in water reflectanceshouldbe interpretedand can only be
predictedwith detailedknowledgeof the spectralvariationof optical
parametersacrossthe sensorband.
Radiometriccalibrationis shown to be a dominantfactor in
determiningwhich TM or MSS band will be optimumfor detectinga submerged
feature such as SAV. Sensorswith higher gain settings in generalproduce
data with more information. The gain built into the TM sensorsare
significantlyhigherthan those of the MSS. This gives TM data a clear
advantagein detectingsubmergedfeatures. In severalcases, a band is found
to be optimumfor detectingSAV in a radiometricsense and yet sub-optimalin
a spectralcontext.
A nonparametricanalysisof ThematicMapper data appearsto be useful
for detectingSAV in the case of Broad Creek,Maryland. An unsupervised
clusteringclassificationof a November2, 1982 image clearlydiscriminated
betweenSAV and the surroundingunvegetatedbottom. The resultswere found to
agree well with aerialphotographycollectedtwo months prior to the TM image.
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A FIRST EVALUATIONOF LANDSATTM DATATO MONITOR
SUSPENDEDSEDIMENTSIN LAKES
F. R. SCHIEBE, J. C. RITCHIE ANDG. O. BOATWRIGHT
U.S. DEPARTMENTOF AGRICULTURE
A comparison was made between ground data collected from Lake Chicot,
Arkansas, and Thematic Mapper (TM) data collected on September 23, 1982. A
preliminary analysis of limited data indicate that Thematic Mapper data may be
useful in monitoring suspended sediment and chlorophyll in a lake with high
suspended sediment loads. Total suspended loads ranged from 168 to 508 mg/l.
TM Band 3 appears to be most useful with Bands l, 2 and 4 also containing
useful information relative to suspended sediments. Considering water data
only, Bands I, 2 and 3 appear to provide similar information. Bands 3 and 4
are also significantly related. Bands 5 and 7 appear to have independent
information content relative to the presence or absence of water.
Insufficient range of water temperature ground truth data made an evaluation
of TM Band 6 difficult.
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SNOWREFLECTANCEFROMLANDSAT-4THEMATICMAPPER
JEFF DOZIER
UNIVERSITYOF CALIFORNIA/SANTABARBARA
ABSTRACT
In California 75% of the agricultural water supply comes from the
melting Sierra Nevada snowpack. Basin-wide albedo measurements from the
Landsat-4 Thematic Mapper could be used to better forecast the timing of the
spring runoff, because these data can be combined with solar radiation
calculations to estimate the net radiation budget. The TM is better-suited
for this purpose than the MSSbecause of its larger dynamic range. Saturation
still occurs in bands I-4, but is severe only in band I. Differentiation of
snow optical grain size is possible with TM band 4 through a moderately clear
atmosphere. TM band 5 can discriminate clouds from snow, and the combination
of bands 2 and 5 appears best for snow mapping.
INTRODUCTION
In California 75% of the agricultural water supply comes from the
melting Sierra Nevada snowpack. The California Cooperative Snow Survey uses
measurements of snow water equivalent from snow courses, snow depth from
aerial survey markers, and snowcovered area from satellite data to estimate
the amount and the timing of the spring runoff.
Our work on snow reflectance from the TM should lead to improved use
of satellites in snow hydrology. Basin-wide albedo measurements from the TM
could be used to better forecast the timing of the spring runoff, because
these data can be combined with solar radiation calculations to estimate the
next radiation budget. The TM is better-suited for this purpose than the MSS
because of its larger dynamic range. Saturation still occurs in bands I-4,
but is only severe in band I. Moreover, TM band 5 can discriminate clouds
from snow.
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SPECTRALALBEDOOF SNOW
Calculations of snow reflectance in all 6 TM reflective bands (i.e.
I, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7), using a delta-Eddington model5, show that snow
reflectance in bands 4, 5 and 7 is sensitive to grain size. An objective in
our investigation is to interpret surface optical grain size of snow, for
spectral extension of albedo. Our results so far are encouraging.
Table I shows calculations of integrated reflectance for snow over
all reflective TM bands, and water and ice clouds with thickness of Immwater
equivalent over TM bands 5 and 7. In the blue and green bands (I-2) snow
reflectance is not sensitive to grain size, so measurements in these
wavelengths will show the extent to which snow albedo is degraded by
contamination from atmospheric aerosols, dust, pine pollen, etc. In the red
and near-infrared, snow reflectance is sensitive to grain size but not to
contaminants, so grain size estimates in these wavelengths can be used to
spectrally extend albedo measurements.
The reason that snow reflectance in bands 1 and 2 is not sensitive to
grain size is that ice is so transparent in these wavelengths that increasing
the size of a snow crystal does not significantly change the probability that
a photon impinging on the crystal will be absorbed. Impurities are much more
absorptive than ice in these wavelengths, however, so small amounts of
contaminants will affect reflectance 4. In the near-infrared, bands 3 and 4,
ice is slightly absorptive, so an incident photon is more likely to be
absorbed if the crystal is larger, and snow reflectance is therefore sensitive
to grain size. Impurities are not so important in these wavelengths because
their absorption coefficients are not much larger than those of ice.
DYNAMICRANGE
Table 2 gives characteristics of the Thematic Mapper, and, for
background information, the Landsat-4 Multispectral Scanner and NOAA-7
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer. Bands are listed in spectral
order. In the radiance columns of the table, quantization and saturation
radiances of the sensor bands are compared with the solar constant, integrated
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through the sensorresponsefunctions. Solar constant spectraldistributions
are from the NASA standard3 adjustedto fit the integratedvaluesmeasured
from the Nimbus-7cavityradiometerof the earth radiationbudget
experimentI. The last column in the table expressesthe sensor saturation
radiance as a percentageof the solar constant,integratedthroughthe band
responsefunction.
Snow will frequentlysaturate in band l, but in bands 2, 3 and 4 the
saturationproblem is not nearly as severe as with the MSS, so the TM can be
used to measuresnow albedo and thus allow basin-wideenergy budget snowmelt
calculations. Bands 5 and 7 will not saturateover snow.
ATMOSPHERICCORRECTION
Figure l shows spectralplanetaryalbedo over snow surfacesof
optical grain radiai r=50 m, 200 m and lO00m, for an Eltermannatmosphere
with surfacevisibility23km. The absorptionand scatteringcharacteristics
of the atmospherewere generatedwith LOWTRAN52. Planetaryreflectancewas
then calculatedwith a delta-Eddingtonmodel, using snow reflectanceas the
bottom boundarycondition. The distinctionbetweenreflectanceof snow of
differentgrain sizes in TM band 4 is not appreciablydegradedby the
atmosphere.
REGISTRATIONTO TERRAINDATA
The remainingtask requiredto estimate spectralalbedofrom the TM
over alpine terrain is registrationof the TM data to digitalterraindata.
This task is provingdifficult,becausethe TM data are so much more detailed
than the topographicdata. Currently,only 3" data (~lOOmresolution)are
availablefor the SierraNevada, but 30m data are in preparationwithin USGS.
CONCLUSION
Landsat-4ThematicMapper data includespectralchannels suitablefor
snow/clouddiscriminationand for snow albedomeasurementsthat can be
extended throughoutthe solar spectrum. Except for band l, the dynamicrange
is large enough that saturationoccursonly occasionally.
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I Table 1 I
[TM Band Integrated Reflectances, _0 = c°sO0° [I I
[ clean semi-infinite snow [
[ [ optical grain radius (pm) [
[band [ 50 i00 200 500 1000 [
[ [ 992 988 .983 974 963 [
I 988 983 .977 964 949 I
[ 978 969 .957 932 906 [
[ 934 909 .873 809 741 [
[ 223 130 067 024 011 [I " I
I I 197 106 .056 019 010 [
I water cloud, lmm water [
optical droplet radius (_m) [
[band 1 2 5 10 20 II
[ 5 .891 .866 .769 .661 .547 [
[ 7 .784 .750 .650 .481 .345 [
[ ice cloud, lmm water equivalent l
[ optical crystal radius (_m) [
[band 1 2 5 10 20 [
{ 5 .817 .780 .665 .513 .383 [
[ 7 .765 .730 .642 .478 .341 I
I
Table 2 [
Landsat-4 TM, Landsat-4 MSS, and [
NOAA-7 AVHRR Spectral Characteristics [
I
d
[ [ radiances (Wm :_m _sr 1) i
band [ pm ] NEAL sat. solar %
TM1 .45 .52 [ .63 161 621 26
MSS4 .50 .61 [ 4.0 259 574 45
TM2 .53 .61 1.24 316 540 58
AVI_,R1 .56 .72 .51 518 485 107
MSS5 .60 .70 2.8 179 491 36
TM3 .62 .69 .95 241 468 52
MSS6 .70 .81 2.3 149 401 37
AVHRR2 .71 .98 .33 341 364 94
TM4 .78 .90 .92 234 320 73
MSS7 .81 1.02 3.0 192 285 67
TM5 1.57 1.78 .13 32 66 48
TM7 2.10 2.35 .07 17 24 69
[ AVHRR3 3.53 3.94 (thermal bands)
[AVHRR4 10.32 11.36
[ TM6 10.42 11.66
I AVItRR5 11.45 12.42
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Figure 1. Planetary reflectance over a snow surface, at illumination angle 60 °
and grain radii from 50 to 1000gm, for the reflective bands (1-5, 7) of the
Landsat-4 Thematic Napper, through an Eltermann atmosphere with 23km surface
visibility.
PRELIMINARYEVALUATIONOF TM FORSOILS INFORMATION
DAVID R. THOMPSON,KEITH E. HENDERSON,
A. GLENHOUSTONANDDAVID E. PITTS
NASA/LYNDONB. JOHNSONSPACECENTER
Thematic mapper data acquired over Mississippi County, Arkansas, were
examined for utility in separating soil associations within generally level
alluvium deposited by the Mississippi River. The 0.76'0.90_m (Band 4) and
the 1.55-1.75 _m (Band 5) were found to separate the different soil
associations fairly well when compared to the USDA-SCSgeneral soil map. The
thermal channel also appeared to provide information at this level. A
detailed soil survey was available at the field level along with ground
observations of crop type, plant height, percent cover and growth s_age.
Soils within the fields ranged from uniform to soils that occur as patches of
sand that stand out strongly against the intermingled areas of dark soil.
Examination of the digital values of individual TM bands at the field level
indicates that the influence of the soil is greater in TM than it was in MSS
bands. TM appears to provide greater deail of within field variability caused
by soils than MSSand thus should provide improved information relating to
crop and soil properties. However, this soil influence may cause crop
identification classification procedures to have to account for the soil in
their algorithms.
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THE USEOF THEMATICMAPPERDATAFORLAND COVERDISCRIMINATION--
PRELIMINARYRESULTSFROMTHE UK SATMaPPROGRAMME
M. J. JACKSON,J. R. BAKER
NATURALENVIRONMENTRESEARCHCOUNCIL,UK
J. R. G. TOWNSHEND,J. E. GAYLERAND J. R. HARDY
READINGUNIVERSITY, UK
The principal objectives of the UK SATMaPprogramme are to determine
Thematic Mapper (TM) performance with particular reference to spatial
resolution properties and geometric characteristics of the data. Since no
data of the UK test sites have been received so far, analysis has been
restricted to images from the U.S. and has concentrated on spectral and
radiometric properties.
Examination of selected sub-scenes reveals that the visible bands
display a narrow range of digital values. For example, for band 2 over 95% of
the pixels are found within 25 out of 255 digital counts. The histograms are
better balanced for bands 4, 5 and 6. For example for band 4 the 95% limit
covers 120 digital counts. For classification purposes it is not considered
that the eight-bit quantization available is being effectively utilized, even
if one takes account of the limited data set analysed.
In assessing the accuracy of classification techniques for Thematic
Mapper data the consistency of the detector-to-detector response is critical.
Preliminary studies were undertaken, therefore, to assess the significance of
this factor for the TM. The results obtained suggest the existance of
striping especially in band 4 for the Detroit scene. This is related to
differences in forward and backward scans of the sensor. The average
difference is approximately two digital counts and is clearly present from the
eastern edge of the Detroit scene to the lake shore near the centre of the
image. Examination of Reelfoot Lake in the eastern portion of the Arkansas
scene fails to reveal a similar response, nor is it apparent in any part of
the Mississippi. Either a change in response of the sensor or a difference in
the data processing is therefore indicated.
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For all three sub-scenesanalysedthere are strongcorrelations
betweenthe three visible bands,the coefficientsexceeding0.9 in all cases.
Of the other band combinationsonly bands 4 and 5, 5 and 6, and 6 and 7 show
any strongrelationships. Negativecorrelationsare found consistently
betweenband 4 in the near infraredand the visiblebands though the strength
of these relationshipsvaries substantiallybetweenthe sub-scenes.
The overallstructureof the relationshipscan be examinedby
principalcomponentanalysis. For the first two sub-scenesthere are
apparentlythree basic dimensionsof variabilitywhereas for the third this is
reducedto two dimensions,since band 5, 6 and 7 are missing.
In order to examinethe utilityof the Thematic Mapper data more
carefully,six differentland cover classesapproximatelyAnderson level l
were selected. These includedan area of water from the sediment-laden
Mississippi,woodland,agriculturalland and urban land. A "plume"class was
also selectedwhich includesthe plume of smoke emanatingfrom the power
stationand driftingover the Mississippiriver.
For the first three bands the overallform of the spectralresponse
is remarkablysimilarfor all classes,whereasfor the near and middle
infraredbands considerabledifferencesin overallresponse are found. For
the thermal infraredband, the means of the classesare very similarbut is
worth noting that the standarddeviationsare also very low suggestingthis
band may have some discriminatorypower.
Considerabledifferencescan be seen betweenthe correlation
structureof the differentcategoriesand that of the whole sub-scene. For
examplefor water and woodlandthe correlationsbetweenthe three visible
bands are much weaker;the usual weak to moderate negativerelationship
betweenthe visiblebands and the near infraredband 4 is replacedby strong
positivecorrelationsfor the industrialand plume categories. For the
agriculturaland urban land categoriesbands 5 and 6 have moderateto strong
relationshipswith the other bands except for band 4, whereas the first two
sub-scenesas a whole and the water and woodland classesof one sub-sceneshow
much weaker relationships.
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If the Eigenvectors of the first two principal components are
examined, it is apparent that although the dimensionality of the data is
similar for the whole sub-scene and several of the individual land cover
categories, the principal components are orientated very differently within
the seven dimensional feature space. In other words different bands
contribute to very varying degrees to these first two components. Relatively
speaking bands 2 and 3 contribute least to the first two principal components,
and bands 4, 1 and 5 the most. The results stronglysuggestthat although
there may be only three dimensionswithin the data, if we wish to depict the
variabilitywithin as well as betweenbroad cover categoriesthen more than
three bands will have to be used.
The classification potential of the Thematic Mapper has been examined
by calculating the divergence between the classes.
It is notable that except for band 2 all the bands are indicated as
having significant discriminatory potential for at least two of the classes.
Overall the results indicate the particular significance of bands 3, 4 and 5
in discrimination between the classes. Additionally it is interesting that
the thermal band, band 7, is of independent value in discrimination despite
its low spatial resolution and a less than optimal time for sensing with this
band.
Advanced classificatory algorithms are being explored to improve
information extraction from TMdata. Specifically the use of cartographic
digital vector data and other remote sensing data in registered formats is
being investigated to develop classification techniques which exploit
per-pixel, textural and contextual algorithms within the framework of a
probabalistic tree classifier and an integrated multi-level and
multi-parameter data set.
The first TN image of the UK was receivedvia X-band transmissionto
Fucino, Italy and was processedby ESRIN, Frascati. Qualitativeanalysis of
the image clearlyshows that in rural areas, there is a very significant
improvementover the MSS, whereas in urban areas the improvementis much less
marked,probablyas a result of the high densityof Englishurban development
(Figurel).
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Figure I. HistogramsFor Each SpectralBand For Sub-sceneI.
Note that band 7 is the thermal band.
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LANDSAT-4THEMATICMAPPERSCENECHARACTERISTICSFORA
SUBURBANAND REGIONALTEST SITE
DAVID L. TOLL
NASA/GODDARDSPACEFLIGHT CENTER
OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of this effort is to study the Landsat Thematic
Mapper land use/land cover discrimination performance from a spatial
resolution, spectral region and radiometric perspective. Selected methods to
improve the land use/land cover performance are also evaluated.
STUDYSITE ANDDATADESCRIPTION
An area encompassing a wide variety of land use/land cover types was
selected for analysis. The area includes the Beltsville and Laurel, Maryland
region occurring within the Baltimore-Washington, D.C. corridor. The major
land use/land cover types are water, forest, agriculture, excavated sites,
major transportation routes, commercial and industrial sites, and residential
neighborhoods. The study site was chosen to include a 5002 TM pixel size
(28.52 m), yielding a 142 km study site. Selected Landsat TM and MSS
scenes were evaluated (Table l). To assist all evaluations, color infrared
photography at 1:40,000 scale flown on July 13, 1982 was used.
TABLE I.
LANDSATDATACOLLECTIONSUMMARY
Tape
DATA Date Bands Ground IFOV Quantization Format
Landsat-4 TM July 29, 1982 1-4 30 m 256 P
Landsat-4 TM Nov. 2, 1982 1-7 30m (120 m for TM6) 256 P
Landsat-2 MSSJuly 11, 1981 4-7 80 m 64 P
Landsat-4 MSSNov. 2, 1982 4-7 80 m 64 P
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SENSORPARAMETERINVESTIGATION
Classification of the Landsat-4 TM scene in comparison to MSSfor the
Nov. 2, 1982 date yielded an improvement in accuracy from 74.81 (range 70.8% -
78.4% ate= 0.05) to 83.2% (79.8% - 86.2%). In order to study the possible
causes for the change in classification accuracy between TM and MSS, key
sensor parameter differences between TM and MSSwere evaluated. The July 29
and Nov. 2 TM data sets were processed to simulate the MSSparameters: 1) 80
m spatial resolution; 2) six bit quantization; and 3) three spectral
bandsI
• An all possible configuration of the sensor parameters yielded
eight data set combinations for each date. One of the eight combinations was
the simulation of the MSS(6 bits, 80 m resolution, and 3 spectral bands). A
comparison of the real three band MSSoverall classification accuracy with the
MSSsimulation indicated a similar classification accuracy of 69.1% versus
70.2%• The nonsignificant {_: 0.05) difference in classification accuracy
indicated the procedures implemented to simulate the MSSsensor parameters
from TM were successful. Results of the three factor (i.e., 3 sensor
parameters), 2 level (TM and MSS) sensor specification are given in Table 2.
ANOVAresults are given in Table 3. With the exception of the ANOVAresults,
a more detaileddescriptionmay be found in Toll (1983). Williams,et al.
(1983)reportson a sensorparameterinvestigationwith a more extensivestudy
area.
Results indicatefor both the July 29 and Nov. 2 dates the
improvementsin TM accuracy_overMSS were attributedto the TM spectralregion
additionsof TM I(0.45- 0.52pm), TM 5(1.55 - ].75pm) and TM 7(2.08 - 2.35
m) and to a smallerdegree the increasedquantizationto 256 bits. The
spectralband additionsand increasedquantizationcompensatedfor the
decrease in classificationaccuracyfrom the higher30 m spatialresolution.
At the higher spatialresolutionthe within class variancefor the per pixel
classificationwas large. The added class variationresulted in an increase
in spectralclass overlap. On the other side, one factor not assessedwas the
I On TM there is no MSSband 6 (0.70 - 0•80 pm) equivalent. Hence only MSS
bands 4(0.50 - 0.60_m), 5(0•60 - O.70pm) and 7(0.80 - ].lO pm) were
simulated.
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TABLE 2
OVERALLCLASSIFICATIONACCURACY (%) AND AVERAGEPAIRWISETRANSFORMED
DIVERGENCE(T) OF TM SPECTRALBANDS, QUANTIZATIONLEVELS AND
SPATIALRESOLUTION.
Spectral Bands (#)
6* 3
Quantization Levels (bits)
8 6 8 6
SpatialResolution (m)
MeasurementCriteria 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80
Nov. 2, 1982 78.7% 85.1% 73.7% 77.9% 69.3% 74.7% 66.5% 69.1%
1876 T 1952 T 1781T 1882 T 1576 T 1729T 1544 T 1648 T
July 29, 1982 81.7% 85.3% 81.1% 84.2% 74.5% 80.0% 74.8% 68.9%
1876 T 1889T 1730 T 1739 T 1761T 1797 T 1730 T 1739 T
* 4 bands used with the July 29, 1982 data set.
TABLE3
ANOVARESULTSOF SENSORPARAMETERMODEL
Nov. 2, 1982 July 29, 1982
SUMS OF SUMS OF
SOURCE SQUARES F-VALUE SQUARES F-VALUE
Spatial (A) 20.5 1024# 16.2 361#
Spectral (B) 70.8 3540# 37.8 841#
Quantization(C) 25.2 1260# 0.6 13
AB Interaction 0.7 36 0.2 4
AC Interaction 1.6 81 0.3 7
BC Interaction 1.4 72 O.l 2
Error 0.02 0.045
# significantat 0.05 confidencelevel
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effect of boundary pixels. At the higher spatial resolution of TM, the number
of class boundaries of mixed class pixels is lower in comparison to the total
pixels. Mixed class pixels typically result in an increase in spectral class
overlap.
WAVEBANDANALYSIS
TM waveband performance for discriminating land use/land cover was
studied for the Nov. 2, seven band data set. Overall classification accuracy
results are given in Table 4 for the one band case and the ten best two band
and three band combinations. Results from the one band study indicated the
middle infrared bands, TM 5(].55 - 1.75 _m) and TM 7(2.08 - 2.35 _m) provides
the most spectral information to discriminate among the studied classes. The
discrimination of the classes for the middle infrared bands may be attributed
to the difference in moisture concentrations between cover. The visible bands
TM 2(0.52 - 0.60 pm) and TM 3(0.63 - 0.69 pm) provided the next best spectral
discrimination. The use of near infrared band, TM 4(0.76 - 0.90 pm) yielded a
low classification accuracy, particularly for agriculture, commercial and
industrial and residential classes. The coarse spatial reso]ution of 120 m
contributed to a lower classification accuracy for the thermal band, TM 6(10.4
- 12.5 _m).
TABLE4
OVERALLCLASSIFICATIONACCURACIESFOR NOV. 2, 1982 LANDSATTM SCENE
TWOBAND THREEBAND
ONEBANDANALYSIS COMBINATION(10 BEST) COMBINATION(10 BEST)
TM 5 - 53.5% TM 2 & 4 - 68.6% TM 2, 4 & 6 - 72.9%
TM 7 - 52.6% TM 3 & 4 - 67.2% TM 1, 4 & 5 - 72.6%
TM 3 - 50.5% TM 1 & 4 - 66.8% TM 2, 4 & 5 - 72.4%
TM 2 - 46.7% TM I & 5 - 66.0% TM 3, 4 & 6 - 71.2%
TM 4 - 45.9% TM 2 & 5 - 65.9% TM 1, 4 & 6 - 71.0%
TM I - 42.0% TM 3 & 5 - 65.5% TM 1, 3 & 4 - 70.9%
TM 6 - 39.3% TM 5 & 6 - 65.3% TM I, 2 & 4 - 70.7%
TM 4 & 6 - 64.0% TM 2, 3 & 4 - 70.3%
TM 3 & 6 - 60.7% TM3, 5 & 6 - 70.1%
TM 1 & 6 - 58.7% TM 3, 4 & 5 - 69.7%
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Analysis of two band and three band combinationsindicated
representationfrom the three spectralregions, visible,near infraredand
middle infraredyielded the highestclassificationaccuracies. TM 4(0.76 -
O.90pm)was usuallyassociatedwith the highestrankingas a result of ]ow
intrabandcorrelations. Hence, an additionof a band from another spectral
regioD with TM 4 would maximize spectra]informationcontentfor cover class
discrimination. Converse]y,the lowestclassificationaccuracieswere
typicallyassociatedwith band groupingsfrom the same spectralregion.
Table 5 shows the increasein classificationaccuracywith
consecutivelyincreasingthe number of spectralbands. However,as the number
of spectralbands increasedthe degree of improvementdecreased. For example,
after five bands were includedthe subsequentadditionsyielded a negligible
increaseof 0.06%. Hence, for many TM applicationsthe inclusionof on]y five
bands is all the number of bands that is necessary.
TABLE 5
OVERALLCLASSIFICATIONACCURACYAS A FUNCTIONOF BAND NUMBER,N=525
OVERALL
NUMBEROF BANDS(TM#) CLASSIFICATIONACCURACY(%) CHANGE(%)
I(5) 53.5 --
2 (2 4) 68.6 15.1
3 (2 4 6) 72.9 4.3
4 (3 4 5 7) 75.0 2.1
5 (I 3 4 5 7) 78.1 3.1
6 (1 2 3 4 5 7) 78.7 0.6
7 (I 2 3 4 5 6 7) 79.2 0.5
SPECTRALCLASS DISCRIMINATIONIMPROVEMENTSTUDY
Selectedprocedureswere evaluated in order to assess the improvement
in TM spectralseparabilitybetweenland use/landcover classes. For a base
line data set the November2, 1982TM scene was used. Overal]classification
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accuracyresults are summarizedin Table 6. Each procedureyielded a
significant(_= 0.05) increasein classificationaccuracyover the
untransformedTM data set. Both smoothingand median filteringreduced the
within class variationwhile maintainingthe spectraldistancebetween
classes. The increasein accuracywas from 79.2% for the untransformeddata
to 89.1% for median filteringand 90.5% for smoothing. The captureof
phenologyvariationsby adding the July 29th TM scene improvedthe accuracyto
87.2%. To a lesserdegree the principalcomponentand canonical
transformationsincreasedclassificationaccuracyto 83.2% and 83.4%
respectively. Clusteringof subclassesyielded an increaseto 83.2%.
TABLE 6
OVERALLCLASSIFICATIONACCURACYRESULTSFOR LANDSATTM CLASSIFICATION
IMPROVEMENTSTUDY
Data Overall
(Nov.2, 1982 - 7 band TM) ClassificationAccuracy (%), n=525 Range (a=O.05)
Untransformed 79.2 75.5 - 82.5
Median filtering (5 x 5 pixe] 89.1 86.1 - 9].5
window)
Smoothing(5 x 5 pixel window) 90.5 87.7 - 92.7
Two date classification 87.2 84.2 - 89.7
(July 29, 1982, 4 band)
PrincipalComponent 83.2 79.8 - 86.2
Transformation
CanonicalTransformation 83.4 80.0 - 86.3
Training Class Clustering 83.2 79.8 - 86.2
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FINAL COMPARISONOF TM ANDMSSDATAFORSURFACEMINE ASSESSMENT
IN LOGANCOUNTY,WESTVIRGINIA
R. G. WITT, H. W. BLODGET
NASA/GODDARDSPACEFLIGHT CENTER
R. M. MARCELL
SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONSRESEARCH
INTRODUCTIONANDREVIEW
There are many applications areas for which the Landsat-4 Thematic
Mapper (TM), with its upgraded spectral, spatial, and radiometric performance,
was expected to provide improvements in feature detection and delineation
relative to the Multispectral Scanner (MSS). In the past, the successful use
of remotely sensed satellite data for mapping and monitoring surface mines has
been generally dependent on the size, shape, and extent of mine features. The
nature of Appalachia's coal strip mines, most of which follow narrow
serpentine contours in mountainous terrain, previously has made them difficult
to detect and delineate. Thus the objectives of the current research were
two-fold: to compare the mapping accuracies of TM with MSSfor surface mine
assessment; and to compare a variety of digital data processing techniques,
including principal components, canonical analysis, and band selection for
this purpose. Signature extension was also attempted in the final stage of
the project.
Earlier results for a small intensely mined area of Logan County
indicate that such data reduction techniques offer results equal or superior
to the processing of full data sets l, a fact which is particularly important
when working with a large volume of TM data. Also, the data transformation
procedures were useful in removing systematic noise from the data sets. In
the comparison of same-date TM and MSSdata sets for Holden Quadrangle, the
intensely mined portion of Logan County, the TM gave overall results that were
approximately 9% better than the MSSequivalent classifications (85% vs.
75%).2 Finally, an attempt was made to extend the unsupervised signatures
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developedfrom HoldenQuadrangleto all of Logan County3, and compare
county-wide TM and MSS classifications. Results of this work are presented
herein.
PROCEDURES
The classificationmethodswhich producedthe best resultsin terms
of map accuracyfor the intenselymined portionof Logan Countywere selected
for extensionto the entirecounty. These were as follows: four canonical
axes, four principalcomponents,and four selectedraw bands (TM);three
canonicalaxes and three principalcomponents(MSS); and baselineraw
seven-band(TM) and four-band(MSS) classifications. The county-widedata
sets were subjectedto the transformations,and then classifiedusing the
unsupervisedsignaturespreviouslyobtainedfrom the Holden Quadrangle
subset. A point-by-pointaccuracyassessmentwas conductedon each of the
classificationsfor urban,mines, and agriculture/grassland cover
categories. Estimateswere made for the accuracyof the predominantcategory
forest (>90% of area on all classifications)and water (<.5%) by visual
comparisonwith the 12 October 1980 aerial photographs.
TABLE l
MSS AND TM ACCURACIESFOR LOGAN COUNTY
(PERCENTCORRECTAND ACREAGE)
MSS/TM
CLASSIFICATIONS LAND USE/LANDCOVER CATEGORIES
(4 Sept. 1982
data sets) Mines Urban Ag/Grass Forest Water TOTAL
(est.) (est.)
ALL 4 14.1 17.8 6.7 99.0 33.0 34.4%
872 1707 1644
PC 3 23.7 22.2 9.6 99.0 33.0 38.6%
1238 2002 1090
CAN 3 26.0 32.6 9.6 99.0 33.0 41.8%
1800 1745 1717
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TABLE 1
MSSAND TMACCURACIESFORLOGANCOUNTY
(PERCENTCORRECTANDACREAGE)
(CONTINUED)
MSS/TM
CLASSIFICATIONS LAND USE/LANDCOVER CATEGORIES
(4 Sept. 1982
data sets) Mines Urban Ag/Grass Forest Water TOTAL
(est.) (est.)
ALL 7 37.6 41.9 53.9 95.0 75.0 57.1%
1237 3048 14826
PC 4 46.4 21.6 57.9 95.0 75.0 55.2%
2406 1954 14936
CAN 4 61.1 37.9 60.8 95.0 75.0 63.7%
2273 2251 16476
BNDS 40.3 38.9 37.9 95.0 75.0 53.0%
1320 3172 9678
MSS
AVG. 21.3 24.2 8.6 99.0 33.0 38.3%
TM
AVG. 46.4 35.1 52.6 95.0 75.0 57.3%
Factor of 1.2 .45 5.1 .5
Improvement
(TM over MSS)
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RESULTS
The classificationresultsfor Logan County demonstrategreat
improvementsin map accuracyfor TM relativeto the MSS in delineatingsmall,
irregularsurfacefeaturessuch as narrow contourstrip mines. There exists
nearly 20% differencewhen the averageoverallaccuraciesof the TM
classifications(57.3%)and the MSS classifications(38.3%)are compared.
This average increasein classificationaccuracy(MSS vs. TM) is even greater
when only the three land use categoriescoveringsmall areas (<5%) of the
county are considered. For mines, urban, and agriculture/grass,the average
differencebetweenthe MSS results and TM results increasesto nearly27% (see
Table on previouspage).
The averageimprovementfor the mines categorywas 25%, or a 1.2
factor of improvementfor TM relativeto MSS. Some problemsassociatedwith
the low absoluteaccuraciesfor this category,both MSS and TM, are the
spectralheterogeneityof the targetfeatures,their spatialirregularityand
diversesizes, and the temporal incongruencebetweenthe satellitedata set
used and the photographyused as ground verificationdata. Two advantages
offered by the TM for mapping surfacemines were as follows: improved
spectralseparabilityof mines vs. urban areas due to additional'bands;and,
improvedspatialdiscriminationof contourmine featuresas narrow as one (TM)
pixel. Becauseof the dynmaicnature of surfacemine expansionand
revegetation,however,accuraciesrelativeto air photos were substantially
reducedbelow probable levels.
The average improvementfor the urban categorywas If% (TM relative
to MSS), or a .45 factor of improvement. Here the problemwith low absolute
accuracieswas one of definition. Most of the so-called"urban"areas in
Logan County are towns characterizedby low densityresidentialland use,
locatedalong narrow floodplainsof streamvalleys. The typical low density
of these housingunits makes such developmentdifficultto identifyby means
of the TM, and even harder to detect with the MSS. This problemmay be partly
related to the signatureextensionfrom HoldenQuadrangleto the rest of the
county. The agriculture/grasscategoryhad the greatest averagedifferencein
accuracybetweenthe MSS and TM classificationsof 44%. This translatesinto
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a factor of improvement for TMrelative to MSSof 5.1. Due to the narrow
nature of stream valleys and the general lack of open land, it was difficult
to select multi-pixel test sites for this category. Several of the sites
chosen were actually revegetated surface mines, which classified as a mix of
land covers.
In terms of overall classification performance, the TM four-axis
canonical classification clearly gave the best result at 64%, followed by the
TM seven-band classification (57%), TM four principal components image (55%),
and TM band selected classification (53%). The TM canonical classification
also had the highest accuracies for the mines and agriculture/grass
categories. None of the MSSclassifications had overall accuracies greater
than 40%, and they do little more than delineate the general valley structure
within Logan County.
CONCLUSIONSANDSUMMARY
A variety of classifications using both raw and transformed MSSand
TM data sets from 4 September 1982 were performed for the Logan County, West
Virginia study area. The object was to compare the utility of I_I and MSSdata
for delineating small, irregular ground features, particularly surface mines,
and also to test data reduction/transformation techniques (band selection,
canonical analysis, and principal components) in relation to a traditional
means of unsupervised classification.
Statistical results demonstrate that, on the average, the TM
classifications yielded an overall .53 factor of improvement relative to the
MSSclassifications. Whenthe accuracies for only three minor (in terms of
areal extent) land use categories are examined, the factor of improvement for
TM over MSSincreases to 1.48; i.e., the TM is nearly one and one-half times
better than the MSSfor delineating small and irregular ground features such
as contour strip mines.
While the absence of timely ground truth information kept accuracies
below anticipated levels, the TM provided good site-specific information on
surface mines in Logan County. It appears that the TM can be used not only to
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locateand identifycontourstrip mines in various stages of expansionand
revegetation,but that the extent and configurationof individualsurface
mines can be accuratelymapped as well. This representsa major advanceover
the MSS that seems mostly attributabieto the improvedspatialresolutionof
the TM.
Comparingthe data reduction/transformationtechniqueswith the
standardunsupervisedclassificationsof raw MSS and TM data, the results show
that canonicalanalysisin this case is a superiorprocedurefor delineating
spectrallyheterogeneousland uses that cover a small area within a scene.
Canonicalanalysisgave the best overallresultsfor both the TM and MSS data
sets, and also proved to be the most accuratetechniquefor mapping surface
mines. This is probablydue to the eliminationof noise in the transformed
data sets, leadingto increasedseparabilityof urban and mine areas,which
are spectrallyconfusedto a high degree in the raw MSS and TM data set
classifications.
It is worth noting that all of the county-wideclassificationswere
derivedfrom unsupervisedsignaturesand data transformationsoriginally
developedfor the HoldenQuadranglearea. Signatureextensionover large
areas with remotelysensed satellitedata has typicallynot workedwell in the
past, but the transformationmatrices used herein produced adequate
classificationresultswhen appliedto the county-widedata sets. The use of
a reduced number of bands (or axes, or components)representsa significant
CPU time/costsavingswhen comparedwith the classificationof the full MSS
and (especially)TM data sets. Becauseof the higher accuraciesachievedat
lower cost, it is recommendedthat canonicalanalysis be consideredas a
standardprocedurefor processingTM and MSS data when the delineationof
unique ground features like surfacemines is necessaryor important.
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COMPARISONOF LANDCOVERINFORMATIONFROMLANDSATMULTISPECTRAL
SCANNER(MSS) ANDAIRBORNETHEMATICMAPPERSIMULATOR(TMS)
DATAFOR HYDROLOGICAPPLICATIONS
J.C. GERVIN
NASA/GODDARDSPACEFLIGHT CENTER
Y.C. LU AND R.F. MARCELL
COMPUTERSCIENCESCORPORATION
In a cooperative program with the US Army Corps of Engineers (Corps),
NASAis evaluating the capabilities of Landsat-4 Thematic Mapper (TM) data for
environmental and hydrologic applications. Both NASAand the Corps are
interested in assessing the relative effectiveness of TM, MSSand conventional
data for land cover classification, particularly in urban/suburban areas, and
for developing parameters for input to hydrologic (flood forecasting) and
economic (flood damage) models. In addition, it would be particularly
desirable to establish a set of optimal TM band combinations for land cover
classification and related data analysis which could reduce processing time
and cost while preserving accuracy and reliability.
Several sites already under study by the Corps were selected for this
program. This paper will report results for one of these sites, the Clinton
River Basin in Michigan. Moreover, the data examined here were gathered by
the TMS, an airborne sensor designed to simulate TM spatial and spectral
resolution prior to launch.
APPROACH
Detailed land cover classifications were performed on TMSand MSS
data of the Clinton River Basin (acquired on August 19, 1981, and June 28,
1980, respectively) using supervised classification techniques. Differences
in interclass separability were compared to select several promising TMS band
combinations, selected from the 27 covering the Clinton River Basin.
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Supervisedclassificationsfor those band combinationswere completedfor
three 7.5 minute (1:24,000scale) US GeologicalSurvey (USGS)topographic
maps, Mt. ClemensWest, Utica and Waldenburg,includingBands 2, 3 and 4
(MSS-comparable);3, 4 and 7; 3, 4, 5 and 7; and all bands (whereBand 7 is
thermal).
The three USGS maps used in the accuracy assessmentincludedthe
primarilyresidentialMt. ClemensWest map, the agriculturalWaldenburgmap
and the Utica map, which representsa varietyof land cover types. The
watershedcontainsmany small heterogeneousland cover areas, including
industrialplants,commercialbuildingsalong major roadways,small ponds,
isolatedresidentialdevelopments,golf courses,narrow woodlandsalong
streamsand small agriculturalfields.
Conventionalland cover maps at a scale of 1:24,000were preparedby
the SoutheastMichigan Councilof Governments(SEMCOG)using 1978 aerial
photographyfor Mt. ClemensWest, Utica and Waldenburgfor use in verification
and accuracyassessmentof the TMS and MSS classifications. A pixel-by-pixel
comparisonwas performedbetweenthe digitizedground truth maps and each
correspondingLandsatMSS and TMS classificationmap.
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
The resultingaccuracycomparisons,in terms of percentof pixels
correctlyidentifiedin each land cover categoryon the ground verification
data, are summarizedby land cover categoryand MSS and TMS band combination
for all three maps in Table I. The bottom row indicatesthe percentoccupied
by each of the land cover types examined,based on the ground verification
data.
The overallaccuraciesfor the land cover classificationsof the
ClintonRiver Basin are somewhat lower than those often reported in the
literature. This can be attributedto the heterogeneityof this largely
suburbanarea, the rigorous accuracyassessmentapplied, inconsistenciesin
the ground verificationdata, due in part to the passageof time betweenthe
photointerpretationand TMS data acquisition,and the separationof developed
into commercial/industrialand residential.
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TABLE 1
CLASSIFICATIONACCURACYSUMMARYFORMT. CLEMENSWEST,UTICA, ANDWALDENBURG
PERCENT CORRECT
Commercial/Sensor Water Agriculture Woodland Residential Totaland Grass Industrial
MSS 19 43 50 41 59 48
TMS
(2, 3, 4) 42 58 38 49 72 57
(3, 4, 7) 42 55 42 49 69 56
(3, 4, 5, 7) 45 64 4i 50 80 63
All Bands 44 61 43 51 83 63
Percent Cover 1 45 18 8 28
Although these accuracy figures could probably be improved through
revised ground verification data or the use of multitemporal data, contextual
classification, or other more advanced digital techniques, this might obscure
the results of greatest interest: a comparison of the per point accuracy of
land cover classification results between MSSand TMSand between various TMS
band combinations.
For all three maps, the spectral band combination comparable to the
MSS(Bands 2, 3 and 4) produced an overall accuracy of 57 percent, an increase
of 9 percent over the MSS. The optimum 3-band combination selected by the
transformed divergence technique provided similar results. This is largely
attributable to the substantially (approximately 20 percent) higher accuracies
for residential, water and agriculture/grass.
The selected 4-band combination provided nearly as good a
discrimination of land cover as all seven TMS bands. The 4- and 7-band
classifications did show considerable improvement in accuracy over the 3-band
combinations (63 percent versus 57 and 56 percent), particularly in
residential (80 and 83 percent versus 72 and 69 percent) and agriculture/grass
(64 and 61 percent versus 58 and 55 percent).
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CONCLUSIONS
TMSdata produced a more accurate and spatially contiguous
classification than MSSfor this study site. While the accuracy of the 4-band
TMSdata set was as good as the 7-band, the 3-band TMSdata sets were also
better than the MSS. These results indicate that both the increased spectral
discrimination and spatial resolution contribute to improved classification
accuracy. The possibility of reducing the data analysis burden associated
with large TM data volumes through effective band selection therefore appears
promising.
The combinationof bands selectedbased on the transformeddivergence
techniqueprovidedone band in each of the major regions of the spectrum:
visible (Band 3), near IR (Band4), middle IR (Band 5) and thermal IR (Band
7). This selectionagrees reasonablywell with results obtainedby other
investigators.
These results should be viewed with some caution, however. The data
are from a TMSrather than the actual TM. Moreover, the MSSdata were
obtained in early summerwhile the TMSwas flown in late summer; therefore,
some of the differences noted could be due to seasonal, atmospheric and sun
angle effects rather than sensor differences.
The implications of the improved classification accuracy of TMSdata
are important for Corps hydrologic and economic modeling. In particular, the
higher accuracies for the developed categories (residential and commercial)
should improve the predictions of runoff in flood forecasting models and of
flood damage for damage calculation models appreciably. Moreover, the
promising results with band selection will permit users of the data to benefit
from the improved classification capability without having to deal withthe
entire data volume.
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RELATIVEACCURACYASSESSMENTOF LANDSAT-4MSSANDTM DATA
FORLEVEL I LAND COVERINVENTORY
E. M. MIDDLETON,R. G. WITT
NASA/GODDARDSPACEFLIGHT CENTER
Y.C. LU and R. S. SEKHON
COMPUTERSCIENCESCORPORATION
A study was undertaken to compare digital data for the Washington, DC
scene from the Landsat-4 Multispectral Scanner (MSS) and the Landsat-4
Thematic Mapper (TM), simultaneously acquired on November 2, 1982 (Scene IDs:
40109-15140). Classification success for the TM and MSSdata sets was
determined by a per pixel comparison with digitized ground verification data
(GVD). These GVDwere comprised of Level I land cover (developed,
agriculture, forest, water, wetlands, and barren) for four USGS7.5-minute
topographic quadrangle maps. The GVDwere spatially resampled to 60m for
comparison with the 60m resampled MSSpixels and 30m for comparison with the
30m resampled TM pixels. The acreages per cell from the contingency tables
from the quads were combined producing one data set each for TM/GVDand
MSS/GVD. This corresponds to a total of 655,890 TM pixels, 163,434 MSSpixels
and 72,755 hectares.
Classification accuracy was computed as an average value and for each
cover type. Accuracy was expressed two ways: I) as the percent
correspondence with GVD(% "correct") and 2) as the percent correspondence
relative to both the GVDand Landsat classification schemes. Errors of
omission and commission associated with the Landsat classifications were also
computed. Approach (I) considers errors of omission only whereas approach (2)
considers errors of omission and commission.
The comparative classification success for the TM and MSSwas 79.2
versus 68.2 percent overall using approach (I) and 65.7 versus 51.8 percent
using the more rigorous approach (2). This represents an overall accuracy
improvement for TM between II and 14%, or a factor of about 1.3, for these
data. This overall improvement also was seen in the individual cover
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categories where TM out-performed MSSin all cover categories in terms of
correspondence to the GVD, and performed as well or better in terms of errors
of omission and commission. The greatest overall gain in accuracy (+20%) was
observed for the developed category (computed using approach 2) and was due
largely to a 34% or factor of 3.5 reduction in the error of commission. A
notable gain in correspondence to GVDalso was seen for agriculture (+15.4%)
and forest (+7.5%), both due to reductions in the errors of omission. In
summary, a substantial improvement in accuracy for Level I land cover
categorization, equal to 13.8%, was shown for TM relative to MSSwhen both
errors of omission and commission were considered.
TM VS. MSS: COMPARATIVECLASSIFICATIONSUCCESS
Classification Accuracy Classification Error
(Correspondence to GVD) (Noncorrespondence to GVD
Accuracy Accuracy
(Approach I) (Approach 2) Omission Commission
Land %Diff. Ratio %Diff. Ratio %Diff. Ratio %Diff. Ratio
Cover TM-MSS TM TM-MSS TM TM-MSS MSS TM-MSS MSS
Type MSS MSS TM TM
D +4.92 1.08 +20.08 1.52 -4.92 1.14 -33.74 3.43
A/G +15.37 1.25 +16.13 1.28 -16.37 1.85 -5.59 1.47
F +7.55 1.09 +3.33 1.06 -7.55 1.61 +0.82 0.97
W +3.20 1.04 +0.92 1.01 I -3.20 1.20 +2.86 0.75
Wt +2.70 1.05 +1.09 1.61 I -2.70 1.06 -1.14 1.01
B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
f
Over All +11.03 1.16 +13.84 1.27 RATIO (MSS/TM) 31.77
Types Total Error : 20.7--4= 1.53
KEY D = Developed; A/G = Agriculture/Grasslands; F = Forests; W = Water;
Wt = Wetlands; B = Extractive/Barren
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